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In the present work, experimental vapor-liquid equilibrium 
de.ta. were obtained at elevated pressures and temperatures for the 
binary systems hydrogen-benzene and hydrogen-9.rclohe:xane. The 
··"System.s were chosen to provide data for the characterization of the 
effect of the nature of tne solvent on gas solubility data. The 
conditions of measurement were selected, inasmuch as possible, to 
extend the range of a.va:;i.labl~ data for the above systems. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Th.is study consists of a theoretical and ex:perim.ental investi-
gation of equilibria between coexisting vapor and liquid phases at 
elevated temperatures and pressures. The particular systems investi-
gated were the binary systems composed of hydrogen with n-hexane, 
cyclohexane, and benzene. The ex:perimental data for hydrogen--n-
hexane were available ( 54). Data for the two remaining systems were 
,obtained in the experimental part of this work. 
Th.ere were several reasons for selecting the above systems for 
study •. Systems containing hydrogen 'With light hydrocarbons are en-
countered in petroleum refineries, so that the data obtained here may 
be of practical use. The hydrocarbons were chosen with the intent of 
obtaining data to deter.mine the effect of varying; solvent nature on 
hydrogen solubility. Finally, some data were available for comparison, 
which allowed the eXperimental apparatus and technique to be checked. 
The voluminous literature in ·the field of vapor-liquid equilibria 
amply testifies to its importance. The interest in such data has had 
two aspect.s: practical and theo:reticalo From the practical side, data 
a.re needed for the design and analysis of operation of ch~ca.l pl.ant 
equipment. Theoretical interest has stemmed from two problems: 
thermodynamic testing of vapor-liquid equ.ilibrium data, and correlation 
of existing data for extension to new systems~ 
1 
The pa.rticlll.ar type of vapor-liquid equilibrium. studied in this 
work is that in which one of the components is a gas, i.e., is above 
its critical temperature.. Certain ,difficulties present in any study 
of vapor-liquid equilibria: are more pronounced when one component is 
a gas. The selectio:n of experimental apparatus and method of' analysis 
of composition of equilibrium phases is more difficult because of the 
wide difference in volatility of the components~ The theoretical 
problem. of hypothetical standard states is more prominent; equili-
brium conditions correspond to conditions far removed from those in 
which the gas can exist as a pure liquid, or tb.e solvent as a pure 
vapor. 
In the following chapter, prior work in vapor-liquid equilibria 
is reviewed. Tb.is review covers experimental methods, methods of 
analysis of-composition, and previous investigations for the systems 
studied here. In Ch.apter III, vapor-liquid equilibria theory is dis-
cussed, especially as it pertains to the present work. The experi-
mental equipment, precedure, and results are described next .. Finally, 
the data are analyzed and the results of' correlation work are dis-
cussed. 
2 
CHAF'f.ER II 
FRIOR INVESTIGATIONS 
As stated previously, the literature in the field of vapor-liquid 
equilibria. is voluminous. The review presented below includes only 
a few aspects of the total field •. Emphasis is placed on work in gas-
liquid equilibria. Experimental techniques are described first. 
Metb.ods of analysis of composition are discussed :next. In connection 
with the latter subject, some preliminary work in gas chromatography 
is reported. Prior stud.ies on systems containing hydrogen with n-
hexane, cyelohe:xane, and benzene are tabulated in the final section. 
Experimental Methods 
~e experimental investigation of vapor-liquid equilibria in-
volves me~surement of the pressure, temperature, 8.Jld composition of 
coexisting equilibrium phases. Determina.tions of densities for the 
equilibrium phases, subcooled liquids, and superheated vapor mixtures 
~re de.si~~le (as discussed in Cb.apter III), but not necessary for 
characterizing the e(lUilibrium state. 
~e experimental probl~ is simple, in principle. In practice, 
•ny dif:f'i.cul ties arise, and errors are common. llipkin ( 33) has 
classified these errors as follows: 
,1) Th.eoretieal limitations 
(2) Operational errors 
( 3) Sampling errors (4) Analysis errors 
3 
Theoretical limitati.ons are i.Dherent in the design of the appa-
ratus. Attainment of equilibrium must be possible. Operatio:oal er-
rors include improper operation of the eqtlilibrium. appa.ratllB, incor-
rect measurement or control of temperature and pressure, and the use 
of impu.re materials. The measurement ot temperature and pressure 
Will not be discussed. 
Sampling errors a.re difficult to avoid entirely. The problem is 
to remove representative samples of the equilibrium phases without 
disturbing the equilibrium. apl)reeiably, and without changing the 
composition of' the samples. Se.m.J;,le lines usi:aally are purged and may 
have to be heated f'or gas samples in order to avoid partial con.den-
sa.tion. 
Even if representative samples have been isolated, th.e possibil-
ity of errors in the analysis of the samples is alw.ys present. 
Analysis errors may limit the overall precision of th.e p-~-x-y data .. 
As Ilipkin has stated, there is a tendency to lump all experimental 
error 1n this la.st eategof.r. T.b.e magnitude of the other errors listed 
above my be impossible to eval•te, but the possibility of their 
presence should al'WB.;ys be considered. 
The e:,i:perimen.tal techniques ued in. the determination of vapor-
liquid equilibrium data have been reviewed by Barr-Bavid (6), Robinson. 
and Gilliland (71), and Hipkin (33). These techniques may· be classi-
fied as shawn in Table I. These methods are discussed below. In th.is 
discussion.it will be implicit that the equilibrium. apparatus must be 
maintau.ed at a constant, uniform. temperature during any determination. 
Comments from the three references mentioned above are im.corporated 
in the discussion. 
4 
EXPERIMEl.ftAL METHODS USED IN 
TBS~ OF VAPOR-LIQUID EQUILIBRIA 
Method 
Static 
. Constant Volum.e 
Variable Volum.e 
Bubble- and Dew-Point 
Indirect 
Visual 
Dynamic FloY 
Differential 
Liquid-Recireula.tion 
Vapor-Recirculation 
Static Method 
References 
11, 47, 57, 69 
15, 46 
54, 73 
17, 41, 42 
45, 51, 62 
6, 66 
5, 70 
In the simplest application of the static method, a closed vessel 
of constant vol'tm!.e is used. The vessel is evacuated, filled 'With the 
components to be studied, placed in a co:o.sta.nt temperature be.th, and 
agitated. Theoretically, equilibrium is attained after sufficient 
time has elapsed.. The equilibrium. phases are then smnpled, and the 
samples are analyzed. Lindroos and Dodge { 4 7) and Pr:ter and Rein-
hartz { 57) used constant-volume cells in recent work. 
During the rem.oval of samples from the c:onsts.n.t-volum.e eell., the 
pressure necessarily falls, dist1ilrbing the equilibrium.. Liquid smn-
ples are usually much smaller than vapor samples and are removed first. 
Pressure decrease is minim.ized 'by:malting the cell vol'Ul'lle large 'With 
5 
respect to the sample volume. In gas-liquid equilibria at moderate 
pressures, a decrease in pressure results in an increase in the con-
centration of the heavy component. Without agitation, the heavy com-
ponent enters the vapor phase only by diffusion. If the gas-sampling 
point is far removed from any liquid surface and sampling is rapid, 
the sample composition should be affected little by the pressure de-
crease., 
Boomer,!! al. (11) attempted to a.void pressure decrease in 
sampling by isolating the samples before removal. A constant-volume 
cell with three horizontal chambers was used~ The upper chamber con-
tained only vapor, the middle chamber contained vapor and liquid, 
and the lower chamber contained only liquid. The chambers were inter-
connected at ea.ch end by lines provided with valves. The cell was 
rocked intermitta.ntly to attain equilibrium .• The valves were then 
closed, isolating the samples. One drawback of this apparatus was 
the long t:ime necessary to make a. run. An advantage was that equili-
brium phase densities were determined from the volumes of the chambers 
and the :masses of the samples. 
A second, and more common, way to reduce pressure decrease during 
sampling is to use a variable-volume cell. Usually the cell contents 
are confined over mercury. During sample removal, additional mercury 
is injected to maintain the pressure nearly constantA Recent studies 
in which the variable-volume cell w.s used include those of Connolly 
(15) and Leland et al.. (46). Measurement of the volume of mercury 
injected during sampling, and of the mass of the sample, permits 
calculation of the equilibrium phase densities. 
) 
Rigas~ al. (69) used a variable-volume cell that contained 
6 
a movable piston interposed between the.mercury and the cell con-
tents. From the S8Jflpling standpoint, this cell 1fas constant-volume, 
however. Tb.e equilibrium samples vere withdre:wn very quickly into 
very small, evacuated spaces that vere isolated betveen valves 
bull t into the cell body .• 
Static equilibrium eel.ls have been agitated by three methods. 
7 
External agitation by- rocking the entire cell has been used exten-
sively. All .tubing comiected to the cell must be flexible in this 
case. Im.tern.al agitation has been accomplished in two 1fays: (1) stir-
ring paddles operated "by an external motor, and (2) magnetic stir-
rers operated by an external coil. Several mechanical and opera-
tional difficulties have been encountered 'With agitation. Motors 
and coils :ilmnersed in the constant temperature bath may be sub-
jected to severe temperature conditions .. 0n the other hand, external 
mounting :may result in serious heat lea.ks. Motor-operated stirrers 
require packing glands, which a.re sources of pressure lea.ks in the 
equilibrium cell. 
The static method is equally applicable to gas-liquid and vapor-
liquid equilibria, although it has probably been used more for high.-
pressure gas-liquid studies. The variable-volume cell seems to be 
more versatile than the constant-volume cell, but is :more compli-
cated. The use of mercury a.s a confining subst;a.nee limits the temper-
ature range of the variable-vohune cell. In the static method, the 
critical conditions of a :mixture cannot 'be determined directly. 
Mu1tieomponent m.ixtures, as veil as binaries, may be investigated. 
8 
Bubble- and Dew~Point Method 
-- -- --- ----
The bubble-and dew-point method is essentially a modification 
of the variable-volume static method in 'Which sampling is avoided, 
Two basic variations have been used. 
Indirect Method - The vmrk of Sage et al. (54, 73) exemplifies 
the indirect bubble- and dew-point me·thod. The components are 
weighed or measured volumetrically :into a variable-volume cell over 
mercury and the temperature is stabilized. Pressure is increased in 
increments by injecting mercury. The volume of the mixture is deter-
mined from the amount of mercury injected. Thi~ procedure is re-
peated to very high pressures, passing through the two-phase region. 
Samples are not 'Withdra:wn, since the composition is know. The entire 
procedure is repeated for several temperatures and compositions. The 
p-V data for each composition are plotted and the bubble-and dew-
points found from breaks in the curves. 
The indirect method is quite satisfactory for bubble-point meas-
urements. However, dew-points are often difficult to determine from 
p-V p~ots, so that Sage et al. usually a.eter.mi:ned dew-point composi-
tions by withdrawing gas samples from the equilibrium mixture and 
analyzing these samples. 
Visual Method - Kay (41., 42) used a glass: capillary i.:n his work., 
'Which allowed visual determination of the formation of the first 
bubble in a. liquid and of the first dew from the vapor. The ap-
pa.ratus -was much simpler than that used in the indirect method, 
although two capillaries had to be used to cover the range of den-
sities encountered. 
Connolly (17) t:LSed an apparatus similar to that of Kay., but 
used a slightly different teebllique to observe the dew-point. The 
dew-point ws determined by the appearance of a speck of liquid at 
the point of contact of a steel stirring ball With the wll of the 
capillar;r. The speck pressure is slightly different fr®Jn the true 
dew-point pressure. Correetions were made for this effect. Bub-
ble-points were determined from p-V plots. 
]!l<>th Kay and Sage_!! al. cross-plotted their data om. large 
graphs·to determiiae.equilibrium concentrations. Connolly interpo-
lated his bubble-point data by a curve-fitting method. A large num-
ber of experimental points are required for either treatment. The 
m.ethod is applicable only to binary mixtures, as can be shawn by 
application of the phase rule. 
The bubble- and dew-point method has several advantages. Den-
sity data may be obtained for the equilibrium.and unsaturated phases. 
~r:tme,ntal com1>osii;i0ns are usuallykn<Ml 'Without sampling. Criti-
cal conditions may be determined rather precisely if the components 
are ver;r pure. 
Dynam.ic Flow Method 
There are several variations of the d:yna.mic flow method, but 
the basic procedure is that of bubbling a gas slO'Wly through a 
liquid. Sufficient contact with the liquid should saturate the gas. 
The exit gas stream .is collected and analyzed. A liquid sample may 
e.lso be with.drawn and analyzed.. 
One di:f'fieul.ty with the dy.na;mie _ flow method is that equilibrium.-
may not 'be attained..· Sewera.J. factors-may contribute to this prob-
lem. There 1s a. definite pressure drop in the gas phase as it 
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travels through the liquid, due to the hydrostatic head @f the 
' ... ' 
liquid .. The pressure drop effect should be small at high pressures. 
Adequate contacting :may not "be achieved between the phaseso Praus-
nitz and Benson (62) used two liquid vessels in series to avoid this 
problem, as well as introducing the gas throtlgb. a :t'ritted-gla.ss 
spa.rger. Krlcb.evtkii and Sorin.a (45) used only one vessel, but 
provided stirring of the cell contents .. Michels (51) also used one 
vesael, but broke the gas up into sma.11 bubbles and passed it through 
a packed section. Insufficient liquid mixing may occur, also, but 
this can 'be avoided by allOY.ing the mixture to equilibrate before 
:passing the gas through .. lfb.en. the liquid shollld be.of tmiform 
eemposition., 
Eotraimn.ent of liquid in the gas phase ean also produce error 
in tb.e dynamic fiow:methodo WW flow rates ean be used to a.void this 
prol>le:m., Praus:nitz and Benson used a gJ.a.ss-vool plug to prevent 
entrainme:nt. Krichevskii and Sorina used a liquid knock-out cha.m.bero 
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The dynamic flow method appears to be limited to use with a si:ngle 
liquid component. If a gas is bubbled thr~m:gh a m~ed liquid., the li-
quid components will leave :ill different amounts in the gas phase .. 
T.b:us., the liquid-phase compasition will cb.a.nge with t:1me.. A large li-
quid volume and small gas rate would lessen the problem .. The case of 
a mixed gas with a single liq,uid has been studied by Michels (51)., 'Who 
investigated the system a.mmcmia.-b:ydrogen-nitrogen" In the latter stu~., 
tb.e mole ratio of hydrogen' to nitrogen was held coI1sta.nt at 3:L 
The dynamic flow method allow withdra:waJ. of the gas_sam.ple at 
- ' 
constant pressure a.:nd. in large a.mount.. Several samples may be 'With-
drawn. at tb.e same conditions, if nece13sa:ry .. 
Differential Method 
The differential method is no longer used ( 33) and. is not 
applicable to gas-liquid mixtures, but 'Will be discussed briefly. 
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A mixture of known composition is charged to a distillation :f'la.sk and 
boiled. 1'he distillate is condensed in a receiver and analyzed. 
Either average compositions are used for the distillate and. residue, 
or else a series of distill.ates are sampled. In the latter case, 
composition is plotted as fun.ction of voltmte distilled and extrapo-
lated back to zero voltml.e to find the composition in equilibrimn 'With 
the initial liquid. The question arises as to whether or not the 
liquid leaving a boiling mixture is in equilibri1m1 With it. It is 
know.n tbat even pure liquids may superheat 'When boiling. Furthermore, 
vapor can condense on the walls of the flask and. challge in composi-
tion before entering the condenser. 
Liquid-Recirculation :Method 
In the liquid recirculation method a still is used, as in the 
differential method, but the vapor is condensed and recirculated to 
the still,. This method is also-not applicable 'With gases. Liquid 
recirculation has been used at elevated.pressures "Where both co~po:n.-
en.ts are below their critical tempera-t;ure, notably by :Ba.rr-Bavi<li 
(6) and Bao,!! al. (66). Tb.e liquid recircµla.tion method suffers 
from the same drawback as the differential. method, that is, boiling 
in the still. A steady state JJJAy be achieved, but not necessarily 
a true equilibria state. 
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Vapor-Recirculation MethQd 
In the vapor-reeirculatio:n method, vapor is removed from the top 
of the equilibrium. vessel and recirculated to the bottom. The vapor 
must be pumped by some means, and must be heated or cooled to the 
temperature of' the cell before reintroduction. Aroyan and Katz (5) 
and Roberts and MeKetta (70) used magnetic pumps to recirculate the 
vapor in high pressure studies. 
Consideration of the vapor-recirculation method shows that it 
is actually the dynamic f1owmethod in closed-circuit form. Thus, 
sufficient recycling should give true equilibrium. Furthermore, the 
vapor-recirculation method has the advantage that it can be used. 'With 
vapors, as well as gases. This method can also "be used 'With multi-
component mixtures, pro'Vli.ded that vapor samples are removed 'Withou.t 
d,isturbing the co:m:t;ents of the cell. The latter was accomplished by 
Aro~ and.Katz by ~e introduction o:f' mercury into the recirculation 
system d:ur~g removal. of the vapor sample. 
The recycled vapor must not condense, since this will change its 
composition. If the vapor is superheated at ro~ temperature, no 
difficulty is en.countered. :But for systems operating at tempere.-
tytr,e~ higher than am.bien.t, the recycle lines and pump :must be heated. 
Roberts amd MeKetta placed the en.tire apparatus in an air bath for: 
operation at elevated temperatures. 
It may be remarked that vapor-recirculation can also be viewed 
as a. method of agitation f'or the static method. Indeed., Roberts and 
McKetta used the method in this way, allowing the phases to remain 
static f'or e.bout·an hour prior to sampling .. 
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Present :Method 
Consideration of the above dicussion indicates that in the case 
of gas-liquid equilibria, there are fundamentally two methods of study 
with vari.atiol'lS on ea.ch. These are the dynamic flow and the static 
methods. Furthermore, liquid samples are almost always dra'Wll more or 
less instanteously, and at static conditiol'lS. The handling of the 
. - . 
vapor sample differentiates between the two methods. 
The experimental methoo. used 1n this study is the dynamic flow 
method. The apparatus used is, for the most part, identical to that 
of :Michels (51) and. w.s purebased :f'rom w. C. t'Ha.rt and Zn, Rotter-
dam. Tb.is equipment has several attractive features. Contact 'With 
mercury 1n the equilibrium cell is avoided. Modifications can be made 
to permit conversion to the vapor-recirculation or static type of 
operation, and also to permit measurement of volumetric data. The 
pressure is regulated and measured by the same device. 11.'h.e pressure 
meas:uril::lg and regtilatin.g equipment obtained with the cell can be 
a~~ted for use in other studies, such as p-V-T measurements. A 
detailed description of the apparatus and experimental procedure :ts 
given 1n Chapter IV. 
Methods of .Analysis 
Co:nventiona1 :methods of u.alysis, sueh as refractive indices or 
litu.id densities, cannot be use<il with gas-J.iquid s~les due to the 
. . 
Wide difference ia volatilities of the components. Previous inves-
tigations were reviewed in as effort to select a suitable method. 
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A method that seemed promising was gas-liquid partition chroma-
togre.phy. Conventional gas chro:ms.tographs operate a.t pressures 
slightly above atmospheric. In this method, the sample is isolated in 
small quantity, and then is expanded into the chromatographic column. 
In the ini tia.1 phase of this stuay, an attempt ws ms.de to de-
velop a method for sampling a»4 introduct;ton of equilibrium phase 
samples into a chromatogra~ unit. The original sampling valve 
design ws based on the desire to obtain densities a.swell as com.po-
sitions. It 'W&.S hoped that a. valve could be developed that eou1d 
eventually be placed directly atop the equilibrium cell in order to 
isolate kl\l.O'WA volumes of the sampJ.es at .eq;uiJ.ibri'lml temperatures 
and pressures. 
A rotary va.J.ve, sh01m.·1n Figure l, wa.s constructed. Initial 
operation. with the valve was to be outside the constant temperature 
bath,_ f'ollowed~by mo~ting in the bath if' operation proved suecess:f'ul.. 
The valve consisted of' two stationary end plates with a rotary center 
section, all of steel. It was found tha.t to lap a leak-f'ree metal-
. .. 
to-metal surface was very nearl.y impossible. For this reason, 
2e:f'1on gaskets were inserted. 
Tlil.e valve could be turned so that either liquid or vapor samples 
would flov through. Partial rotation trapped the sample. Further 
rotation connected the sample to the helium supply line that fed the 
chromatograpq unit. 
Tests performed. on tae valve showed that it was :not satisfae ... 
-- ·-· 
tory. The s,-stem ethane-benzene was used in these tests. Liquid 
samples of fair reproo.u.cibility were obtained, but vapor compos.itions 
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shoved extreme variation. The variation :i.n vapor composition was 
probably due to condensation of benzene in the valve body, since 
it was not heated. A more serious difficulty developed, howerver. 
The Teflon gaskets galled and periodic.ally plugged the capillary 
connections .. Nylon gaskets showed better mechanical stability but 
were far less self-lubricating, 'Which made the valve extremely dif-
ficult to turn. No leakage was observed, but the pressure used was 
only 150 psig. Because of the difficulties encountered, the above 
method was abandoned. 
The analysis of hydrogen-hydrocarbon mixtures by gas chroma-
tography presents two difficulties. The thermal c9nductivity of 
hydrogen is greater than that of the usual ·carrier gas., helium, 
while that of the hydrocarbons is less. Even if another carrier gas 
is used, a reversing switch must be placed in the detector circuit. 
Furthermore, the holding t:i:m.e of hydrogen in a chromatographic column 
is very low compared to that of hydrocarbons. A two-section column 
with switching valve could be used to obtain satisfactory peaks for 
the hydrogen and hydrocarbon in a reasona'ble length of time. 
Other Methods 
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Silver (76) used mass spectroscopy in his study of ternary and 
quaternary mixtures containing the same components used in this study. 
A suitable mass spectrograph -was not available here. Moreover, the 
precise analysis of mixtures qontaining hydrogen is difficult on the 
mass spectrograph. Silver found that several analyses were neces-
sary for each equilibrium sample. The analytic data were treated sta-
tistically to obtain equilibrium phase com.positions. 
Akers et al. (3) utilized built-in ther:n:ia.l eonduetivit;r cells 
in their apparatus tQ ,analyze both liquid and vapor phases. This 
method was peculiarly suited to their apparatus because both liquid 
and vapor phases were recirculated. ~Their method -was not applicable 
to the present equipment 'Without extensive modification·. 
· Gas specific., gravity has been- us.ed to measure sample composi ... 
tions, after expansion of the samples to low pressure .. Aroyan and 
Katz (5) used this method for analyzing hydrogen-n-buta.ne mixtures. 
Akers et al. (4) found that this method was not satisfactory for 
the system nitrogen-n-heptane. The method ·requires extreme ca.re and 
is not particularly good for low concentrations. 
A general method that has been used in several modifications 
consists of passing the equilibrium samples through a trap in 'Which 
the heavy component is retained .. The amount of heavy component is 
found. "by weighing the trap. The a.mount of gas is determined by meas-
uring its volume. 
Ipatiev et_ al. ( 39) and Akers ~ al. ·· ( 4) collected the hydro-
carbon on activated charcoal. Pra.usnitz and Benspn (62) passed the 
gas-phase sample through a refrigerated condenser. The remaining 
~s 11aS passed through a vet-test meter. Correction was ma.de for 
residual hydrocarbon -vapor. Dean and Tooke (20), ~ichevskii ~ al. 
(44, 45), and Peter and Reinhartz (57) coole~ the trap 'With dry ice-
acetone baths to remove the hydrocarbon in the solid phase. 
Present Method 
The la~t method mentioned above was chosen as being the s:i,mplest 
and most accurate method available. Equilibrium samples vere passed 
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through dry ice-aceto:q.e traps, freezing out the hydrocarbon. The 
traps were weighed before and after sampling. The hydrogen volume 
'Wa.S measured at a known temperature and pressure to determine its 
amount .. 
Experimental Data 
The available literature data for binary mixtures of the mater-
i~is under consideration are S'Ul)'IIIlarized in Table II. Not included 
in this list are the low pressure solubility for hydrogen in these 
solvents, which can be found in Seidell and Linke (48)\ Silver 
(76) obtained data for ternary and quaternary mixtures of hydrogen 
0 
with n-hexa.ne, cyclohe:x:a.ne, and 'benzene at 100 and 200 F and at 
1090 and 2000 psia. 
With one except~on, the data taken prior to 1957 were only for 
the solubility of hydrogen in the liqu;i.d phase, although Kr:tchevskii 
and Efrem.ova (44) did determine liquid densities as well. The data 
of Ipatiev et !d• (39) include vapor compositions, but their work 
'Was at pressures so high that extrapolation to low pressures is dif-
ficult. The latest data on cyclohexa.ne (45) and benzene (17) were 
found after initiation of this work. The range of the available 
data and the limitations of the apparatus were considered in .select-
ing the temperatures used in the present work. 
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Hydrocarbon 
n-Hexa.ne 
Cyelohe:xane 
Benzene 
TABLE II 
HYDROGEN-HYDROCARBON BINARY VAPOR-LIQUID EQUILIBRIUM DA'l'A 
Pressure 
Range, psia 
500-1700 
15-2200 
500-10,000 
670-4500 
1000-2500 
15-2000 
750-10,000 
380-4600 
750-4500 
15-2200 
3500-42,000 
725-7150 
280-2500 
0 Temperatures,* F 
77 
95.4 
40-460 (40) 
77, 302, 464 
77 
95.4 
68, 104, 140 
11, 1o4, 212 
77, 212, 302 
392, 464 
95.4, 162.7 
77, 122, 158, 
212, 302 
77 
320-500 (18) 
Tzye o:r Data 
p-T-x 
p-T-x 
p-V-T-x-Y** 
p-T-x 
p-t-x 
p-T-x 
p-V-T-x-yff* 
:p-T-x 
p-T-x 
p-T-x 
p-T-x-y 
p-V-T-x*** 
p-V-T-x-.y-lt* 
Reference 
25 
74 
54 
38 
25 
74 
45 
40 
38 
74 
39 
44 
17 
' 
*Where the temperature interval is constant, the temperature limits are listed, followed by 
the interval in parentheses. otherwise, :individual temperatures are shown. 
**'Liquid and vapor densities measured. 
**'*Liquid densities only :rqea.sured. 
I'-' 
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CHAPTER III 
THEORY 
The experimental method of obtaining vapor-liquid equilibrium data 
has always been the direct method. That is, the phases were equili-
brated and P-T-x-y data were measured~ A second method for obtaining 
phase-equilibrium. data--termed by +lodge (22) the "thermodynamic 
method"--is :possible. This method involves the measurement of volu-
metric data. for the individual phases. The second method lfS seldom 
used for determ.ining equilibrium conditions, but is used in the thermo-
dyna.m.ic testing of data, and in the correlation of experimental data¢ 
Before these subjects can be explored in detail, it will be necessary 
to present the basic thermodynamic equations of phase equilibria. .. 
Fundamental Relations 
The criterion for equilibrium in any isolated system follows 
directly from the second law of thermody.nam.ics. 
dS = 0 at constant U and V, 
where dS = change in entropy of the system., 
U' = internal energy of the system, 
V = volum.e of the system .. 
Gibbs (27) showed that an equivalent criterion is that 
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(III-1) 
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dU = 0 at constant S and V. (III-2) 
For an open phase composed of a homogeneous mixture of N components, 
N 
dU = TdS - Pd.V + [ µ.dn., 
. l .l. 1 l.= . 
where T = absolute temperature in the phase, 
P = absolute pressure in the phase, 
n1 = number of moles ot component i 
in the phase, 
µ = chemical pot~tial ot: C()JDl)OJl_ ent i. i 
(III-3) 
(III-4) 
Gibbs deduced two important results t'rom Equations III-2 and III-3. 
'l!he first result is that the necessary and suf'ficient conditions for 
equilibrium in an isolated heterogeneous system.are 
T' = TD' I = Tl ft = 
pa = pt R = pt I Y = 
(for all i)~ 
1he prim.es refer to different phases. 
The second .result deduced by Gibbs was the phase rule, 
D = N .. I + 2, 
where D = degrees of freedom, or the number 
of independent intensive thermo-
dynamic variables, 
(Ill-5) 
· (Ill-6) 
(llI-7) 
(III-8) 
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~ = number of phases in the system 
0 
Gibbs also defined the potential function 
F = U - 'fS + PV, (III-8) 
'Where F = the Gibbs free energy, 
and showed that 
fl1=(:) 
i P,T,nj 
(III-9) 
The Gibbs free energy, F, is convenient for use in phase equili-
brium work because of the particular combination of variables. Dif-
ferentiation of Equation III-8 at constant temperature yields, even-
tually, for a pure component, 
Integration of Equation III-10 at constant temperature yields 
p 
F - F0 = 1. Vd.P,. 
Po 
It can be shown (22) that 
'Where V 1 = partial molal volume of 
component io 
(III-10) 
(III-11) 
(III-12) 
2.3 
The above relations are essentially all that are needed for work 
in phase equilibria .. Their use turns out to be awkward in some appli-
cations. For this reason, Lewis (22) defined the fugacity .. 
'Where fi = fugaeity of component i in a 
mixture at T and P., 
f~ = :fuga:ei ty of ~ure 1 at T and. P~ 
(III-1.3) 
The definition of f'ugacity is completed by the following relation. 
(III-14) 
• 
'Where y. = mole fraction of component i 1 . in the gas mixture. 
Equations III-7 and III-1.3 yield, for phase equilibritun, 
-f' - -f' ' - -f f ' ' = i - i - i ... (for a.ll i).' (III-15) 
Fugacities are evaluated by means of the equation 
(III-16) 
'Which can be derived from Equations III-12 and III-1.3 .. Fugaeities at 
different pressures are related as shown. in the following equation. 
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(III-17) 
Equations III-12 through III-17 apply at constant temperature. 
Although these equations are written for mixtures, they apply to the 
case of pure components. For pure components, yi = 1 and V. = V., the 
1 -1 
pure component molal volume. 
Several auxiliary functions have been defined for convenience; 
these are the activity coefficient, y 1, the mixture fugacity coef-
ficient, ~ i' and the, pure component fugacity coefficient, v 1• 
f. )) = -2:. i p 
'¥There x. = m.ole fraction of component i in 
1 the liquid phase (yi is used if 
a gas mixture is considered), 
f~ = fugaeity of component i in the 
"standard state, 11 
fi = fugacity of component i at T and P. 
Experimental Applications 
(III-18) 
(III-19) 
(III-20) 
The experimental method in which equilibrium. P-T-x-y data are 
measured is an application of Equations III-5 and III-6 (which are 
intuitively true). In this method, the relation between x. and y. is 
1 1 
so-ught directly. The ex;perim.enta1· in:f'o:rmation is :not sufficient, how-
~nrer,,. to ca.lctt~ate ch.emical potentials. From. th,e theoretical stand-
po,irlt~ t}!,ere is no assurance that equilibrium is actually being 
observed. 
In the· general case, the Gi'b'bs free energy m-ust be kno'W:ll as a 
function of temperature, pre.ssure, a.nd oom.pos;!.tic:i:t1 in order to cal-
...... , ' . .,, . .,. .. ,. . . .. .' , .. '"' . . ' . . . 
culate_chemical,Potentia.ls (see Eq~a.tion III-9). At constant tempera-
~~re, _v-ol~e m-ust be lmow:n as a function of pressure and composition 
in order to calculate ohem:i,ca.l pQtential$ (see Equation II! .. 12). The 
,: 
;tatter case forms the bei,si1p fer the th.emedyna.:inic method of inv'esti.,. 
~t,:i.:t';lg :phase equilibria. In this in1:1thod,. the volumes of the se:pe.rate 
:pha.ses a.re determined': at constant temperatu1~e for dif:f'eTent comp_osi-
tions and pressures.. Chem.i9al ;pote:n:bials :may then be evaluated by use 
o::t\Equation !II .. lfe, 
T.b.e dete:rmi:na.tion of equilibr:i:um co:mpoait:i,ons will be a trial-
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and•error prooedure !i.n the the:rmod;y.ne.m.ic method. Consider the case of 
b:!.pacy' vapcc;r-liquid equili 'brium . , for e~;pl~. Co:m)?os i tions x1 and y i 
for one component a.re assum.ed tor the ·two phases at pressure :P. 
lnte:r;polation of the chem.ica.l :potential data in each phase for these 
compositions., at pre.ssure P, gives the tllerniodynamic :Potential in each 
phase. lf the proper choice of x1 and y 1 has been ma.de, the chemical 
potentials in the two phases will be equal to each other. 
The therni.odyna.m.ic method is not actually applied to vapor .. liquid 
equilibria in the e:ic:per:l..In.e:nta.l ser.i.s(;;l implied here. The rea.so:n is that 
the e:x.:pe:rim.e:nta.l da.te. requ.ired for tl:l.e e~lcula.tion of the ehemical po-. 
tent~l in the liquid :pha.se a.re not available. Benedict et al. (7) 
have usecl. the them.odyna.mic method, but -use~ a.:n equatien ~-f state to 
ae,eribe the volumet;r:ic behavior of both phases. Tl::le use of the equa-
tion~~ ju~tified by comps.risen 'With,ex:perimenta.;t vapQr-lig_uid equi .. 
libria c)lata. Tb.e experiJnen:teJ. thermodynamic method 'WS.S used by Ada.ms 
, . . ,. ., . I ., 
(l} in a study of eolid-liquid equilibria. 
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~th:er.problems a.re enoountered with the the~occynamio method, 
eyen where it may be used. !J'/b,e identity of the equilibrium phases may 
have to 'be est~'Qlished by adependent means. Tl::le .amount .. o:f' data 
. . . ... _. 
~equired is .large, and the p~ocess:t:ng Qf' the data ted:toas. The 'R-V 
data may be fitted to a.nal~ical relations to fa.eil:t:1?a.te precessu~ of 
the data. 
on enthal.J?y de.ta tuen at cQnsti:tnt prEUilStll"e for the separate phases. 
'fb.e method itself is pera.a.ps ot little ~:raetiea.l value, but the prin-
ciple is ~voked in tber.m.ody.namic consiste,n,cy tests, as indicated 
below .. 
Tlaermeccynamic.Consistency Tests 
Tb.e <l,irect a;nd"\her:rnodyxuunia e~eriln.ental methods described above 
'· . 
could, in the,o;ry, be. used to .check eaeh other.. Kwever, l'bl and Dodge 
{~7), amoug oth.e~s, have show.n that the explicit evaluatio;n. of the , 
chemical. potential is not necessary 'jzo,~eck the eonsiste~cy o:f' vol'U!-
metric and. eq-uilibrium da.ta,. Relations of the type tlaat they derived 
· a.re referred to as thermodynamic 00nsistency tests. Pe-:rh,a.:ps .. the most 
. ~ -~. 
, cq:iaven;LE,tnt equlfl.t;Lons fol;' testag thermodynamic consistency were pre-
sented. by Adler et 'al. (2).. The integrated equation de'rived. by Adler 
-- . 
~ !!• fo;r binary mutures at const1;1.nt temperature is 
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V J "i d1n Rj_ + J "2 dln ~ = J [zL + ~ Y1(~ . ~) -~ J dln P, 
(III-21) 
where K. = y./xi, 1 1 
z = P'f}RTo 
In this case, the volumes of the saturated liquid and vapor mixtures 
are required, as well as the volumes of superheated vapor mixtures. 
The latter are needed in order to calculatezi_, which is given by 
(Ill-22) 
Equation III-21 is preferable to other constant-temperature f'orms 
of thermodynamic consistency tests because it relates the experimental 
data, 'Whereas other forms use derived variables, such as the liquid-
phase activity coefficient. In addition, Equation III-21 can be used 
where one component is a gas--the condition of interest in this study. 
Methods have been presented for checking the thermodynamic con-
sistency of equilibrium and volumetric data. that use approximations 
for the volumetric data, or what is equivalent, for fugacity or activ-
ity coefficient data. These methods have been used in some instances. 
with no apparent realization that they were, in fact, approximationso 
:Because of this fact, Ibl and Dodge (37) presented rigorous rela-
tions and indicated where approximations might be used .. For rigorous 
testing, volumetric data are required for constant-temperature data, 
and heat-of-mixing data for constant-pressure data~ 
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Gau.treaux and eoates ( 26) stated that a rigerous thermodynamic 
consistency check based o;nly on P-T-x-y data could be made at one con-
dition, that of infinite dilution. Even in this. case pure-component 
liquid and vapor volumes are needed. These authors presented equa-
tions for the ease of infinite dilution. 'Which are applicable to gases 
disso;Lved in liquids. The isothemaJ. form. for a binary mixture is 
'Where all terms are evaluated at conditions 
corresponding to~= 0. 
(III-23) 
A pJ.ot of total pressure as a function of g8.4iJ solubility is u.sed 
to find the slope term. The right-band side of Equation III-23 can 
then be compared 'With. the extrapolated IC val11e for the solute gas. 
Pre.usnitz and Keeler ( 65) have suggested a constant-temperature 
thermodynamic consistency test that can 'be applied to gas-liquid equi-
libria at moderate pressures. These authors do not point out in vb.at 
sense the test is a thermodynamic consistency check. Actually, t~e 
use of their method involves certain assumptions. :But granting these 
assumptions, the method is a consistency check in the sense UBed here. 
This method is discussed in detail in Append~ :a:. 
Correlation of Experimental De.ta 
The correlation of experimental vapor-liquid equilibrium data may 
be based cm the themoccynamic method of detemini:ng equilibrium data. 
Thus, if equations of state relating volume to pressure and composi-
tion at constant tem;perature. are available for liquid and vapor 
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mix:tures, the equilibrium compositions may be calculated. Tb.is be.sic 
method w.s, 1n fa.et, used by Benedict, Webb) and Rubin (7). The same 
eight-constant equation of state vas used to ea.lcuJ.ate the mixture 
fugacity in both phases. 
other correlation methods using this general approach have been 
proposed. ~ of these methods will be deseribed below, but some 
points common to these methods will be discussed first. 
IC Values 
Comm.only-used methods of correlating vapor-liquid equilibrium 
data involve the use of the component distribution coefficient, or 
vapor-liquid equilibrium ratio, 
(III-24) 
Application of' the Gibbs phase rule to a two-component system shows 
that the composition of, the equilibrium phases is invariant if system 
temperature and pressure are specified. Thus, we may regard. the K 
value of Equation III-24 as a ,function of temperature and pressure. 
It is obvious, however, that the K value is also a function of the 
identity of the component 1n question and of the identity of the 
second c~ponent present. We can express the latter dependence by 
saying that the K value is also a function of the solvent .. 
Ki = Ki (T, :P, component _identity, solvent) (III-25) 
Application of the phase rule to a N-component two-phase system. shows 
that tb.e specification of tempera.ture a.md pressure still leaves llJ - 2 
varie."bles, or relations between variables, to be specified f'or the 
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system to be invariant. For any one temperature and pressure., the K 
value of a given component is thus a function of the composition of 
the equilibrium phases. The "solvent" referred to in Equation III-25 
is now a. mixture of variable composition. 
'file K value can be expressed in various fonns., depending on the 
com.bimation of Equation III-24 'With Equations III-18 through III-20. 
For the particu.l.ar case of vapor-liquid. equilibrium, the following 
equations can be derived easily. 
Standard States 
L L1 V 
Ki = 7 i "\I 11 4I i {III-26) 
{III-27) 
Some caution must be exercised in the use of Equations III-26 
and III-27. Whenever an activity coeffi,cient is ued., the stand.a.rd 
state used for :f'~ must 'be stated clearly. In this work the standard 
state will always be the,pure component e.t the teJDperature and pres-
sure of the mixture. 
'file use o:f' the pure-component standard state has been criticized 
because it is a hypothetical state for the case of a heavy component 
in the vapor phase and for a light eompo:nent in the liquid phase. The 
standard state :f'uga.city carmot be calculated, for instance., by Eg_ua-
tion III-16, because pure CCIBl.ponent volumetric data do not e:id.st :pa.st 
the l:!Jnits :imposed by the vapor-pressure curve. 
Other standard states ued are {a) the component in the liquid. 
solution at infinite dilution and (b) the pure component at l atm .. 
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pressure. 'I11ese latter standard states appear to have no general 
advantage over the pure~component standard stateJ since they also may 
be hypothetical. Furthe:rmorey the use of the pure component standard 
state permits comparison of activity coefficients of a. given solute in 
different solvents. Prausnitz (61) has discussed. the problem. of hypo-
thetical standard states in some detail. 
Equations .£f State 
The use of the thermodynamic m.eth.od for correlating vapor-liquid 
equilibrium. data depends on the availability of suitable equations of 
state, or else tabulations of volum.etric data.. The Be:nedict-Webb-
Rubi:n equation seems to be satisfactory for light hydrocarbons and 
certain gases. Other equations are satisfactory in limited circum-
stances. No single equation seems to be available that can be applied 
generally to the correlation problem .. Usually, only ga.s- or vapor-
phase equations are used., the liquid being treated separately in some 
way. 
Empirical or semi-empirical equations of state are of two types., 
depending on the method of evaluating the constants. In generalized 
equations, the constants a.re evaluated :fr:om critical properties. In 
the other type, the constants are found by fitting the equation to 
experimental data. 
One weakness of em;pirical equations of state lies in their use 
With mixtures. Arbitrary mixture combination rules must be used for 
the evaluation of the constants used in the equations .. Total mixture 
properties may be estimated with some confidence, provided that the 
equation is being used in its range of applicability. The estimation 
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of partial properties., such as component f'u.gacities in mixtures, 
depends directly on the arbitrary mixing rules. Derived partial prop-
erties may, therefore, be only approx:ilnate. 
Barr-David (6) cites a further difficulty, as follows: 
This method of calcula.tion of fugacities of components of a 
binary solution can never be strictly applied in the case of 
vapor-liquid equilibrium, since each component is necessarily 
stable in only one phase when pure at the temperature and pres-
sure of the solution. It is still considered valid to combine 
constants even though one component does not exist as a. vapor 
under the conditions. Little work has.been done to test the 
validity of this extrapolation. 
Barr-David evaluated the various methods used in the past for estimat-
ing lllixture fu.ga.cities, including the well-know Lewis-and-Randall 
rule. 
The virial equation of state (34), which has its basis in statis-
tical mechanics, appears to avoid some of these problems. The virial 
equation is 
FV/RT=l B C D 
- +-+-+-+ ! v2 v3 6- ·O, -• (III-28) 
- ... , 
'l'he constants in the virial equation, called the "virial coefficients," 
are given for mixtures by 
(III-29) 
(III-30) 
etc. 
The second virial coefficient, B., represents interactions between 
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pairs o:f' molecules; the th:lrd virial coefficient, c, represents inter-
actions between three molecules; etc. All of the coefficients are 
functions of t@pera.ture only. 
:Ba.rr-David's criticism. of empirical equations of state does not 
seem to apply to the virial equation. While it is true that one com.-
:ponent may not exist as a pure vapor under the conditions of the m.ix-
ture, the interactions of its molecules in the va:por mixture should be 
accounted for by the virial coefficients. 
In principle, v.irial coefficil!!nts can be calculated from inter-
molecular potential functions. The actual situation is that virial 
coefficients derived from volumetric data. are used to test various 
models of intermolecular potential. The second virial coefficient is 
not extremely sensitive to the potential function used; fair estimates 
of it are obtained :f'rom very crude models. The third and higher coef-
ficients are much more sensitive to the potential used. 
The use of the virial equation of state depends, then, on the 
availability o.f the viria.1 coefficients.. Pare component second virial 
coefficients (i 111:: j) are available, or can be estimated with some 
confidence, f~r many substances. The cross-coefficients usually must 
be estimated using empirical combination rules, 'Which reduces the 
value of equation. Third a.nd higher coefficients a.re relatively 
scarce. 
Use of the vu-ial equation of state is limited to moderate pres .. 
sures, since the series diverges at a.bout the liquid density (34). 
In spite,of its l:!JD.itations., the viria.l equation seems to be the best 
general equation presently_a.vaila.ble, simce it is "based in t};).eory. 
Chao a.nd Sea.der (12) used. the Redlich-Kwo:ng equation of' state (68) 
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in their wrk. The equation 'Wa.S developed originally for gases and 
'· 
cannot be expected to be accurate below the critical temperature. The 
R-K equation is a generalized two-constant equation of the van der 
Waals form; it was used by Chao and Seader outside its intended range 
of applicability because of its relative simplicity .. 
Hoffua.n et al. (35,36) and Edmister et al. (24) used the Black 
equation of state (9). The :Black equation is applicable to both vapors 
and gases, but is li:m.ited ·to relatively low pressures~ 
The above comments are admittedly critical.. Emphasis seems neces-
sa:ry because of the intimate relationship between vol;umetric data and 
phase•equ.ilibrium. a.a.ta .. Successful. correlation would seem to require 
good volumetric data. The use of hypothetical standard states compli-
cates correlation, but does not necessarily justify the use of approx-
imate equations of state. 
Regular Solution Correlations 
Scatchard (75) and Hildebrand and Wood (32) derived the following 
relation for the liquid activity coefficient of components in regular 
solutions. 
where 8 = i 
L 
L Yi ( )2 1n r~. = R-T·· 8. - o . 
.,. 1 mix 
(AE!~ .. .·p r, 
vap AE. = energy of vaporization from the 
1 liquid to the i.deal gas, 
(III-31) 
(III-32) 
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N 
L xjv~~ j=l J d 
N L L xjy~ j=l J 
, (III-33) 
A regular solution ie one in which there is no voltmte change on mix-
ing and in. which the entropy of mixing is ideal. 
Pra.usnitz, Edm.ister, a.nd Chao (64), and C.b.a.o and Seader (12) have 
used Equations III-26 and III-31 to correlate K-values for h;yil.roca.r-
V bons and hydrogen. The miXture vapor f'ugacity coefficient, , 1, is 
evaluated by use of the Redlich-Kvong equation of state. For light 
components, the pure liquid state is hypothetical; the terms!~, a1, 
and lJ~ cann.ot be evaluated directly. Values of~ vere assigned arbi-
trarily from partial molar volume data. Equilibrium data for the 
light ccmponent in several solvents vere then used to 'ba.ck-ca.lculate 
L 
consistent values of 8. and v 1• Chao and Sead.er generalized the 1 . 
liquid f'uga.city coefficients by use o:f the Pitzer ~ al. (58) eorre-
sponding states treatment. 
log 11 L = log ) 0 ) + W log v (l) 
(o) (1) 
vhere v and~ are :t'unctions of T and P 
r r 
and l.J= the a.centric factor·:-= -(log1ol'r )T =0•7-1.0. 
r 
Pr= reduced vapor pressure. 
(III-34) 
These authors also simplified the correlation by neglecting tb.e effect 
L 
of temperature on !i and 61• 
The final form of the above correlation, as presented by Chao and 
Seader, represents IC-values for para:f'finie, naphthenic, and aroma.tie 
... - . 
hydrocarbons and for hydrogen in binary and multicomponent mixtures 
. .. . . 
with reasonably good accuracy. The correlation has the advantage that 
it is analytical in :f'orm and thus may be used conveniently with 
digital computers. Conversely, the correlation is dif:f'iC'Ult to use 
for hand calculations because of the lengtlzy'- trial-and-error caleula-
tions required in process calculations. The eh.ao-Seader met11od is 
described in Append.ixJ. 
Additional comments should be made about the above correlation of 
Chao and Seader. O.ne of the properties of a regular solution is the 
ideal entropy of mixing. When components of 'Widely di:f':f'erent molec-
ular size are mixed, the entropy of mixing is not ideal. Hilde-
brand. and Scott (31) showed hw correction could be made for non-
ideal entropy of mixing in binary mixtures. Silver (76) extended this 
entropy correction to multicomponent mixtures. Silver shoved that 
better agreement resulted between experimental K-va.l1;1es for hydrogen in 
bemzene-cyclohexane-n-he:xan.e-laydrogen mixtures and K-values calculated 
by the C?hao-Seader method 'When the entropy correction was made. 
A more serious criticism of the Cb.a.o-See.der correlation from the 
theoretical standpoint involves the use of the Seateha.rd-Hildebra.:nd 
eq'U&tion (Eq•tion III-31) for light components, such a.s methane and 
hydrogen. A 1"egular solution is one for which there is no volume 
change on mixing of the pure eompone;11ts. The mixing of a gaseous · pure 
cemponent with a liquid component e'bviously .1.Jl.volves a large TI>lume 
charJ.ge. Also, the definition of the solubility parameter, 81, cmmot 
be applied to the gaseous component. Prausnitz, Edmister, and Chao 
{64) recognized the above situation, po:tnt:tng out that they considered 
the use of F.quation III-32 as semi-empirical for gases. Use of the 
equation was justified :f'rom the practical standpoint. One should rec-
L 
ognize, however, that the o and)} values obtained for gases are 
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correlating :parameters and not rigorous thermodynamic functions. Use 
L 
of these 8 and V values in any other correlation should be made only 
'With their origin in mind. 
Prausnitz (59) has shO'wn how correction can be made for large 
volume changes on mixing. A three-step process is proposed. The first 
step is the isothermal compression of the pure gas :f'rom the equilib-
rium :partial pressure to the "isometric mixing pressure," at 'Which 
pressure the pure gas molar volume is equal to its liquid partial 
molar volume. The second step involves mixing the gas and liquid at 
constant volume, pressure, and temperature. The Scatcbard-Hilde-
brand equation is applied to the second step. The final step is the 
isothermal expansion of the solution to the equilibrium total pres-
sure. Prausnitz used the above steps, plus the Lewis-and-Randall 
rule, to derive expressions for the prediction of solubility of gases 
in liquids at low pressures. Tb.ere does not appear to be any way in 
which this procedure can be used to modify the be.sic Chao-Seader method 
because the Lewis-and-Randall rule is used. 
Ideal K-Value Correlations 
The correlation of K-values by use of the ideal K-value has been 
proposed by Hoff'man et al. (35,36), among others. Notice that in F.qua-
tion III-27 the ratio 'V~/>.,i depends only on pure component properties, 
V L L V 
'While r i and r i correct for mixture effects. The ratio Vi/vi is 
denoted as Kideal and accounts for deviations :f'rom ideality due to the 
effect of pressure. In the special case where the components tonn 
ideal mixtures in both the vapor and liquid phases, the K=va.lue and 
the ideal K-va1ue are identical. If' the Lewis-and-Randall rule :i.s 
V 
applicable f'or the gas phase., then 7 i = 1., and. 
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K L -... -:i. deal 
-7 ~ 
- i (III-35) 
The ideal K-va.lue is difficult to evaluate because of the hypo-
thetical standard states men:t;ioned above. In cases where the hypo-
L V thetical state is not far removed from the actual state,~ orV 
might be evaluated by extrapolation.. For vapor-liquid equilibria 
involving components differing 'Widely :in v-pla.tility, such extra.pole.-
tion is not possible. The light component may be above its critical 
temperature, in which case the liquid phase is hypothetical at any 
pressure. The heavy component will exist in the vapor phase at pres-
sures far exceeding the vapor pressure at that temperature. 
Hoffman .!:!::_ al.. suggested a procedure for evaluating ideal K-
va.lues that is outlined below. Constant-temperature equilibrium data 
were treated. The first step was the evaluation of 7 V for the light 
component ( component 1) by an equation of state. The equation of 
V V 
state was used to calculate <1>1 and Y1~ But 
V 
V ti 
y. = ~. (III-36) 
1 1l i 
V Values of 71 were obtained by Equation III-36 for various values of 
equilibrium. pressure .. Note that the equation of state cannot be used 
to evaluate ,,v for the heavy component (component 2) because the pure 
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va~or is a hypothetical state. 
Roffman. et al. fitted the van Iaar equation to the light-component 
vapor activity coefficients. 
(III-37a) 
'i"he values of the van I.aar equation constants, a1 and a2, so obtained 
were 'USed to predict the heavy-component vapor activity coefficients, 
V 7 2' from the van I.aar eq"Ua.tion for the second component. 
(III-37b) 
'fhe equation o:f' state 'Was then used to cal.cul.ate •!, and )I! w.s calcu-
lated by Equation III-36. 
It may be noted 1n passing that Robinson and Gilliland (71) have 
sho"Wn that the Scatehard-Hildebra.nd equation is o:f' the same form as the 
van I.aar equation. In the use show here, the constants of the van 
Laar equation are derived by curve-fitting activity coefficient de.ta, 
rather than by cal.cuJ.e.tion from theoretical considerations. 
Values of "V~ cam. be evaluated by any of several methods; Hofi'man 
et al .. used the correlation. of J:wdersen et al. (49). Ideal. K-values 
-- --
were then eaJ.culated by the defining eque.tion. 
0 
L 
__ 1.dea1 ')) i 
~ =v 
v1 
'fhe l.igb.t component was handled in a similar manner. 
(III-38) 
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equation of state was used to eal.culate •~· Since the two phases are 
in equilibrium, 
(III-39) 
L Values of ))2 were obta:J.ned as above. Tb.en the heavy-component 
liquid activity coefficients were calculated by 
(III-11:P) 
L The van Iaar equation was used to correlate the r2 values, and 
L L thus to predict r1 V$lues. The 71 values were used with equation-of-
V L 
state +1 values to obtain )) 1 as shown. in the following equations .. 
L ~ )) = (III-42) 
l P~7~ 
The equation of state was used to obtain Vi.. IdeaJ. K-values were then 
evaluated fer the light component. 
Edm1ster et al. (24) used a similar procedure to evaluate heavy-
component ideal K-values. The main modification 'WB.S in the evaluation 
of r!• The van Iaar equation is a particular solution of the constant-
temperature eonstant ... pressure form of the Gibbs-Duh.em, equation 
(III-43) 
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For this reason, Edmister et!!• silaply used graphical integration of 
V Equation III-43 to obtain 72• 
Both the above procedures invol.ve an approx:tmation, because iso-
thermal vapor-liquid equiJ.ibrium. data are not constant-pressure data. 
The rigorous relation for constant temperature (37) is 
(III-44) 
Thus, both procedures neglect the right-hand term of P:quation III-44. 
Where one com.penent is ab0ve its critical temperature, the excess vol-
me term cannot be evaluated rigorously. 
After satisfactory values of' the ideal K .. values are obtained, sev-
eral problems rema±n. The ideal It-values must be generalized or corre-
.lated in some manner •. Expressions must be developed for the activity 
coefficients in both phases. Stu.ckey (78) has correlated ideal K-val-
u.es by use of the 3-paraaeter corresponding-states principle, using 
Tr' Pr' and the a.centric factor, w. The liquid-phase activity coef-
ficient can be estimated by the Sca.tchard-Hildeb1'8,J'J.d equation for non-
polar mixtures. The correlation of vapor-phase activity coefficients 
is the biggest diffiaulty; no theoretical approach analogous to rega-
,; 
lar solution theory is presently available. 
The use of ideal. K•values 'With activity coefficients has strong 
appeal, in spite of the. difficulties outlined above. 'fhe contribu-
tioms of pressure ud composition to n.0:m.-ideality are separated. As 
theoretical metaod.s a.re developed to predict activity coefficients, 
they may be incorporated in such a correlat~ion. The correlation is 
:potentially use~ even where mixtures are polar or 'Where other 
unusual solution behavior occurs. 
CHAPTER IV 
EXPERIMENTAL AF:PARA'I'tJS 
'?he equilibrium cell used in this work was a dynamic cell, as 
;previously mentioned .. Details of the cell and supporting apparatus 
are given below. The materials used in the study are also described. 
Apparatus 
A schema.tic diagram. of the experimental apparatus is shown 
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in Figure 2. For convenience of description the equipment is di-
vided into four sections: (1) feed, (2) pressure regulation and mea-
surement, (3)_equilibrium cell and thermostat, and.(4) sampling and 
analysis. Ea.ch of the above sections is di_scussed separately. 
Feed Section 
-
:Ff;rdrogen was fed from. a. supply cylinder through a gauge 'block, 
drying tube, and needle valve to the gas compressor. T.b.e capillary 
tubing and fittings in this section were 316 stainless_steel, with 
a maximum. allowable working pressure of 15,000 psi .. T.b.e drying tube 
'WB.s an Autoclave Engineers Co. 30 cc MD test tube reactor pa.eked 
with silica gel. T.b.e maximum working pressure of the drying tttbe 
is 10,000 psi. 
Hydrocarbons were fed from a glass cylinder, through a short 
copper adapter to a needle valve, and then through stainless-steel 
I J ·. ·.~ I 
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capillary tubing to the equilibrium cell. The glass-to-copper joint 
-was sealed by a Teflon sleeve, except for early benzene-hydrogen runs, 
'When a Tygon sleeve ns used. 
Pressure Regulation~ Measurement Section 
Pressure regulation and measurement were accomplished by use of 
a Michels pressure balance in conjunction with a gas compressor. 
A pressure bench was used to obtain and maintain pressure in the 
system .. The balance, bench, compressor, equilibrium cell and alum-
inum block thermostat were e.J.l :manufactured by W., C. t 1Hart and Zn, 
Instrumenten- and Appa.raten~fabriek N~V., Rotterdam., 
. . 
Michels Pressure :Ba.lance. The Michels pressure balance (50) 
is a dead-weight tester distinguished by the use of a differential 
piston. The piston-cylinder, or measuring cylinder, is pictured 
in Figure 3 .. 
The entire balance is shown in Figure 4. The diff'erentia.1 piston, 
A, is connected to weight axle B by a nut and half-ring joint, c. 
The weight axle has a guide pin, D, under the base veigh.t, E. The 
guide pin is inserted in·,-broue bearing F and is lubricated by oil 
from reservoir o. Top axle His screwed onto the differential piston. 
Position indicator I and weight pan J are mounted on the top axle. 
All the above parts rotate during the operation of the balance. 
A rotating clutch, K, around the top axle iS used to lower the 
driving mechanism, L, which in turn contacts a cl.aw on the piston, 
rotating the axle at ii.bout 71 rpm.. .Rotation of' the axle, combined 
with a controlled oil leak between the piston a.nd cylinder, reduces 
friction to a minimum., 'Vertical movement of the shaft is. measured 
a--+--+--,<-+-- Differential 
Fist on 
·----,+-~ Cylinder 
Figure 3 
Sectional View of 
Measuring Cy1i:n.der 
Body 
--13 
E --+---+----. 
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Michels :Pressure l3a.la.nce 
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G 
by indicator I. The driving meeha.n.ism is rotated by a General Elec-
tric 1/3-HP motor through a system of leather belts. 
Pressure is obtained by pumping oil into cylinder M, lifting 
piston A and a.11 other rotating parts .. large weights (1 to 25 Kg) 
a.re load.ed on base weight E. Small weights (less than l Kg) are 
placed in weight pam. J. 
The maximum allowable pressure for the pressure balance is 3,000 
atm. In practice, a set,- of nine piston-cylinders. is us.ed to cover 
the entire pressure range. The balance ued in this study was 
equipped With s.:t:x: of the pistGD.-cylinders and could be ued to measure 
pressures from 3 to 1,000 atm. The caJ.ibration. of' the balance and 
piston-cylinders is described in Appendix: A. The ba.lam.ee is claimed 
. . . 
to 'be accurate to approximately 1 pa.rt in J.0,000 and tp have a pre-
cision of 1 J?B.l't ;in 100,000. 
:Pressure Bench. Figure 5 is a diagram of the pressure bench. 
A hand pump is provided for pumping oil from the oil reservoir in.to 
the system.. A screw press provides fine control of the system volume. 
Appropriate capillary tu.bing and valves permit pumping oil to the 
bale.nee and/or the gas compressor. Drain lines are provided for 
remov,ing oil from the system.. The O'il used was a special petroleum 
oil having good viscosity-pressure properties. The ma.xi.mum allowable 
operating pressure for tb.e pressure beneb. is 3.,000 atm. 
Gas Compressor. The gas compressor is shown in section 12a Figure 
6. Oil from the pressure bench flows into the upper end of the lower 
:ompa.rtment, on top of mercury. The mercury, in tw:n., flows upward 
through the center tube into the upper compartment, were the gas is 
Hand Pump Screw :rress 
Oil 
Reservoir 
1'o Pressure 
Ba.lance 
Figure 5 
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confined. A catch-pot is provided in the oil line in case mercury 
should aceidently flow back into this line. Gas inlet and outlet 
valves are located at the upper end of the compressor. 
The position of the mercury meniscus in the upper compartment 
50 
is measured by means of a bridge circuit. One leg of the bridge cir-
cuit is a platinum Wire extending the length of the upper compartment. 
The calibration of the actual mercury levels in the compa.rtm.ents as 
a i'l.metion of level indicator reading is described in Appendix B. 
The capaei ty of the gas compressor is 500 cc a.n.d the maxiln.um 
allowable operating pressure is 1500 atm. 
Equilibrium Cell .!:E£! Thermostat Section 
The equilibrium cell is shawn in Figure 7. Gas flows into the 
cell through. valve A. The gas stream is broken up into small streams 
by approximately 0.05-mm deep groves in cone E. Further intimate 
contact of gas and liquid in the cell is provided by a packed section 
of fiber-glass cloth. The fiber-glass cloth is compressed between 
two,perforated steel discs. 
Liquid feed enters through valve :B.. Vapor and liquid samples 
are removed through valves C and B., respectively .. All capillary 
lines are o. 6 mm m. 
The total .. intern.al capacity ef the cell is about 150 cc. The 
maximum allowable operating pressure is 11 000 atm. The cell and its 
component parts are constructed primarily of' stainless steel of' the 
composition indicated below .. 
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The equilibrium. cell was contained in an aluminum block that 
served as a constant temperature bath .. The block is mounted in an 
insulating jacket :packed With expanded mica~. The aluminum block is 
heated by nichrome heating 'Wires located in gr0oves around the out-
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side of the block... The grooves are spaced l!!Gre closely near the ends 
of the block to reduce heat leakage out of' the endse Two 1/2-inch 
diameter veils are provided for temperature measurement and control 
sensing elements. :Plate 1 is a photograph of the thermostat and 
equilibrium cell. 
Temperature was measured by use of' a chro:mel-consta.ntan thermo-
couple in conjunct-ion 'With a Leeds and :Northrup Type K--3 poten"l:,iome-
. -
ter and 2430-C galvanometer.. The thermocouple was calibrated in. 
place by comparison 'With a platinum. resistance thermometer (Appendix C)~ 
Temperature control was ef'f'eeted with a Hallika:i.nen Model 
1253A Thermotrol controller.. The sens:i.ng element -was a resistance 
thermometer. 
Ss.m;pling ~ .Analysis Section 
The method of' analysis used in this study was that of passin.g 
the sample through cold traps, :f'reezing out the hydrocarbon., and 
finally m.easuring the volume of' gas remaining.. Figure 8 is a 
diagram @f' the sampling and. analysis apparatus. 
A steel capillary vra.s attached to the appropriate sampling 
valve. A brass adapter was silver-soldered to the free end of' the 
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capillary. The a<llapterwas com:neeted to the glass sampling apparatus 
through a short piece of closely-fitting polyethylene t'lilb::lng. The 
'· .. .. 
joint was wrapped with electrical tape and then eoated with sb.ellao. 
The reJD&inder 0:1' the sampliug and am.lysis system 'W&S glass. During 
collecting o:f' gas samples, the steel capil.J.a;ey portion o:f' the sampling 
system that was not enclosed :t». the temperature bath ws wrapped 
with flexible h.eati:ag tape.1" 
a The first trap in. the sampling ~ystem ·was a liquid catch trap 
and was not coeled. The second ad third traps were remevable 
weighing traps. The weighin.g traps were eoxmeoted to each other, 
axi.d. to ~he remainder of' th! sampling apparatus, by l2/ 5 ball-anfl• 
socket joints. The final trap was moimted permanently in the ap-
pare.tu am.d w.s used. to :f'.reeze out minute txe.ces of hydrocar'b& from 
the gas stream. The weighing and f'i:nal. traps. were immersed in dry 
iee-aceton~ batu. A Vol.and and ~ons MQdel Ho. 220 analytical balance 
was used to weigh the sample trapah 
The Toepler pum:p •• ued to transfer gas from the trap side ef. 
t.he &P]l)&ratus to the voluietrie side. The vol:um.etrie side of' the 
-- -
~pparatus: consisted of a capillary to 'Which was attached a .mercury 
manometer and two side arms with 7/1 ball-an.ci-soeket join.ts. Vol-
umetric "bulbs of 25 ee., 590 cc, l liter, 2 liter, and 4 liter nem-
illal capacity were attached to the side arms .. The particular bulbs 
used depended on the type of sample ( liquid.- or vapor-~e) and the 
temperature and presstll"e :tn the equilibrium. cell. All parts __ o_~ the 
voJ.11111$tric side were calibrated for v0luie (see Appendix D) and were 
enclosed :1n a ee.as-.t-taperature air bath. 
- ·-
Side tu'.bes were provided for evacuation cf the sampling 
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apparatus. Pressure was meas'Ured by use of a small McLeod gauge, 
except for the vacuum side of the U-tube manometer, which was at-
taehed directly to a. large McLeod gauge,. 
The constant tem.perat'Ure air bath was a wooden box approxi-
mately 2 1/2 ft. wide, 4 ft. high, and l 1/2 ft. deep. The outside 
'W8.S covered with corrugated cardboard and painted with aluminum 
.paint,. Air was circulated by a fan. Mounting boards were provided 
for the glass equipment enclosed in the air bath.. A small door al-
lowed access to the interior for changing the volumetric bulbs. 
An optically-flat glass window, 6 in. x 30 in .. , was located in 
front of' the U-tube manometer .. !rhe temperature sensing element in 
the air bath was a mercury-contact switch. An electronic relay was 
used to control the temperature by on .. off control. Heat was supplied 
by one or more light bulbs located under a false bottom in the lower 
part of the box. A fluorescent tube provided. interior lighting. 
!rhe height of the mercury in both legs of the U-tube manometer 
-was measured 'With a Gaertner M9ll cathetometer placed directly in 
front of the air-bath window. !rhe catheto:m.eter scale is of' Type 416 
stainless steel and has a temperature coefficient of linear expansion 
-6 0 -1 0 of 9.9 x 10 C • The scale was standardized a.t 20 C. 
Materials 
Th.e hydrocarbons used in this study were Phillips Petroleum 
Company Research-Grade hydrocarbons .. The stated purities were as 
Benzene 
Cyclohexa.ne 
99. 93' mole per cent m:tni:m:um 
99.94 
The purity of these materials m.s checked by gas eh:romatograpb.y., 
using a 4-ft. column of tricresylphospha.te on crushed firebrick at a 
0 temperature of 10@ c. The chroma.tographs showed no significant 
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impurities. The hydrocarbons were dried over calcium chloride before 
introclueing them t0 the equilibrium cell. 
The hydrogen first used 'Was Mathieson Electrolytic Grade with 
a stated purity of 99.8 mole per cent minimum. This hydrogen, used 
in Runs 1 through 21., ws analyzed by mass spectroscopy by the 
Continental Oil Company., Ponca. City, Oklahoma.. The mass spectro-
graph showed 99.,74 mole per cent hydrogen. Runs 21 through. 54 were 
ma.de using a second bottle of hydrogen., which -was Extra-Dry Grade 
and also had a stated purity of 99.8 mole per cent minimum.. 
TJae experimental procedure can be broken down into three parts: 
(1) :feeding of components, (2) equilibration, and (3) sampling. 
Each of these three parts will be discussed separately and the exper-
imental data presented. Preliminary calibrations are d:T.scussed sep-
a~tely in appendices, as noted in. Chapter IV. 
Feeding o:f' Components 
The general method used in the experimental werk consisted of 
m.king a series of ;c"UnS at the same temperature, beginning at a pres-
sure of about 100 psia. and increasing the pressure in increments to 
10,000 psia.. The first step in any series of runs was to evacuate 
completely the equilibrium cell au gas compressor. Before evacu-
atiOB, any residual pressure in the system.was relieved by venting 
~rogen and hydrocarbon to a ventilated hood. 
The gas compressor, b;y'dregen feed line, and the line from the 
gas compressor to the equilibrium cell were evacuated first. A Cenco 
Iqvae pump 'WB.S comiected. to the evacuation tap in the gas feed line 
and the compressor was evacuated un.til the pressure on a portable 
McLeod gauge retnained below 0.025 mm Hg for about one-half' hour. 
'lhe evacuation was stopped and hydrogen 'WB.S added :from the cylin(l.er 
to flush the system.. The evacuation procedure 'WB.S repeated. B;ydro-
gen was then mtrod:aeed to the compressor to a pressure of about 100 
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psi.a. 
'!'he vacu~. pump w.s then connected to the equilibrium cell via 
the sampling outlet line. A cold trap was connected between the pump 
and the Mcleod gauge to prevent hydro.earbon vapors from entering the 
vacuum. pump. _ The cell and sampling a:nd. :l.nlet lines were evacuated 
fr<i>m. J.2 to 84 hours in o:rd.er to remov• residual l:cy'd.roC$.l''bon from the 
cell. At the end of this perio~, tb.e pressure indicated en the · McLeod 
gauge remained. at l.ess than 0.01 mm Hg for several h.ou:r:s. A few cc of 
the :byd.rocarbon to be used were then admitted to the cell to flush 
it. '!'he evao"U&tion was continued for several heurs. 
Following the cell eva~ma;tion procedve, approx:tmate.ly 90 ce of 
hydrocarbon were introduced to the cell by the a.tm.ospher:Lc plus gav-
ityhead feed pressure. 'fh.e hydrocarbon in the eell was degassed by 
further evacuation of the cell. During the initial phase of the 
~e~ss:Lnf;·Ope:r:a.tion, :.~he ~oLeod.. ~uge genera~ indicated about 
l mm. Hg pressure. After a few :minutes ti:..e indicated pressure fell to 
less than 0.025 mm Hg. The dega.ssu.g procedure was stopped after 
~o to 4o minutes, during 'Wh~ch time a few cc of hydrocarbon distillec!l 
over into the cold trap. ~.rogen w.s bled im.eaiate~ into the cell 
to pressure it 8Jld preveat tae possibi11'f.7 of air leakage prior to 
making a run. 
Equilibration 
The first step in making a run w.s to beat the cell tQ operating 
temperature and allow the temperature to stabilize. ~is preeed\U:'S 
took a.boat 2 hours. !he l'alla&inen 'fh.er.m.crtrol coarse and fine con-
trols were ad.Justed to obtain the proper temperature. 'fh.e temperature 
was noted periodically by means of the thermocouple-potentiometer 
hoo;tmp,. 
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During temperature equilibJ;"a.tion the pressure regulation and 
measuring system was prepared for operation .. The proper measuring 
cylinder was placed in the pressure balance, if necessary. As noted 
in Chapter 'IV, 6 measuring cylinders were needed to cover the range 
o·f pressure from 3 to 1000 at:m. The cylinders not in use were stored 
in special containers filled with pressure balance oil. 
Afte-+" the m.easuring cylinder was mounted, weights were placed 
on the balance to obtain the desired pressure~ 'J?.b.e balance was con-
nected to the pres$ure bench. The hand pump was -used to inject oil 
and lift the piston and all rotating parts to operating height. The 
weights were set in rotation and the gauge pressure on the pressure 
bench was noted. The pressure balance was then shut down and iso-
lated from. the pressure bench. 
The bench pressure was a.gain raised and the valve to the gas 
compressor opened. Th.e pressure gauge then indicated the pressure of 
the hydrogen in the compressor. Two courses of action were possible .. 
If sufficient hydrogen were in the compressor, the pressure was raised 
to the operating level by pumping oil into the gas compressor. Al-
ternatively, additional hydrogen -was added to the compressor from the 
feed cylinder. The compressor pressure was then adjusted to the de-
sired level oy, adding or removing oil at the pressure bench. The 
gauge reading was matched with that obtained 'With the pressure bal-
ance on line. 
The gas compreesor was isolated and the pressure balance again 
epened to the pressure bench and set in operation. '!he valve to the 
gas compressor was opened carefully. Dur~g this step the level of 
the pressure balance piston 'Wl!!I.S maintained by adding oil to the sys-
tem or backing out the screw press .. The :pressure regulation and 
measurement syst~ was then erass-noa.ted a:nd ready for operation. 
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At low operatiug :pressures (up to 3000 ps:ta), hydrogen was added 
to the equilibrium cell by opening the valve te the eell slightly-. 
As the hydrogen began to now into the eell, the pressure 'bala.lilce pis-
ton began to fall slowly .. The hand pump ws used to introduce oil 
and thus maintain the level of the piston. After 2 to 10 minutes the 
-- ·-
addition of hydrogen was virtually complete a:nd the gas ... inlet valve 
to the cell was opened completely. The system w.s allowed to equil:i-
bra.te by mainta1nil\l.g the pres.sure on the cell. At these lower pres-
S'Ur&S the pressure regulation and mamtena.nce sect:1.on coul.d be shut 
down, isolating the cell at pressure, after an heur or two. Reoon-
neeting the cell to pressure after a few hours showed little or no 
change in :pressure, as ind;icated by the fact that the pressure ba.1-
ance p:i.ston level did not change appreciably when th.e valve to the 
cell was reopened. 
At high opera.ting pressures (3000 to 101 000 psi.a} the pressuring 
procedure ws modified. The reason for this mod.ification was that 
the hydrogen feed-cylinder pressure of 1500-17@0 psig prevented the 
addition of sufficient hydrogen to the compressor to fill the equili-
bri'UJJ'.I. cell in one l.08.di:ng. Before the pressure ba.la.1!lee a.n.d. gas cam.-
presser were cress-floated, the compressor aJld bench were used to fill 
the cell to a pressure just below the operating level. 
I:.n this preliminary load.iz:lg1 the gas compressor ws opened to 
the pressure bench and filled 'With hydrogen at cylinder pressure. 
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The feed valve was closed and the hydrogen was compressed by puJ11ping 
oil into the system .. The valve to the cell was then opened and hydro .. 
gen pumped in. This procedure was repeated until the pressure in the 
cell was just below the desired opera.ting pressure. The gas compres-
sor was refilled and cross-floated 'With the be.lance at :f'ull. opera.ting 
pressure. '!'he pressure in the cell was then raised to the opera.ting 
level by th.e prececiJ.u:re used :tn. the low-pressure runs. 
In the high pressure runs the pressure balance remained on line 
to the cell throughout the run.. Very minute leaks, 'Which gave no ap-
pa.relllt trouble at low pressures, did appear a.thigh pressures. These 
leaks were extremely small and did not make maintaining the pressure 
difficult With the balance on line. The equilibrium cell, gas com-
pressor, and all lines a.:nd valves were checked carefully :for leaks 
at 10,000 psia, but these tiny leaks were never el::LmiDated completely. 
During the equilibration period, several preliminary measurements 
were made. The cell temperature was checked periodically, as before. 
The barometric pressure was read, using the U-tube manometer in the 
- .. 
sample apparatus. A calibrated barometer we not available .. The use 
of the U-tube manometer was considered to be more accurate than the 
use o:f' an uncalibrated barometer because no corrections for capil-
J.a.rity, scale expansio:n, or residual vaeuum. were neces.sary :f'or the 
. . 
manometer (see re:f'ereaee 30).. The temperature of the manometer was 
taken to be that 1n the air bath. The press-ure·on the vacuum side 
was measured. With the McLeod gauge t0 insure that it w.s negligible. 
Room temperature was noted periodically durim.g the equilibration 
period. 'fb.e pressure balu.ce measuring cylinder od weights were 
recorded. 
Preparatiou for sampling vere ma.de next. 'l'b.e sample traps were 
cleaned, regreased, and. evacuated.. The ball-joint connections were 
cleaned carefully, using a light ;solvent, and the tare weights of the 
traps were detemined. The weighing procedure consisted of repeati.J:J.g 
the veigb.i:ra.gs, 'Withou1:; opening the Voland ba.J..a.nee ca.$e, until com.see-
ut:Lve readings were the same. 
Appropriate gas volumetric 'bw.bs were connected to the volume-
trie side of the sampling apparatus. The volumetric side, up to the 
3-•y cock on the Toepler pump ns evacuated and cheeked for le$. 
. . - -
At the same time, the 2oepler p'Ulll]) was prepared :tor operation bf 
n11:1ng the upper portion with mereucy. The air be.th operatin.g tem-
perature ue established. during this period. 
.. Freparatiena :for. sqpling vere completed during the final part 
e>t the eq,ulibxation per:toc!l. Heating tape 'W8.S applied to the steel 
port;ien of the sampling line and the S8.D1JJ1ling valve, after the line 
had. 'been o<i>lUleoted ta the liq'Uid or gas sampling valve. For gas sam-
ples, the tape ws wrapped around the portion of gas sampling eaipil-
J.a.ry that extended 0ut of the aluminum block be.th insulation.. As-
bestos rope was "Wr&pped aro'lllld. the heating tape a:p.d heat appl:l.ed 'by 
means of a. Variac. 
About ome-hal,f to one hour before the actual sample ns vith-
dra:W11, the sample ca.piJ,1.ary w.s purged. The sa.m;ple line ns connected 
to the vae'lltll'DL pap, 'With iutervening cold trap. 'l'b.en the sample valve 
lflle. opened slightly t• :pttrge the lae. During purging the s.erEW press 
or hand pump on the pressure bench ns used to maintain the pressure 
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bala:nce piston at its operatmg heigb:t. 
After tb.e purg.1:ng p:ro.eedure, the sample trap ball-joint connec-
tions were greased and the traps put :in place .. T.he trap side of the 
sampling apparatus was then evacuated and cheeked for leaks. The por-
table McLeod gauge was used in the leak-testing procedure .. With pro-
perly-lubricated stopcocks and ball-joints, the leak rate of the glass 
a.p:para tus was le21s tha.n. 0 .. 1 :mm Hg per hour~ 
The procedure for gas sampling was necessarily more elaborate 
than that for liquid sampling.. Each type of sampling is discussed 
separately below .. In either case, dry ice--acetone baths ;in small 
Dewar flasks were applied to the two sample treps and the final catch 
trap just prior to with.dra:wing the sample.. At sampling time the gas 
eom;p:ressor level, pressure balance oil level., and pressure-bench 
gauge pressure were re.eQ:rded .• 
Liquid Samples 
Liquid samples were withdraw. in. approximately one second by 
opening the liquid sampling valve sligb:tl;y.. At high.er pres$u.res the 
screv press was used to mainta._:in the balance piston at operating level 
during sa.mplingo For liquid samples., the 3=ny cock o:n the Toepler 
ptllll.p 'W.S turned. so as to isolate the volumet;rie side of' the reiampling 
apparatus :from the t:rapside .. 
Any liquid in the sample was ca.ugb:t in the liquid trap.. If 
the partial. pressure of the hydrocarbon exceeded its vapor pressure, 
liquid remained in the liquid trap until. the first e:x:pa.nsion to the 
volumetric side .. otb.erwise, the hydrocarbon ]')8,Ssed immediately to the 
sample traps in the vapor phase.. ~e heating tape on the sample 
capillary and valve 11as used to prevent the aec~ulation of' solid or 
l.iquid hydrC?.carbon in these parts and to facilitate evaporation into 
the traps. 
The hydrogen in the sample was transferred to the volumetric side 
by mebS of the Toepler pump. Vacuum was applied to the lower com-
par1ment of' the pump to pull d,o,m the mercury level in the upper por-
tion. The 3-way eoek wa.s tumecl to allow h;ydrogen to e:x:pe.nd from the 
trap site into the upper compartment. Vaeuum was applied again to the 
lower eompartaen.t to allow the en.tire upper compartment to be filled 
'With hydrogen. The 3-w.y cock 1ftl.S closed and atmospheric air was bled 
slow~ int0 the lower compartment. The 3-w.y eoek was turned to allow 
the hydrogen to pass into the volumetric side.. The upper compartment 
amd 3-way eoek passage were filled with mercury w displa.ce the q-
The~epleJ:"P'WDP transfer as repeated 11mtil:the level of' the mer,-
cu:cy in the Y-tube:manometer in the volumetric s:tdEt did not change 
onsuoeessive pump:tngs •. Seven or eight transfers were sufficient to 
.I -· . 
transfer virtually all of the hydrogen .. C8.lculations shoved that this 
n:um.ber e:f' transfers reduced the hydrogen. pressve on the trap side to 
a negligible level. 
:Next the dry ice--acetone bath 'W&.S removed f'Nxm..the final trap, 
and the latter trap was 'Warmed qlliekly to distill any residual hydro-
carbon back iD.to the second sample trap. There w.s seldom an ob-
- -
servable quantity of hydrocarbon in the final trap. ~e trap w.s used. 
a.s a preee.u.tion to prevent passage of' hydrocarbon into the velu~ 
metric side. 1.'he greatest part of' the hydrocarbon as eolleeted in 
the first sample trap. Jlc>th cyclohe:xm>.e sad benzene are in the solid 
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phase at dry iee--acetone temperature. 
!he sample trap cocks were closed, ·the traps removed, and the 
ball-joint connections cleaned care:f'ully. The traps were allowed 
to warm. to room temperature and were weighed. 
The hydregen gas :ta the volumetric side was allowed to attain 
air 'bath temperature, as indicated by constancy of the mercury levels 
in the U-tu.be manometer. 0ne-ha.lf hew: was sufficient for tempera-
tw:e equilibration of the hydrogen in the air 'bath. '!'he vacutm1. side 
of the U-tube manometer ws evacuated to less than. 0.02 mm. Elg, as 
- . 
_indi~t~ 'by the McLeod. ge.uge mounted on th.is side. '!'he V-tu'be 
mere'tn"y levels and the height of a reference ark on the manometer 
were recorded, aleng Yi th the size of the attached volumetric bulbs 
and the position. (open or closed) of their stopcocks. 
At lw eq,uilibrium-eell press.ures, o:ml:y a SJDall quantity of by-
drogeD ws dissolved 1n the qdrocarba. 1.n these runs, volumetric 
bulbs were attached but the cocks were not 0pened. This procedure 
allowed obta:tuag the s:mallest possible sample volume and thus, the 
largest pr~ssure reading. At inter.m.edia:te cell presS'Ures, su.f'f::i.eie:nt 
qdrogen was o'btai:nei to allow open:1:ng the 25 ee voJ.um.etr:ic l>ul.b. 
~.. . / 
A,,_th.e highest pressures., enoligb. hydrogen was dissolved th.at the 
tre.ne:fer of hydrogen had. to "be ma.de :in two batches. After the volume 
·and pressure of' the first portion were :measured, the volumetric side 
was evacuated. The remainder of the ~ogen was transferred and. 
its pressure and voltm1.e ietermined. 
Gas samples were rithdra:wn over a time period of from 15 minutes 
to 3 hours, depending on the equilibrium. cell pressure and the allow-
able sampling rate .. The 3-way cock on the Toepler pump was opened 
to intereo:nnect the volumetric and trap sides 'When gas samples were 
'Withdraw. The rate of sampling ws regulated on the basis of the 
change in U-tube manometer level as a function of time. The U-tube 
level-time readings were recorded. 
During gas sample withdre;wal the pressure balance piston fell 
continuously, The piston level was maintained Within .:t 3 mm of the 
reference level either by pumping oil into the system or by turning 
in the screw press. At the same time, the level in the gas compres-
sor rose slowly e.s hydrogen ·was fed to the equilibrium cell. The 
rise in mercury level caused a pressure reduction in the hydrogen 
gas because of the increased mercury head between the 'balance and 
the gas. To counteract this iecrease in pressure, sma.11 weights 
were periodically added to the weight pan on the balance. During 
the sampling period a. record -was kept of the weights added and of 
the corresponding gas CQ!npressor levelo 
Wb!.e.n suffieie:nt gas sample was eollected, the gas sempling valve 
"Was elosed .... The qd:rogen was transferred and measured, and the tra.P13 
vere veighed, as for liquid sam.pleso At high.er equilibrium cell 
pre211ures a large volu:m.e of sam.ple, at relatively high pressure ( -up 
te 740 mm Hg), had te be collected in order to obtain suf:f'icient by .. 
drooa:rbo:n in the sample traps. Tb.iliili procedure necessitated measuring 
the hydrogen in two be.tab.es beeause the lfoepler pump wo'Uld not trans ... 
fer ~egen against a.pressure hip.er than about 4©G mm E'.g .. 
J;)µrin1 the sampling period, ·the eq:1d.li bri:wn. cell and :room. tem.w 
perat'Ul"e were mon.itQred. After the sampling procedure ws com.plated, 
the barometric pressure ws determined a.ga:ln. 
Ex_perimenta.J. Results 
.:Data. wer~ ta.ken at eight pressures from 100 to 10,000 psis. at 
tempera':tVes of 150 and 250 °F for the binary mixtu,res hydrogen-ben-
zene and hydrogen-cycl.ohemne. The temperatures were selected on the 
basis_of' the tempera.tu.re range of available data (see '.table II) and 
the limitations of the apparatus. l'rel:i:m:inary work shwed that the 
' cam.bined characteristics of the altmlinum block. bath a.ad temperature 
. 0 
controller wouJ.d not allow eom.trol of' temperature to+ O.l F belov 
- . .. - . . -
0 150 F. !t'b.e type of' steel used in the eq,uilibrium cell precluded use 
with hydrogen at high pressures for temperatures above about 420 °F. 
Q . 
Th.e temperatures c,f 150 a.ud 250 Fallowed cheeking a.pin.st enst:lng 
cilata for hydrogen-li>enzene and extension of data for both systems. 
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Fressure limitations involved ope:ratil1g cha.racter:tsties rather 
than physical limitations on the apparatus. The :maxim.um possible oper-
-· -
atimg range of the present equipnent is 45- 15,000 psia and is limited 
by the eq~librium cell and measuring cylinders available. At pres-
sures 'belw about 100 psi.a. inSufficienthyd.regen is dissolved in the 
liquid phase for aeC1ll'ate analysis 'With the analytic procedure used 
here. At pressures above 10,000 psia another dii':f'ieuJ.ty arises. 
- . . 
Without auxiliary compression o:f' the feed lqd.rogen, the volume re-
mail1:I.n.g in the gas compressor at operating pressure 1s too small for 
convenient operation of the apparatus. This opera.tor also noted 
that the operation. of' the pressure 'be:noh haud pump ns extremely dif-
~eult at lfl.,000 psia. The particular values of pressure selected. 
were 'ba.sei on approxima:tely eciue.J. increments il'l the logarithm. of the 
pressure. 
The experimental results, in the form of p-T-x-y are listed 
in Tables III to VII. The raw experimental data are given in Ap-
pendix E. Galculation of the p-T-x-y data from the experimental 
data is illustrated in Appendix F. 
0 A few preliminary runs were :made at 280 and 320 F. · Runs 3A 
to 3I were the first runs made with the final sampling apparatus 
and were practice runs. Runs 3J to 3N were made to determ.ine the 
effect. of sampling rate on the gas composition. Runs 4 to 7 were 
comparisons with the data of CorJI1olly. 
The p-T-x-y data are plotted in Figures 9 to 12. The log-log 
plot was used for the p-y data for convenienceo In Figures 9 and 
10, the pointy= 1 is plotted at the vapor pressure of the pure 
solvent. The solid circles in Figure 9 indicate data points that 
were discarded because of an error in sampling technique. The data 
a.re discussed in the following chapter. 
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Run No. 
Tem~. 
De~ F 
3A 280 
3B 280 
3D 280 
3F 280 
3G 280 
3H 280 
3I 280 
3J 280 
3K 280 
3L 280 
3M 280 
3N 280 
4 320 
4 320 
5 320 
5 320 
6 320 
6 320 
7 320 
7 320 
TABLE III 
EQUILIBRIUM DATA FOR HYDROGEN-BENZENE 
AT 280 AND 320 °F 
Fressure Mole :fraction of Mole fraction of 
psia H;y:dro5en in Lig,uid Benzene in Vapor 
1812 0.0697 
1812 0.0685 
1813 0.0607 
1813 0.0599 
1813 0.0614 
1813 0.0632 
1813 0.0632 
1813 0.0497 
1813 0.0540 
1812 0.0533 
1812 0.0519 
1812 0.0527 
427.2 0.0144 
!+27.0 0.292 
60L8 0.0212-1-
601.8 0.206 
778.0 0.0291 
778.0 0.167 
1309 0.110 
1309 0.506 
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Run No. 
8 
8 
8 
25 
9 
9 
26 
10 
10 
27 
11 
12 
12 
12 
28 
13 
13 
13 
21 
21 
21 
14 
14 
14 
22 
22 
23 
23 
24 
24 
35 
35 
35 
35 
TABLE IV 
EQUILIBRIUM DATA FOR HYDROGEN-BENZENE 
AT 150 °F 
:Pressure, psia 
76.3 
76.2 
76.1 
76.3 
194.3 
194.2 
194.2 
503.1 
503.0 
502.9 
746.8 
1026 
1026 
1026 
1026 
1707 
1707 
1707 
1707 
1707 
1707 
2508 
2508 
2508 
2508 
2508 
4000 
4000 
6998 
6998 
9997 
9997 
9997 
9997 
· Mole Fraction 
Hydrogen in Liquid 
0.00166 
0.00443 
0.0117 
0.0174 
0.0238 
0.0389 
0.0536 
0.533 
0.0812 
0.131 
0.176 
0.180 
71 
Mole Fraction 
Benzene in Vapor 
0.104 
0.125 
0.128 
0.0482 
0.9500 
0.0203 
0.0198 
0 .. 00984 
0 .. 0111 
0 .. 0113 
0.00517 
0.00705 
0.00850 
0.00843 
0.00614 
0 .. 00596 . 
0.00679 
0.00575 
0.00497 
0.00506 
0.00443 
Run No. 
15 
15 
15 
29 
16 
16 
17 
17 
18 
18 
30 
19 
19 
31 
20 
20 
20 
32 
33 
33 
34 
34 
TABLE V 
EQUILIBRIUM DATA FOR HYDROGEN-BENZENE 
AT 250 °F 
97.1 
96~8 
96.9 
96.9 
201.0 
200.9 
499.4 
499.,4 
1003 
l.003 
1003 
1702 
1702 
1702 
2999 
2999 
2999 
2999 
5995 
5995 
9983 
9983 
Mole Fraction 
Hydrogen in Liquid 
0.00186 
0.00536 
0 .. 0153 
0.0321 
0.0541 
0.138 
0.0937 
0.167 
0.243 
72 
Mole Fraction 
Benzene in Vapor 
o.486 
o.493 
o .. 493 
0.247 
0.104 
0.0557 
0.0571 
0.0379 
0.0383 
0.0268 
0.0264 
0.0208 
0.0180 
Run No .. 
36 
36 
37 
37 
37 
37 
37 
46 
46 
53 
47 
47 
48 
48 
49 
49 
50 
50 
51 
51 
54 
73 
TABLE VI 
EQUILIBRIUM DATA FOR HYDROGEN-CYCLOHEXANE 
AT 150 °F 
Fressure? ps.ia 
99.8 
99 .. 8 
199 .. 9 
199 .. 9 
199.,9 
199.9 
199o9 
501..8 
501o8 
501 .. 5 
995 .. 8 
995 .. 8 
1694 
1694 
3002 
3002 
5996 
5996 
10013 
10013 
10013 
Mole Fraction 
.Hydrogen in Liquid 
0.00362 
0 .. 00670 
0.00702 
0.00710 
0 .. 00710 
0,.(U82 
0 .. 0345 
0 .. 0563 
0 .. 102 
0 .. 178 
Mole Fraction Cy-
clohe:xa.ne in Vapor 
0.0973 
0.0227 
0 .. 0207 
0.0120 
0 .. 00868 
0 .. 00680 
0 .. 00610 
0 .. 00642 
0.00685 
Run No. 
39 
39 
38 
38 
38 
38 
38 
40 
40 
41 
41 
42 
42 
43 
43 
44 
44 
45 
45 
TABLE VII 
EQUILIBRIUM DATA FOR HYDROOEN-CYCLOHEXANE 
Pressure, psia 
101.3 
101.3 
199.8 
199.9 
199.9 
199.8 
199.8 
499.9 
500.0 
999.8 
999.8 
17()(:) 
1700 
3000 
3000 
5996 
,,96 · 
9999 
9999 
0 AT 25() F 
Mole Fraction Mole Fraction 
Hydrogen in Liquid Cyclohe:xane in Vapor 
0.00317 
0.00780 
0.00820 
0.00796 
0.00802 
0.0225 
0.0456 
0.1774 
0.131 
0.236 
0.350 
o.451 
0.237 
0.101 
0.0565 
0.0377 
e.0269 
0.0213 
0.0188 
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CHAPTER VI 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The experimental data obtained in this study a.re analyzed from. two 
vie'Wl)oints in the discussion that follows. First, the sources and magni-
tude of various experimental errors a.re investigated; then ther.rn.ody-
na.mic consistency t.ests are applied.. As a. further guide in evaluating 
the data, comparisons were made "t-rith the available literature data. 'lhe 
final sections describe data correlation eom:pa.risons and correla.ti0n 
work. 
Experim.ental Errors 
In the discussion of ex":perimental errors, it :;Ls necessary to dif-
derentiate between the co:nce:pts of :precision and accuracy. Frecision 
refers to the magnitude of the vax·iation of observations in direct meas-
urements" Accuracy refers to the :rnagnitud,e of error between the ob-
served and th.e actual ( or tru.e) behavior~ irres:pective of :precision., 
Accuracy can only be determined by the agreement of measurements ma.de 
by different methods and/or different observers. Thus, thermodynamic 
consistency tests and comparisons with other data were made to guide in 
establishing the accuracy of the datao The precision, or variability, 
of the data ws studied by the method of propagation of errors and by 
comparing a few repetitions :in m.easurem.ents. 
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Precision 
The method of propagation of errors (52) allows the estimation of 
error 1n a. quantity f'rom the errors in the d.irectly-measured quantities 
from 'Which it is derived. For instance, the quantity of hydrogen in the 
vapor and liquid samples 'l'm.S deter.mined :f'rQm measurements of the pres-
sure, volume, and te:mperature of the hydrogen in the sample. The gas 
law was used to caJ.culate the moles of hydrogen. 
n = 
FV 
zRT (VI-1) 
The method of :propagation of errors shows that the variability inn is 
given 'by 
An 
n 
AP AV AT 
= -+---? V T (VI-2) 
Ideally, the variability 1n P, v, and T shouJ.d be determ1ned by the 
methods of statistics. However, many replications of the same meas-
urements a.re necessary far the application of statistical methods. 
Since repli~tions were not made in any quantity, the :maximum. expected 
error "Was estimated. from consideration of the variables involved. 
The temperature in the air bath 'WB.S measured. with a. mercury-in-
glass thermometer that had been calibrated by comparison with a pl.ati-
nu:m. resistance thermometer. The thermometer ws placed at several loca.-
tions in the bath to check for uniformity of' temperature.. This ch.eek 
0 
showed agreement vithin Ool F .. The bath. temperature 'W8.S controlled to 
+.. 0 
_0.15 Fo The temperature in the gas sample ws taken to be that in the 
bath. 0 The maximum estimated error in the temperature 'Was 0.25 F. Then 
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AT/T = 0.25/546 = 0.0005, or 0.05 per cent. 
The tJ-t:ube manometer mercury levels were measured with a ea.the-
tometer that could be read to ±o.05 mm. Single repetitions of measure-
ments indicated that observational errors rarely exceeded 0.05 mm Hg. 
Precautions against capillarity e:f:fects incll.lded the use o:f a clean 
1/4--m .. diameter U-tube filled 'With tripJ.e-distilled mercury .. !he maxi-
mum error in pressure measurement was estimated at @.2 mrn Hg .. The rela-
tive error depended on the pressure of the particular sample. 
Errors in the voJ.um.e of the hydrogen sample were difficult to esti-
mate. The :?reeision of the volumetric calibrations appeared to be good. 
Reasonable est::unates of the ma.ximmn error in the vol.um.es of the various 
parts of the volum.etric seetiGlll. are listed in Appendix D., Table D-I~ 
The relative error in any one sampJ.e depenied on the combination of volu-
metric bulbs used. 
The quantity of hydrocarbon collected in the traps was determined 
by the difference in weights of the traps before and af'ter sampling •. 
Possible observational errors were those in the performance of' the 
weighings, themselves, plus error in calibration o:f the weights, rider 
arm, and vernier .. 'Ele latter errors would enter ·only 'When different 
weights or settings were used in the tare and gross weight determina-
tions .. Calculations showed that weighing errors due to arm correction 
and buoyancy were negligible .. 
:Buoyancy ehanges could have occurred in llhlns 2 to 34. Subsequent 
weighings were made 'With a "blank" trap to determine changes in buoy-
ancy due to changes in ambient temperature, :pressure, and. humidity. The 
cba.nge in the blank weight w.s only O to 0 .. 5 mg in 39 of 44 weighings. 
In the remaining 5 weighings, the blank weight changed by o.8 to 1.9 mg. 
It is likely that ehe.nges such as the lat·ter could have occurred in 
Runs 2 to 34. 
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Operatio238.l errors could have occurred that would affect the 
weigb.iBgs. The stopcock grease on the sa.mple trap ball-joints ns 
al'WB.ys caret'w.ly- removed, and. the t.raps wiped. clean 'With a dalll'.P 
chamois. It is COlleeiva'ble that il!l same cases tb.e cleaning failed to 
remove some of the grease. The repeatability of the seeol!ld trap weight 
in a number of cases i:ndiee.ted that cleaning ws generally effective. 
This repeatability- oecUITed in runs for which. no b;ydroca.rbon 'RS ob-,-
served in the second trap, so that little or no change in weight was 
expected. 
A more serious possible source o:f' operatiena.l error is that some 
hydrecarbo:n .may have been absorbed in the grease on. the first ball .. 
joillt in the trap system. In order to check th.is source of error, the 
follaw:ing experiment wa.s performed. Two traps were placed in their 
usual position in the sampling apparatus. The first ecmtained benzene 
from a previous run, a.nd the second was empty. A dry iee--acetone bath 
RS placed on the first trap, and then the second trap and intercon-
necting arm vere evaeuate«a.. The don stream cock was closed on the sec-
ond trap, the dry iee--acetone bath 'waS removed from the first trap, and 
the first trap RS opened. to the second, for 1/2 hour. The freezing 
bath Rs replaced on the first trap for 2 minutes, then both traps were 
closed. 
Weights .ma.de before and a:rt~r the above procedure showed a :net loss 
of 3.4 mg. Tb.is loss 'WB.S presumably due to absorption of benzene in 
the grease on the interconnecting ball-joint. A repeat of the same pro-
cedure, with 15 minutes contaet time, showed a. loss of 4 .• 1 mg. 
Consideration of the sampl:i:ng procedure led to a second series of 
checkS. In liquid samples the collection of benzene was usually very 
rapid because of the presence of the cold traps. In gas samples the 
collection of benzene was over a 15 minute to 2 hour period, but the 
partial pressure of the benzene was usually much less than its vapor 
pressure. Thus it.seems unlikely that equilibrium between the stop .. 
cock grease and benzene would have occurred. 
For the above reasons, three runs were ma.de in 'Which the traps 
were interconnected as before, but the benzene "Was distilled over into 
the second trap and frozen .. A light bulb "WS.S used to speed the vapor-
ization of benzene from the first trap. In these runs the net loss of 
weight was 1.0, o, a.n.d 1.,5 mg for 0~59, 0~15, and 0.55 g of benzene, 
respectively. 
The conclusion reached ws that some benzene probably was ab-
, sorbed in the stopcock. grease in the first ball-joint during sampling. 
However, the amount was probably small in comparison with the total 
sample collectedo 
A series of 30 weighings of the same 100 gram weight ns per-
formed over a period of several days to deter.mine th.e system.a.tic error 
in the weighing procedure .. The results of these weighings were used to 
est:i.Jna.te the standard deviation of the 100 gram weight~ The 99 per cent 
confidence limits for the weight were found to be ±0.3 mg. This varia-
bility ns taken to be typical of the error in dete:rm.ination of the 
weight of objects on the balance .. 
Liquid-Phase Composition 
The mole fraction of hydrogen in the liquid phase is given by 
xl 
nl 
= • 
nl + n2 
(VI-3A) 
The error is given by 
axl An A(nl. + n2 ) 
= 
_! 
·X nl • l nl + n2 
(VI-4A) 
Error for the mole fraction of the hydrocarbon is given by a similar 
expression .. 
In liquid sa.m;p.les the moles of hydrocarbon, n2., 'Was never less 
than 4 times as great as the meles of kydrogen, n1 .. Thus., errors in 
:xi approach 
(VI-5) 
Similarly., errors in x2 tend to cancel. For this reason the~ values 
are :more lll error and are analyzed here. 
The weigh.ts of hydrocarbon collected in liquid-phase samples 
ranged from 0.23 to 2.3 g, and were usually" greater than o.4 g. It is 
considered unlikely that analysis error 'WB.S greater than 4 mg. Errors 
in n2 should be S l per cent on this be.sis. 
Estimation of the maximum error in n1 follows from. the discussion 
in previous paragraphs. The estimated maximum error in :xi varies from 
about 2 1/2 per cent at low pressures to a.bout l 1/2 per cent at high 
pressures. The data in Tables III to VII may be iil.spected with the 
estimated errors in mind.. Note again that these are analysis errors 
only, and have to de with precision. 
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Initial. runs 3A to 3I have were ma.de at 280 °F to develop the 
sampling and analysis teclmiqu.eo Runs 3A and 3:B gave far dif'f'erent ~. 
values than. the remaining runs 3D to 3I .. 'fhe latter 5 runs repeated to 
within !2o7 per cent of the average. 
In Runs 12 and 21 the values of x1 at the same temperature and 
pressure were the same., 0.@389 in each case. lfh.e cell was purged and. 
refilled between the.se runs. Runs 14 and 2a showed· values of x1 of 
0.0536 and e.0533, respeetively. A repeat at 9997 psia and 150 °Fin 
Run 35 gave values .of 0.176 and 0.180 .. 
'l'b.ese fe"!" repeats indicated that the variability in x1 -was prob.-
ably within the error estimated, but the results. of Run 35 indicated an 
increase in solubility With equilibration t:ime. :Because of this pre-
sumed. time effect, a series of liquid samples were taken at different 
equilibration times in Runs 37 and 38 .. lfh.e results of these runs are 
shown in Figure 13. 
In Runs 3 to 36 the criterion of equilibration w.s constancy of 
pressure in the equilibrium. cell as a function of time. 'fhe indication 
of pressure eonstancy was the stability of the pressure balance piston 
level. Im these runs it had been noted th.at virtua.11:y all of the ad.di-
tion of hydrogen gaa to tb.e cell was made in the :f'irst 5 minutes or so 
of' operation. A small drop of piston level with t~e al'Wa.ys occurred 
because of the controlled oil leakage areuud the piston. !he pressure 
seemed quite stable., however, after only l to 2 hours. Sam;ples were 
Yithdra:wm in these runs after 1 1/2 to 5 hours equilibration. The data 
shown in Figure 13 i:ndicate that longer equilibration times are probably 
needed., especially' at 150 °F. In all subsequent ru.ns., the equilibration 
time -was at lea.st 8 hours. 
0.0085 
( D 
Run 
1) 
38 • 250 F 
u 
0 
Run 37 - 150 F 
r-----
5 1.0 15 
Equilibration Time, Hr 
Figure 13 
Liquid Sample Composition as a Funetioa of 
Equilibration Time 
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The repeatability of' the liquid-phase hydrogen compositions appears 
to be 'Within ±3 per eent. The possibility exists of' an. error in aeeu-
racy larger than 3 per cent due to insufficient equilibratiGn time in 
Runs 3 to 36, particularly at 150 °F. This error would be present in 
the benzene data only. 
The effect of errors in temperature an.d pressure meas'Ul'ements on 
the mole fraction of hydrogen in the liquid-phase are small.. Typical. 
values are sh0'Wn in !'a'bl.e VIn~ 
0 Tem;perature F Pressure, psia 
250 
150 
25() 
250 
150 
500 
10,©©0 
100 
500 
10,000 
TABLE VIII 
0 AT, F 
l 
1 
AF,. psia. o/o Error in x1 
1 
1 
1 
0.3 
0.3 
1.8 
0 .. 22 
0 .. 01 
The thermocouples were calibrated in place against an NBS-ca.li-
brated platinum resistance thermometer. The error in calibration.should 
not exceed O.l °F. 'femperature :profile measurements did shov variations 
of 0.4 °F. between the centerline of the cell and the outside top of the 
cell. The temperature inside the cell should vary less. The alumi:o:um. 
block temperature was controlled to :!:Oo.l °F. Variation. and error in 
tb.e cell temperature should introduce negligible error in the liquid 
compositions in comparison to other sources of error. 
Pressure was measured to 'Within ::::0.2 per cent ·m the worst case. 
Errors in pressure measurement should also introduce :negligib1e error in 
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the liquid compositionso 
Liquid-phase compositions were obviously ill error in Runs 20 and 
49. The points were included because no reason for the error was known. 
In a few runs, failure to purge the sample line caused errors in liquid-
phase compositions~ These runs were discarded because of the know.a 
operational error. 
VaP9r-Pb.a.se Composition 
The mole fraction of hydrocarbon in the vapor phase is given by 
(VI-3B) 
The error is given by 
(VI-4B) 
The mole fraction of hydrocarbon varied widely, depending on the pres-
sure.. At pressures of 200 psi.a and greater, ·the ratio of :n1 to n2 ws 
more than 4 to 1. Thus, analysis error ws more :important for the 
hydrocarbon mole fraction i.:n the vapor phase samples.. 'fh.e errors a.re.; 
therefore, estimated for y2 values. 
The weight of hydrocarbon collected in the va:per samples ranged 
from .o4 to 1.62 g. Inmost cases the weights were between 0.1 and 
o.4 g. Analysis errors could have amounted to :i"2 mg, so that the total 
analysis error in the gas-phase samples could have ranged from. :t5 per 
cent down to about ±0.5 per cent .. 
Two sources of sampling ,error were investi~ted. The first of 
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thes~ was the; effect (!)f rate of withdra:wal of vapor sample. Runs 3J 
to 3N were ms.de at different sample 'Withdrawal rates. '?he data are 
plotted in Figure 14. Exeluding the one low point, th.e variability in 
the data is !2 per eent. This variability is greater than might be 
expected from analysis error, but there does not seem to be any :pro-
nounced effect of sampling rate. The lowest practical sampling rate was 
used in all subsequent runs, and :never exceeded 100 ce/min. at l atm. 
!'rausnitz and Jenson {62) in a similar study used sampling rates up ~o 
570 ·ec/m:tn. 
A second sampling error was discovered after noticing th.at the va .. 
por compositions of Rtms 12 to 00 did not repeat well. At the time it 
ws thought that the error -was due to tl!lle very small amount 0:f' b.yiro-
ee.rbon collected. A 4-liter gas sample bulb was censt~cted and cali-
brated. Collection. of larger sam,ples seemed. to improve the repeat-
ability. Vp to Run 21. the vapor sample line was heated by simply_ con .. 
taeting the exposed portion with a heating tape. In Run 21 the ,tape 
and line were w.rapped with asbestos to prevent heat loss and it was 
noticed that this increased the hydrocarbon eem.pQsitian substantially. 
In all subsequent runs the tape and line were -wrapped a.nd sufficient 
heating was provided to guarantee that the· sample line ns above bath 
temperature. 
Use of the improved vapor-sampling line heating method in Runs 21, 
22,(and 25 ~llrough. 32 shawed that vapor compositions at 150 °F were 
severely- affected by absence of proper heating. Th.e;t"e seemed to be no 
e:f':f'ect of' insufficient heating at 25@ °F. The vapor composition data 
for R'Qtl.S 12 through 14 were rejected as being incorrect due to inSuf:f'i-
eient heating. The results. of all other repeat runs are sl.).mm in 
0.055 
0 .. 050 
0.045 
0 
0 
0 
n 
0 
50 100 
Sample Withdrawal Rate, Cc per min at 1 Atm 
Figure 14 
Effect of Sampling Rate on Vapor Composition 
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n 
150 
'rable IX. 
Initial Repeat 
Run No .. Run No. 
8 8 
8 24 
9 26 
10 27 
12 28 
21 21 
15 15 
15 29 
18 30 
19 31 
20 32 
35 35 
OOMPA.RISON OF REPEA.!fli.ID VAPOR SAW!'LES 
FOR :BENZENE Am> HYDROGEN 
Initial 
Ya 
O .. lo4 
0 .. 125 
0 .. 0482 
0.0203 
0 .. 0111 
0.00850 
© .. 486 
o .. 493 
o.0557 
0 .. 0379 
0.0268 
0 .. 00506 
Repeat 
Y2 
0,,125 
0 .. 128 
0 .. 0500 
0 .. 0198 
Oo0ll3 
0 .. 00843 
o.493 
Oo493 
0.0571 
0 .. 0383 
000264 
0000443 
o/o Difference 
based on Repeat 
16.8 
2 .. 3 
3 .. 6 
2 .. 5 
1.8 
o.8 
1.4 
0 
2 .. 5 
1 .. 0 
1.5 
14.2 
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The repeatability of' the gas-phase samples is within :t2 per cent 
of the average value, With tw exceptions. Sampling errors probably 
reduce the accuracy of' the data, particularly at the higher pressures7 
where the amount of' lraydroca.rbon collected w.s small .. 
Errors in vapor com.positi0n due to errors in temperature and pres-
sure measurement or control may be eat:i.Jnated by consideration of Table 
X .. Errors in pressure measurement probably produced negligible errors 
in. w2• Errors in temperature measurement and control. are more important, 
but it is est:i.Jnated that errors in y2 due to this source should be less 
than 0.5 per cent. 
T.ABLE X: 
EF.F.ElCT OF ERRORS IN TEMFERATURE AND PRESSURE 
ON TEE SOLUBILITY OF BENZENE llif HYDROGEN 
150 75 
250 100 
150 200 
250 200 
150 10,000 
250 10,000 
150 200 0.3 
250 200 0.3 
150 1,000 0~3 
250 1,000 0.3 
150 10,000 0.3 
250 10,000 0.3 
AP, psia o/o Error in y 2 
0.1 0 .. 1 
0~1 0.1 
0.2 0.1 
0,,2 0.1 
10 0.1 
10 0 
o.6 
o .. 4 
0.5 
o.4 
0.5 
0.5 
Thermodynamic Cons:i.ste:ncy Tests 
Three thermodynamic consistency tests were applied to the experi-
mental data. Two of these methods required the use of K-valu.es. For 
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this reason, K-values vere obtained from the x-y data,, Since there were 
small differences in pressure between the x and. y d.etermina:tion~ i:n :many 
cases, these data were adjuiEted to the same pressure. The x1 values 
were adjusted by multiplying the difference in pressure by the slope of 
the x1-P curves. large plots s:im.ilar to Figures 11. and 12 were used to 
determ.ine the slopes., The corrections were negJ.igi"ble in most eases. 
The K-vaJ.ues tb:us caleulateda:re given in Tables XI and XII.. 
Adler Test 
Th.e therm.odyna.mic consistency test of Adler., et al..(2), was applied 
in a. modified fonn~ The i:o:tegran.d of the right-hand. side of Equation 
T = 150 °F 
0 T = 250 F 
TABLE: XI 
HY.DROOE.N-BENZENE K-VALUES FROM x~y DATA 
Run No. F:ressure, :psi.a 
8 
8 
25 
9 
26 
10 
27 
12 
28 
21 
21 
22 
23 
24 
35 
35 
15 
15 
29 
16 
17 
18 
30 
19 
31 
20 
32 
33 
34 
76.27 
76.15 
76.39 
194.3 
194.3 
503 .. 1 
503.0 
1026 
1026 
1707 
1707 
2508 
4000 
6998 
9997 
9997 
9·7 .. 14 
96,.90 
96.92 
201~0 
499 .. 4 
1003 
1003 
1702 
1702 
2999 
2999 
5995 
9983 
0.105 
0.126 
0 .. 128 
0.,0484 
0 .. 0502 
0.0205 
0 .. 0200 
0 .. 0114 
0.0116 
0 .. 00884 
0.00877 
0.00718 
0.00626 
0 .. 00573 
0.00614 
0 .. 00540 
o.487 
o.494 
o .. 494 
0 .. 249 
0 .. 106 
0.0590 
0,,0576 
0 .. 0401 
0 .. 0405 
0 .. 0295 
0.,0292 
0,.0250 
0 .. 0238 
540 
529 
525 
215 
214 
83.4 
83.6 
41.6 
4lo5 
25 .. 5 
25~5 
18 .. 6 
12 .. 2 
93 
7.57 
5.64 
5.,54 
275 
272 
272 
140 
58 .. 4 
29.4 
29 .. 4 
17.8 
17,.8 
10 .. 4 
10 .. 4 
5 .. 86 
4 .. 04 
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TABLE XII 
Run No., Pressure., psia 
~"H I<ira 
T = 150 OF 36 99 .. 83 0 .. 0977 249 
37 199.,9 o .. o48o 134 
46 501.9 0 .. 0231 53.8 
53 501.6 Oo02ll 53 .. 9 
47 995 .. 9 0 .. 0124 28 .. 6 
48 1694 0.00920 17 .. 6 
49 3002 0.00753 10.2* 
50 5996 0 .. 00742 5 .. 59 
51 16013 0000869 3.80 
54 10013 0.00928 3.,80 
2;1· = .250 0 F 39 101 .. 3 o .. 452 173 
38 199 .. 9 0.239 95.2 
40 500.0 0.104 40.0 
41 999.9 0.0592 20.7 
42 1700 e.0409 12.4 
43 3000 0 .. 0310 7.41 
44 5996 0 .. 0279 4.15 
45 9999 0.0289 2.80 
* Hydrogen x-valu.e estimated :from plot of' data. 
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III-21 can be split into two terms~ 
(VI-6) 
-V d V If the gas phase is ideal, then z1 an z are equal to LO, and the 
second integral reduces to zeroo The value of the integral thus repre-
sents the extent of deviation of' the gas phase from id.eal behavioro For 
convenience, the integrand of the right-hand term. of' Equation VI-6'will 
be called z'o 
(VI-7) 
The integrals in Adler's relation may be integrated, for gas-
liquid mixtures, between the vapor pressure of' the solvent and any 
higher pressureo Thus Equation III-21 can be written 
(VI-8) 
The evaluation of each term. in Equation VI008 is d:i.scusised below for 
hydrogen-benzene at 250 °F, for the pressure range p2 = 44067 psia to 
2000 psia. 
The evaluation of the fiz~t term in the left side of Equation VI-8 
is shown in Figure 15~ The value of IS_ at 44_.(;q pliia. \18.S found by 
0 .. 08 t-----1.---------t-----+----+-----+----t 
Area= 0.059 
Figure 15. 
J 0 E-<.ralua.tion of x1 dln ~ for Hydrogen-Benzene at 250 F 
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extrapolation of the hydrogen IC-values. The accuracy of this extrap-
elation is not critical, as may be seen in Figure 15. The value of the 
integral is -0~059. 
The evaluation of the second term in the left side of' Equation VI-8 
is shown in Figure 16. The value of' this integral is -3 .. 263. The lef't 
side of' Equation VI-8 is thus equal to -3 .. 322. Notice tut the term 
involving x1 is ver:, small. In effect, Adler's test does not test the 
gas solubility data, but tests only the vapor-phase concentration of the 
hydrocarbon. 'fhis faet should be recognized 'When . .Adler's test is used 
for gas-liquid data. 
Tb.e evaluation of the liquid compressibility term is sh.own in 
Figure 17. Tb.is term was evaluated in two ways to determ.ine the impor-
ta.nee of availability of liquid. compressibility data. In the first 
method, the liquid; volume us .calculated by 
L 
Where v1 = partial molar volum.e of hydrogen. in benzene (a 
constant val:ue of' 36 cc/g mole was used) 
L y2 = molar volume of pure benzene at its vapor pressure (10lo7 cc/g mole) 
Tb.e ~lue of 36 cc/g mole for V~ was taken from Hildebrand and Scott 
(31), a.nd is from low pressure measurements .. The rather crude est:lmate 
of yL of Equation VI-9 gave a val~e for the integral of -3 .. 391. 
Literature data for the compressibility of hydrogen and benzene 
0 ' 0 
equilibrium liquid mixtures at 77 F (44) and 32Q to 500 F (16) vere 
used to show that the liquid volume is given reasonably well by the :fol-
lowing reJ.a.tion. 
-3 -2 
ln1Si 
Figure 16 
0 
Evaluation of ~x2 d1n K2 for Hydrogen-Benzene at 250 °F 
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Area= -3.390 
0 ....._~~-"'-..__~~~-'-'-~~~-'--'-~~~.u....~~~-' 
l 2 3 4 5 6 
lnP 
Figure 17 
Evaluation of .,/(zL - l) dln P for Hydrogen-
Benzene at 250 °F 
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(VI-10) 
'Where V* 1 
VL 
-2 
= 
= 
partial molar volume of hydrogen in benzene 
at infinite dilution (61.9 cc/g mole) 
molar volume of pure benzene at its vapor 
pressure (102.5 used here) 
compressibility of liquid benzen~ (0.00021 atm-1 ) 
b.P = F - p 2 
-* L Values of v1 and~ were given in the above references. The compress-
ibility, 13, was determined by fitting Equation VI-10 to the data.. The 
para.meters Vf, V~, and 13 were then plotted against temperature and inter-
polated at 250 °F to obtain 61.9 cc/g mole., 102.5 cc/g mole, and 2 .. 1 :x: 
-4 -1 10 atm , respectively. 
The use of Equation VI-10 gave a value for the integral of -3.390, 
almost identical with the value estimated with Equation VI-9. A ,;reason-
able estimate for the liqu.id-phase molar volume appears to be satis-
factory. 
Combination of the terms in Equation VI-8 calculated thus far 
gives a difference of 0.068 between the right and lef't sides that must 
be accounted for by the gas-phase nonidea.lity term--that is, if the 
data. are consis;tent. The evaluation of this latter term. requires gas-
phase compressibility data. These data were not available, necessita.t-
. .. 
ing the use of an equation of state~ 
Frausnitz and Keeler (65) showed that the virial equa.tion,o:f' state 
represents qu.ite well the volumetric data for gas-vapor m.ixtures. ll>e.ta. 
for the system hydrogen-n-he:xane were available 'from the literature 
(54). Several equations of state were used to calculate the compress-
ibility factor for hydrogen-hexane equilibrium vapor mixtures. A 
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typical comparison is shown in Figure 18. The viria.l equation is seen 
to approximate best the experimental data. 
The z' term o:f' Equation VI-7 can be rearranged to th.e :f'ollo'Wing form.: 
z' =- 1 ( :V V) -V 1 + z - z z ic 1 - 1 • 2 
(VI-ll) 
This rearrangement is convenient for the evaluation of z ', and it 
serves to point out the fact that_K1 does not actually appear in the 
right side of Adler's equation. It may be argued that~ and~ a.re 
directly related for binary mixtures, and that th~ absence of'~ is 
illusory. However, K1 is generally not affected much by errors in vapor 
compositions or~ by errors in liquid compositions., for gas-liquid 
equilibria. Thus, the z' term. is almoE)lt_entirely dependent on the vapor 
composition. 
Equation VI-11 also shows that the evaluation of the vapor-phase 
compressibilities is qui~e important. The reciprocal of K2 is gener-
ally- rather large, and is m:ultiplied by the rather small difference, 
(-V V) z1 - z • Errors in the compressibility terms are, therefore, exag-
gerated. 
The evaluation of the z' integral term is shmm in Figure 19 .. The 
value ef the integral is o.476. The right side of Equation VI-8 is, 
therefore, -2.914 and is different from the left side (-3.322) by 12.6 
per cent., based on the left side. Adler's test wuld indicate that the 
0 
experimental data for benzene-hydrogen at 250 Fare not consistent. 
Since Ad1er•s test obviously does not test the hydrogen solu.bil-
ity data, it 'WB.S decided to determine the effect of varying the~ 
data. The latter a.mounts essentia.lly to varying only the y 2 data, 
System.~ ~Hexane-· · ogen 
at 160 ° 1.41--~~~-+-~~~-1-~~~-l-~~~----l~~----l 
/ 
2000 000 000 8000 
PressureJ Psia. 
1 - Experimental Data 
2 - Redlich-Kwong Equation 
3 = Viri.al Equation vnth B and C 
4 - Virial Equa;l;;i,on with B Only 
5 - Black Equat:lon 
F:igure .1.8 
10000 
CoI.(lpar:ison of Co:m:pressi'bil::i:t;y for Equilibrium Vapor 
with Equations o:f State 
102 
103 
-o.~~~~-i..~~~---J"'--~~~.L-~~~,I.L_~~~-' 
.T 2 
Figure 19 
Evahi.atio:n o:f J z u dln P for Hydrogen-Benzene at 250 °F 
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since x is nearly l.O. 2 . The y2 data were increased 5 per cent and the 
integration repeated, y:ieldillg a value of -30291 for the left side of 
Equation VI-8. '!'he left side appears not to be affected much by errors 
~ ~ The ·effect of z1 ws al.So investigated. Suppose that z1 is in 
V 
error by 1.0 per eent, while z is assumed correct. The dashed line 
in Figure 19 results., and the value of the integral of z• is now 0.092. 
Errors in the volumetric data appear to be important, as mentioned 
above. Even if experimental data were available, small errors could 
affect the value of the integral greatly .. 
Resw.ts similar to the above vere obtained 'With the cyclohexane-
0 hydrogen data at 250 F. The Adler test indicates that experimental 
as.ta are not eomsistent, but the re.suits of the test cannot be ac-
cepted.'Without reservation. T.b.e test appears to be insensitive to the 
K-da.ta and ever-sensitive to the compressibility data.. The Adler test 
is probably most valuable when applied to systems of similar vola.til-
ity at low pressures, particularly i'n the absence of good experimental 
-vapor-phase compressibility data .. 
1ra:us.1nitz-Keeler !!!! 
The consistency test of Praus:aitz and Keeler consists of calcu-
lating interaction second virial coefficients (B12) from isothe:rma.l 
F-x-y data. and pure component second virial coefficients. iince B12 
is a. :function of temperature o:nl;y., and not of :pressure or composition, 
values calculated for constant temperature should. be the same, or at 
least show little variation. The caleulatio:na.l details for this method 
a.re given in Appendix H. 
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Interaction second viria.1 coefficients vere calculated from the 
data. ol:i>ta.ined in this werk and from the data. of Nichols et!!• (54). 
The J.e.tter data were cross-plotted against temperature and interpole.-ted 
on large charts to obtain hydrogen-n-he:xa.ne K values at 150 and 250 °F. 
11.'he derived values of' B12 a.re sho'WII. in Tables XIII, XIV, and xv. Tb,e 
values shown in these tables were calculated using terms including the 
third virial coef:f'ieients and liquid activity coefficients; the effect 
of' including these terms is not le.rge and is illustrated in Appendix H. 
Consideration of the data in Tables XIII and XIV indicates that 
the derived B12 values are in reasonable agreement at pressures of 500 
. 0 
psia and higher, particularly at 250 F. The marked deviation of the 
interaction coefficients at low pressures is not entirely due to inac-
curate data. At low pressures the calcula.tional procedure is extremely 
sensitive to small variations in y2 • For example, for benzene-hydro-
gen a.t 15o°Fand 76..1 psia, values of y2 of 0.125 and 0.128 yielded calcu-
lated B12 values of 9.6 and -17.8; a difference of only 2.4 per cent in 
the y 2 data produced interaction coefficients different by almost one 
order of magnitude. 
In erder to illustrate better the self-consistency of the experi-
mental data., the calculat,iona.1 procedure wa reversed.. That is, average 
values of B12 ,rere used to back-calculate values of y2• In this calcu-
! 
J.e.ticn, the experimental values of x2 were used. Since the x1 values 
are small, x2 values a.re close to 1.0. The Pra.usnitz-Keeler test/ like 
the Adler test, does :not really test the solubility data. of the gas in 
the liquid. In obtaining average :s12 values, only the data for high 
pressures were used. The back-calculated y2 data are compared. Wj.:th the 
experimental y2 data in Tables XVI and XVII .. 
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TABLE XIII 
SECOND VIRIAI. INTERACTION COEFFICIENTS CALOUIA'1'ED FROM 
T t OF · em;pera ure, 
150 
250 
BENZENE-HYDROGEN SOLUBILITY DATA 
Pressure2 psia 
76 .. 2 
76.1 
76.3 
194.2 
194.2 
503.0 
502.9 
1026 
1026 
1707 
1707 
2508 
97 .. 1 
96.9 
201.0 
499.4 
1003 
1003 
1702 
1702 
2999 
2999 
B12., ee/g mole 
602.9 
9.6 
- 77.8 
56.0 
15.3 
16.4 
26.7 
11.2 
7.6 
- 3.5 
- 2.5 
- 0.9 
- 15.2 
-110.6 
- 16 .. 7 
12.7 
15.9 
10.3 
10 .. 5 
9.1 
9.4 
10.4 
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TABLE XIV 
SECOND VIRIAL nr.rERACTION COEFFICIENTS CALCUIATED FROM 
0 Temperature, F 
150 
250 
CYCLOBEXANE-B.IDROGEN SOLUBILITY DATA 
Pressure, psia 
99.8 
199.9 
501.8 
501..3 
995.8 
1694 
3002 
101.3 
199.8 
499.9 
999 .. 8 
1700 
3000 
B12, cc/g mole 
-36 .. o 
36 .. 0 
-23 .. 0 
14 .. 6 
7.4 
2.8 
3.0 
-15 .. 7 
10.6 
18.1 
15.1 
17.1 
18 .. 4 
SECOND VIRIAL INTERACTION COEFFICIENTS CALCUIA'flm FROM 
m t OF 
.:..empera ure, 
150 
250 
N-HEX.A.NE-HY.DROGEN S0Il1BILITY DATA 
Pressure., psia 
500 
1000 
2000 
3000 
500 
1000 
2000 
3000 
B12, cc/g mole 
- 8.9 
3.,9 
7.6 
3.0 
27 .. 0 
24.6 
20.3 
19.1 
0 
~emp., F B12 
150 -0.2 
TABLE XVI 
COMPARISON OF CALCILATED AO 
EXPERDmNTAL SOWBILITY OF 
BENZENE IN HYDROGEN 
Pressure, psia 
76.2 
76.1 
76 .. 3 
194.2 
194 .. 2 
503.0 
502.9 
1026 
1026 
1707 
17e7 
2508 
97.1 
96 .. 9 
201..0 
499.4 
· 1003 
1003 
1702 
1702 
2999 
2999 
Y2 cale'd 
0.125 
0.125 
0.125 
0.0507 
0.0507 
G.0211 
0.0211 
0.0118 
0.0118 
0.00827 
0.00827 
0.00673 
o.484 
0.485 
0.243 
0.105 
0.0572 
0.0572 
0.0381 
0.0381 
a.0266 
0.0266 
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Y'2 exp•t 
0.104 
0.125 
0.128 
0.0482 
0.0500 
0 .. 0203 
0.0198 
0.0111 
0.0113 
0.00850 
o.oo843 
0.00679 
o.486 
o.493 
0.247 
0.104 
0.0557 
0.0571 
0.0379 
0.0383 
0.0268 
0.0264 
0 Temp., F B12 
150 4.3 
TABLE XVII 
COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND 
EXPERmEN'fAL SOLU:BIIJ:TY OF 
CYCLOBEXA.NE IN HYDROGEN 
Pressure, psia. 
99.8 
199.9 
501.8 
501.,5 
995.8 
1694 
3002 
101.3 
19,9.8 
499.,9 
999,.8 
1700 
3000 
y2 calcd 
0.0957 
0.0491 
0.0212 
0 .. 0212 
0 .. 0122 
0.00857 
0.00667 
o.449 
0.236 
0.101 
0.0560 
0.0377 
0.0274 
Y exp't 2 
0.0973 
0 .. 0477 
0.0207 
0.0227 
0 .. 0120 
0.00868 
0 .. 00680 
o.451 
0.237 
0.101 
0.0565 
0 .. 0377 
0 .. 0269 
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The J312 _values derived :from. the experimental data cannot be com-
pared rigorously against a.,ny standard other than additional experime~-
tal values. Generalized correlations of second viria.l coefficients 
based cm the theorem of corres:pond:lng states are available. Comparison 
of derived B12 data. with these correlations depends on the applicability 
of' corresponding states theor,v and cannot be regarded a.$ rigorous. .Oen-
era.l trends or gros.s en(lrS probably can be determined by such eompari-
sons. 
A recent eo:1:-responding states correlation for interaotion second 
virial coefficients is that of Prausnitz and Benson (63). The Pra.usnitz-
Benson correlatiOE. is actually a m~dificat1on of an earlier correlation 
(60) for pure components., in 'Which the reduced second virial coe:f'f'ie:i,.ent., 
B/!0 , is given as a function of reduced temperature and the a.centric 
:f'e.etor, W • The chief difficulty in the use of this type of correlation 
;s the designation of the critical temperature of a mixture. Pra.us.-
nitz and Benson suggested a m.ethod for predicting the critical tempera-
ture for mixtures of' molecules differing 'Widely in size, a.nd thus 
applied corresponding states theory to interaction second virial eoe:f'-
ficients ... 
Values of B12 were calculated for the m.ixtures studied here by' 
the Prausnitz-Benson method. The calculation procedure is shown in 
Appendix K. The generalized 1312 values are com.pa.red with the average 
values derived from the experimental data. in Table XVIII. The ~gree .. 
m.en.t is not very good. Several 00Jm11ents may be :ma.de regarding this 
comparison. In the first place, critical. vo11;llneS are not k;no;wn with 
great certainty, and-a correlation of the variable B/!0 reflects any 
error in the V values. Furthermore, the specification of mixture 
-c 
values of V , W, and T is arbitrary and may introduce error. 
-c C 
TABLE XVIII 
COMPARISON OF DERIVED AND GENERALIZED VIRIAL COEFFICIENTS 
FOR HYDROGEN-6-CARBON HYDROCARBONS 
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Solvent Temp., OF Derived B12 Generalized B12 
Be:mrzene 150 
-
0.2 14.6 
250 9.9 26.0 
Cyelohexa.ne 150 4.3 26.1 
250 17.2 35.6 
x-He:xa.ne 150 4.8 43.9 
250 21.4 56.0 
Perhaps a more fundamental problem is tha.t the use of a corre-
_ispC>!lding states treatment for m.ixtures assumes tacitly that the theory 
also applies to the pure components. The three-parameter correspond-
i:ng states treatment involving C.J, the acentrie factor, does apply to 
hydrocarbons, but -was never intended for hydrogen. The correlations 
have been used With hydrogen in some cases by assigning fictitious 
values of T , V , and W, but such use may not al-ways lead to- reliable. C -c 
results. 
Infinite Dilution Test 
The consistency test of Gautreaux and Coates (26) is the only 
test considered here that tests the gas solubility data. The test 
also tests the y 2 data to a certain extent. The extrapolation of the 
light-component K data through the moderate- to low-pressure region 
imtolves p~ssin.g through the region of greatest influence of y2 on 1S_. 
The liquid molar volume data required in Equation III-24 were 
available :f'rom the literature (72). Vapor volumes were ca.J.culated 
from the virial equation of state. The slope term -was evaluated from 
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large plotr.J of the experimental P-:,_ data. The K values for the solute 
gas were extrapolated to the vapor pressure of the solvent on J.arge 
log-log plots, as shown for eyclohemne-hydrogen in Figure 20. The 
hydrogen K data were represented well at low pressures by stre.igb.t lines 
on the log-log plots. The extrapol.ated. and calculated values of xi at 
~~@are listed in 1.1a.ble XIX. 
Solvent 'femp., °F IS_,(e.xtrapolated) IS_(Eq. III-24) 
Benzene 
Cyclohexane 
150 
250 
150 
250 
* :Based on calculated K1 
4200 443@ 
600 6o7 
24o0 2870 
395 423 
Per Cent 
Diff.* 
- 5.2 
- 1.2 
The agreement in 1.1a.ble XIX is not bad, considering the arbitrariness of 
the extrapolation procedure. The cyclohexane data show poorer agree-
ment, 'Whicll. is interesting in view of the fact that these datavere 
ta.ken with. lo».ger equilibration t:tm.es than the benzene data. To shift 
the IS_ lines upward. would req_uire lover :.Kj_ or y2 values. 
4000 
J.000 
J.00 
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10 
lJ 
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Figure 20 
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ExtrapoJ.ation of KValues for Hydrogen in Cyclohexane 
ll3 
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Data Comparisons 
The availab1e literature data. a.re compared below with the experi-
mental data of' the present stud.y. In order to make these comparisons, 
· the literature data were plotted first as a function of pressure at 
constant temperature. Values were then read from these plots at conven-
ient pressures. 
0 Initial Comparison at 320 F 
Connolly (17) studied the hydrogen-benzene system at 320 to 500 °F, 
up to about 2300 psia, us.ing the bubble- and dew.-point method. The ex-
perim.ental part of Ommolly"'s work was done very carefully, and the data 
appear to be very reliable .. Connolly1s data were tested by the 
Pra:usxdtz-Keeler and infinite dilution tests, With good res'Ults in both 
cases. 
Runs 4 through. 7 were macle a.t 320 °Fin order to :make a direct com-
parison With Connelly's wrk. Oonnolly's data were interpolated on 
large plots at the pressures of Runs 4 through 7. The comparison is 
shcrwn in Table XX. 'ftl.e resuJ.ts appear to agree within the precision of 
the present data. 
Pressure, psia Kaa ~ Fer Cent Diff.** 
427.2 ~9.3 50.,3 -2.0 
6o1.8 37.1 36.4 1.,9 
778.0 28.6 28.4 0.7 
1309 17.6 17.3 1.7 
1.15 
TA:BLE XX ( continued) 
Pressure, psia K:sz -l<· 
0.288 
0.213 
0.172 
0.116 
Per Cent Diff.** 
427.0 
6o1.8 
· 771!3.o 
1309 
0.296 
0.210 
0.172 
0.116 
* Data of Connolly (17) 
**Based on Conno11y•s de.ta 
Hydrogen-Benzene 
2.8 
-l.4 
0 
0 
Hydrogen solubilities in benzene at different temperatures are 
plotted in Figures 21 and 22. Inspection of these figures shows con-
siderable scattering of the data.. Connolly's data are smooth with 
respect to temperature and line up well with the data of the present 
work. Most of' the earJ:.ier solubility data showed some scatter when 
plotted as a function of pressure at consta;nt temperature. Figures 
21 ~nd 22 indicate s:i:m.ilar scatter 'When the data are c:voss-plotted 
against temperature. Tb.is scatter., or laak of' precision, seems to 
justify placing less confidence in the accuracy of' these data. 
The data of' Ipa.tiev, et!!.• (39), for higher pressures,. were 
sm.oother than other prior data,. and cross-plot smoothly against temper-
ature. The agreement of the latter data at 7000 and 10.,000 psia. with 
the present data is not perfect; but is gratifying when the difficulty 
of obtaining data at these pressures is considered. 
The benzene data of Connolly and this work were compared by 
plotting the, log of the benzene K values against reciprocal absolute 
temperature. The basis for this type of plot is the Clausius-Clape:r-
ron equation. Paraffin hydrocarbon K values give almost s·traigh.t lines 
'When plotted in the above manner.. Figure 23 shows good aligmnent of the 
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Temperature, °F 
Figure 21 
Comparison of Solubi.!rties of Hydrogen. in Benzene 
o. 25...----........ -----,----,----.-----T-----, 
Legend in Fig. 21 
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Figure 22 
500 
Comparison of Solubilities of Rydrogen in :Benzene 
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present data With Co:m.nolly1s. 
The only other previous vapor composition data were those of 
Ipatiev, et ~· { 39). The mole fraction of benzene in the vapor w.s 
plotted versus pressure on a log-log ~ot, Figure 24. The data show 
increasing divergence above 5009 ps:la. '?he presence of a. consistent 
llB 
error in the high pressure benzene K data obtained in this work appears 
possible. 
The available solubility data for hydrogen in eyclob.exane are 
plotted as a function of' tempena.ture itL Figures 25 and 26. The eon-, 
sistency between the present data and that of Krichevskii and ,Sorin.a. 
(45) is particularly evident, even a.t 10,000 psia. 
Kriehevskii and Serina also obtained vapor compositions, 'Which 
a.re compared 'With the present data in Figures 27 and 28. The low 
pressure 104 °F data of these authors were not consistent with the 
remainder of their own data, as is evident in Figure 27. This dis-
cre:pa.ney disappeared at high pressures. The high pressure plots show 
a divergence between the present data and those of Kriehevskii and 
Serina above approximately 5000 psia. At lower pressures there is no 
apparent discrepancy. 
Since the present vapor-phase eompositions at high pressures 
seem to be low for both benzene and cyclohemne, the possibility of' 
an e;rro:r in these measurements must be considered. 'fhe dynsmic 
method was used. f'or all three studies involved in the comparisons at 
high p~essure, th~ ditterep.ee )e.ing .in ana~is method am anwunt of 
sample collected. ICrichevskii and Sorina's data ·shoved considerable 
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scatter at all pressures and could be :1n error. No definite conclu-
sion may be dra:wn.. Th.e accurate. determination of low vapor-phase 
hydrocar'bon concentrations is difficult. 
Correlation Work 
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The two types 0f correlations described in Chapter III were tried 
with the experimental. data for the lzydrogen-hydrocarbon binary mix-
tures considered in this work .. The results are discussed below. 
Regular Solution CorrelatiODS 
The method of Chao and Seader (12) -was applied to the experi-
mental data for hydrogen With benzene, cyclohexane, and n-hemne. Com-
parisons of' the ca.lcrulated and experimenta1 IC-va.J.u.es fer the hydro-
carbons and hydrogen are presented in Tables m: and m:I. All cor-
relating parameters used were the sa.:m.e as in the or.iginal publication. 
The average difference betwea calculated and experimen:ta.l IC-
values for the hydrocarbons ws 8.o per cent.. For hydrogen, the aver-
age difference was 14.3 per cent. Both. of these are greater than the 
average differences claimed for the original correlation. However, the 
systems considered here are far from "noma.1.., 0 and larger differences 
might be expected. 
As mentioned in Chapter III., a entropy correction can be made to 
the Scatehard-Rildebrancl equation i:f' the mola.J. vol'llmeus of the components 
differ greatl;y. The corrected equation, as given 'by Hildebrand and. 
Scott (31) is 
:Solvent 
Cy'elo-
he:xane 
. n-liexane 
COMPARISON OF CBAO-S!Al)ER It VALUES 
Wiffl EXFERIMENTAL DATA l'OR 
B?l)ROCARBONS WI'nl H!DJiOCD 
iaP•a °F 
·150. 
!res sure, 
psia 
76.39 
194.3 
503 .. 1 
1026 
1707 
.129 
.0534 
.023, 
.. 0139 
.0103 
.. 128 
250 
96 .. 92 
201.0 
499.4 
J.003 
1702 
101 .. 3 
199.9 
500.0 
999.,9 
1700 
500 
1000 
2000 
500 
1000 
2000 
.46J. 
.. 234 
~106 
.0620 
.0445 
.,0965 
.. 0508 
.0234 
.0145 
.0107 
.. 412 
.. 221 
.101 
.0612 
.0447 
.0351 
.0219 
... 0146 
.153 
.. 0939 
.. 0629 
.• 0484-
.0205 
.ou6 
.00884 
.• 494 
.• 249 
.. lo6 
$0590 
.. 04-05 
.. 0977 
.o480 
.0211 
.0124 
.. 0092 
.. 452 
.239 
.104 
.0592 
, .0409 
.. 0344 
.. 0200 
.. 0135 
.150 
.. 0871 
.0590 
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o/o. Ditt? 
o.a 
10.3 
14.6 
19.8 
17.0 
• 6.7 
.. 6.o 
0 
,.1 
9 .. 9 
• 1.2 
5.8 
10.9 
16.9 
16.3 
... 8.8 
- 7 .. 5 
- 2 .. 9 
3.4 
9.3 
2 .. 0 
9.,5 
8.1 
AVG. ± 8.0 
-
* Based on , experimental 
Solvent 'I'e!!!Ji! • z 
Benzene 150 
250 
Cyclo- 150 
hexane 
250 
n-Rexane 150 
250 
OOMP.ARISON OF eru\.0-SEADER K VALUES 
WITR EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR 
HYDROGEN 
OF Pressure, 
K ]fydro;en 
;esia Cala'd Ex]:>t 
76.39 461 525 
503.1 7J..3 83.4 
1026 35 .. 6 41.5 
2508 15.4 18.6 
6998 6.58 7.,57 
96.92 233 272 
499.4 46.7 58 .. 4 
1003 23.7 29.4 
2999 8.4 1e.4 
5995 4 .. 66 5.86 
99.83 219 249 
501.6 44 .. 2 53.9 
995,,9 22.7 28.6 
3002 8.ll 10 .. 2 
5996 4.56 5.59 
10L,3 147 173 
500 .. 0 30 .. 9 40 .. 0 
999.,9 15.8 20.7 
3000 5.64 7.41 
5996 3.12 4.15 
-500 30.3 29.3 
1000 .15.5 15.6 
2000 8.07 8 .. 45 
4000 4.38 4.66 
7~00 2 .. 83 g.83 
500 22.1 23.2 
1000 u.4 12.5 
2006 . 5 .. 94 6.80 
4000 3.23 3.75 
7000 2.07 2.29 
* :Based on experimental 
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o/o Diff .. * 
-12.e 
-14.5 
-14 .. 2 
-17.2 
-13.1 
-14.3 
-20 .. 0 
-19 .. 4 
-18 .. 9 
-20.5 
-12.0 
-18.0 
-20.6 
-20 .. 5 
-lS .. 4 
-15.0 
-22.8 
-23.6 
-23 .. 9 
-24.8 
3.4 
-
o.6 
- 4 .. 5 
-
6.o 
0 
-
4.7 
-
a.a 
-12.6 
-13 .. 9 
-
9.6 
AVG. ±14.3 
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L 
V 
1-j_ 
L 
v2 
2 (6 .. 6 ) , i mix (VI-12) 
where ~l = 
L 
X. V. 
1 1 
2 ~ {xj v~) 
j:::l J 
Equation VI-J2 was substituted for Equation III-31 in the Cha.o-Sea.der 
procedure. The K-values thus calculated for the hydrocarbons were 
hardly affected, while those for hydrogen showed even worse agree-
ment with the experimental data tban before. This result is not sur-
prising in the light of the :remarks of Chapter III. That is, the 
regular solution method ±s semi-empirical 'When ap:plied to gas-liquid 
The original Cha.o-Seader correlation em.b:raeed a very large amount 
of data, some 3000 points in all. If we confine our interest to the 
systems at hand, still. :retaining the 'basic framework of the Chao-
Sea.der correlation, we ea.n improve. the agreement between the correla.-
tion and experimental data. Th.is was done for the case of the hydro-
gen K-values. The resul.ts are shown in 'Xa.ble XXIII. Smoothed data 
were used in this work. The solubility parameter for hydrogen that 
:produced the best fit of the data was 2.45, as com.pa.red with the Chao-
Seader value of 3.25. Hypothetical liquid fuga.city coefficients were 
obtained for hydrogen in this procedure and are listed in Table JPCIV• 
The range of data. was limited to 2000 psia. The average differ-
enee 'between the computed and experimental hydrogen K va.lu.es was 
lowered from 14.3 to 7.1 per cent. If the solubility para.meter for 
cyclohexane were raised arbitrarily from the Cha.o-Sead.er value of 8.2 
to a value of 8.4, the differences would have been reduced even further. 
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RESULTS OF MODIFIED <;:HAO-SE.ADER CALCULA.'!'IOIS FOR HYDROGEN 
0 
Fressure, 
Solvent Temp., F psia. ~ Ca.lc 1d Kii~. Expt o/o l>iff.* 
13enzene 15() 100 378 410 - 7 .. 8 
500 87.1 84.o 3 .. 7 
1000 45.8 42.3 8.3 
2000 24.2 22.4 e.o 
25') 100 269 272 
-
1.1 
500 59.5 58.0 2.6 
1000 31.a 29.6 5.4 
2000 16.1 15.1 6.6 
Cy'e1o- J.50 J.00 218 249 -12.4 
hem.me 500 50.5 54.5 - 7.3 
1000 20.5 28.6 
- 7.3 
2000 15.0 15.0 - 6.7 
250 lQO 167 185 
-
9 .. 7 
500 37.6 40.0 ·- 6.o 1000 19.5 20.7 
-
5 .. 8 
2000 10.1 .10.7 
-
5.6 
n-Hemne 150 100 J.39 119 16 .. 8 
500 3L,9 29.3 8 .. 9 
1000 16.8 15.06 7.7 
2000 8 .. 9() 8.45 5 .. 3 
250 ·., 100 109 95 ... e 11.5 
500 25 .. 1 23 .. 2 8.2 
1000 13 .. 3 12 .. 5 6.4 
20$6 6 .. 86 6.80 0.9 
AVG. ±hl 
* 
Based on experitnental 
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The basic atiao-Seader method correlates a. wide variety of .. data 
fa.irfy well. The above work for hydrogen binaries shows that limit-
, 
ing the data im]>roves the correlation. It does not appear to be pos-
sible to retain both generality and high precision in this method. 
RTIJ>OTEm'IOAL LIQUID FUGACITIES FOR HYDROGEN 
250 
'.Pressure, psia 
100 
500 
1000 
2000 
100 
500 
1000 
200~ 
Ideal KValue Correlation 
L 
1) R ( Cb.ao-Seader) 
2 
71.2 
14 • .9 
7.83 
4.35 
58.6 
12.2 
6.44 
3.58 
7)HL (Present Work) 
2 
48 
11.4 
6.2 
3.52 
47 
10.5 
5.7 
3.15 
The ca;J.eula;tion of ideal K values for hydrogen was of particular 
interest in this work. 'Fhe pure component liquid and vapor :f'ugaeities 
for pure hydrogen ·are f'um.ction.s of temperature and presswe only. T.b:us, 
the idea.J. K value for hydrogen should be the same in 8.D'J' solvent. It 
was hoped that ideal K values for hydrogen in the solvents benzene, 
eyclohemne, and n-he:xane could be calc'Ulated by_the procedure outlined. 
in Chapter III .. Several difficulties were encountered and the attempt 
we.~. t:l.nally abandoned. 
'!'he first calculations were made using th.e Redlich-Kwong equation. 
of state. ca.1eulations for benzene-hydrogen at 250 °:r gave liquid 
a.ctivity coefficients for benzene that were Cell.eave d01m'Ward 'Wb.en 
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plotted as ln 7~ :!!• x2• Gautreaux and Coates (26) have shown that 
d1n r!/a:x2 must approach zero as x2 approaches 1.0. The only va.y that 
the curve obtained could behave in this 'Way is if there were a point of 
inflection at some value of x2 less than 1.0. This behavior does not 
seem. liltely'. 
The virial equation of state was then used inStead of the Redlieh-
. K;wong .equation. The derived liquid activity coefficients for the hydro-
earbons: shoved a great deal of scatter and for some of the mixtures were· 
neve:i;- high.er than 1.0. The cause of this behavior seemed to lie in the 
IC values, although the t'l1gaeities calculated from the virial equation 
might 'be at fa.ult. For gas-liquid equilibria at relatively low pres-
sures, the mole fraction of tke hydrocarbon is clese to l.O, and the 
liquid activity coefficients are also close to 1.0. ~ slight error 
in composition. influences greatly the liquid activity coefficients. 
Very precise values of 1~ are needed if e.n una.moiguous fit is to be 
obtained for an equation such. as the van Iaa.r equation. 
The only' possible remedy- seemed to be to smooth the IC values care-
fully. Smoothing with the :required precision cannot be done by hand .• 
Curve-fitting the data wuld not be satisfactory either, because. the 
mathematical ~el used :f'or curve-fitting would automatically legis-
late the liquid aetiv:tty eoetticie:ats. For tb.e reasons outlined above, 
the ideal K value eorrelatio:m. method, at least in the form eomsidered 
here, does not appear to be applicable to gas-liquid eq1:lili'bria. 
CHAPTER VII 
OONCWSIONS Am> RECOMMEN.DATIONS 
The subject matter of the present work has been the theoretical 
and experimental investigation of vapor-liquid equilibria. Experi-
mental P-T-x-y data were obtained for the binary systems hydrogen-
. 0 benzene and hydrogen-eyclohexane at te.m.pera.tures of' 150 and 250 F, 
and at pressures from 76 to 10,000 psia.. The equilibrium cell used 
was of the dynamic type. 
The theoretical aspects of this thesis were primarily concerned 
with the evaluation and correlation of experimental vapor-liquid equi-
librium data. Particular emphasis ws made for the case of binary 
systems in which one component is a -~~s-~ --·· _ 
Ma,jor conclusions for the experimental part of the work are as 
follows: 
1. The precision, or variability, of the exper:imental composi-
tion data is approximately i 3 per cent. 
2. The experimental data agree reasonably well With data of 
previous Studies. The benzene-hydrogen de.ta agree particu-
larly well with the reliable data of' OonnoJ.ly at pressures 
up to 2200 psia. The concentration of hydrocarbon in the 
gas phase may be in error at pressures above 5000 psia, as 
indicated by comparison With the data of I:pa.tiev ~ !!• 
and Krichevskii and Sorina. 
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3. The dynamic equilibrium. cell used ill this study is sa.tis-
factory f'or obtaining ga.s ... liquid. equilibria for binary 
mixtures o The main dra:wback of the exper:LJnental method 
is the long time required for equilibration at lower 
temperatures. 
4. The use of the dyruunie flow method for systems containimg 
mixed liquids does not appear to be :f'easi'Dle, 'beee.use the 
liquid-phase composition 'Will eh.ange as the gas sample is 
removed. ~. method bas been applied previously to the ease 
ill 'Which a mi:xed gas is con.ta.cted With a single liq;uid eem-
ponent. 
Major eomclusions based on the theoretical part of the work are: 
·' 
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name ::implies, i .. e., tests to determine the consistency between 
two different kinds of' data. At constant tem1~rature, volu-
, ' 
:metric data are eempa.red Yi.th fi:<l~f~~?r;um..eoneutration data. 
At cons~t pressure, ealorim.etrie data are com.pa.re~ with 
equilibrium concentration data. 
2. Presently_.available eq,•tio:ms of state are not entirely- satis ... 
factory because of arbitrary treatment required for mixtures. 
'!'his problem is :particularly :t.mport8-Xlt bees.use of' tb.e close 
connection between volumetric a.ncLequilibriurn data. 
3 .. The thermocfi:ynamie consistency test in 'Which isothema.l IC value 
data and compressibility data are compared (Adler's test) is 
0:r deubtfw. utility fer gas-liquid systems.. lflae method <loe.s 
:not rea.lly test the liquid-phase eoncent:ration data ··ud is 
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insensitive to changes in the vapor-phase concentration. 
4. The present exper:l.menta.l data show fairly good self-consis-
tency 'When tested by the method in 'Which interaction second 
virial coefficients are calculated from equilibrium and. pure 
component second. virial 'coefficient data (Pra.usnitz-Keeler 
test). ,This consistency test also does not really test the 
liquid-phase concentration data. 
5. The thermodynamic consistency test at infinite dilution· indi-
cates that the present experimenta.J.,data are fairly reliable 
at low :pressures., 
6. Regular solution theory provides a convenient semi-empirical 
method of correlation for ex.perim,enta.l gas-liquid equili-
brium data., 
7., The ideal K value method of correlating vapor-liquid equili• 
brium data does not appear to be applicable to the present 
data. 
The following recommendations are ma.de. 
l. In future experimental work With the aJ?P9.ratus described here, 
several. precautions should be observed: 
a., Adequate equilibration time should be provided .. 
b. Vapor sample ~es should be heated properly. 
c .. Vapor samples should contain as, much hydrocarbon as 
·> • I . 
possible (by taking appropriately large samples). 
d. Absorption of hydrocarbon on stopcock grease sb.ould be 
el:1:minated; 
e. The temperature control should be improved and tempera-
ture gradients should be eliminated 1m the aluminum 
block thermostat. 
2. Equilibrium vapor and liquid densities should be deter.mined 
if possible. Vapor deDsities will provide some basis for 
judging the applicability of equatio~s of state. 
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APPENDIX A 
CALIBRATION OF PRESSURE BA.LANCE 
Am> MEASURING CYLINDERS 
The Michels press\ll'e ba.J..ance and measuring cylinders were cali-
brated by the Meetinstituut BemeteJ..iT.N.O., .1Un$terd.am (The Dutch :Bureau 
of Standards). The technique used is described briefly below; (55). In 
practice, a master balance is calibrated and periodically checked by 
the calibration procedure. other balances are calibrated against the 
ma.ster balance. Each measuring cylinder is used for a relatively short 
pressure range in order that th.e effective piston area will be con-
stant within the stated accuracy. In th.is way corrections due to pres-
sure on the piston and cy-linder are avoided • 
.At all pressures the effective area of a piston is determined by 
F A=-p 
where A= effective piston area 
F = force acting on the effective piston area 
P = pressure acting against the piston 
Frictional effects are eliminated in the pressure balance 'by aeans 
of {l) careful levelling of the balance, (2) a controlled oil leak 
between the piston and cylinder, (3) rotation o:f' the piston e.ad wights 
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by_mEla.ns of _8,- special drive assembly designed to ilnpart negligible 
side'Wise thrust to the piston, (4) loading the weights below the 
J?iston, rather than above it, and (5) stabilizing the weight axle by 
use of a lubricated guide pin at the bottom. .. 
The force acting on the effective piston area is determined from. 
the calibrated weights used on the balance. 'f.b.e pressure is deter .. 
mined at low pressures by measuring the height of mercury in an open 
eolimm that is connected to the ba.lance via a pressure bench. 
At higher pressures a 22 .. meter mercury column is used in conjunc• 
tion With a. piezom.eter. '!'he piezometer is filled with nitrogen to a. 
pressure at which the effective area has been determined previously. 
'!'he weights on the balance a.re adjusted until the mercury in the piezo• 
meter just touches an electrical contact. Tlae mercury column is then 
interposed betveen the be.la.nee and the piezom.eter. Weights are added 
wtil the mercury in the piezom.eter a.gain touches the contact. Tb.e 
new pressure can be calculated and the effective areas obtained. lJ:1 
all the above measu;rements the mercury col~ and piezometer tempera.-
tures are carefully measured and regulated, and corrections are made 
for oil heights. 
Table A-I show the ca.J.ibrated weights (masses., actually) of the 
various rote.ting parts :,o:r the pressure balance. Table A-II lists the 
effective area and weigh.ts for each of the measuring cylinders.. In 
addition to these date.1 l3emetel-T.m.e. determin.ed that the area of the 
guide pin is 1.76 sq cm and that the height of oil above the bottom of 
the guide pin is eq,ua.l to the oil reservoir height plus 1.6 cm.. All 
measurements refer to operation at 20°e with the pisto:m. height indi-
cator at 10 on the sea.le. Pressures a.re referred to the eenter-1:t:n.e 
of the oil outlet on the measuring·cylixl.der. 
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TABLE A-I 
PRESSURE :BA.LANCE WEIGHT CALIBRATIONS 
Item Mass 
Indicator axis 
plus indicator 0.9957 Kem 
Cone 0.2468 
Oil shiel.d 1.6542 
Weight pan o.6o90 
Lowest weight with 
ax;is of suspension 29~7729 
Weight No. 1 25.0131 
n 
" 2 25.0120 
n 
" 3 25.0151 
" 
It 4 25.0138 
" 
It 5 25.0139 
ff 
" 6 25.0166. 
" 
II 7 25.0141 
" 
II 8 25.0161 
II 
" 9 10.0053 
11 
" 10 5 .. 0005 
" " ll 5.0061 
" 
It 12 0.9974 
" 
l.t 13 1.0036 
It If 14 1.0042 
" 
u 15 1.0046 
ra u 16 1.0044 
Range of Cylinder 
3-20 Ksmfcm2 
20-50 
50-125 
125-300 
300-6oo 
600-1000 
TAm.E A-II 
MEASURING CYLINDER CALIBRATIONS 
Effective Area 
12 .. 512:to.001 r:m.2 
5 .. 0058:!:"o.oool+ 
2.0004:±'0 .. 0001 
e.83393::0.00004 
o.41938:!"0~00002 
0.24461!0.00001 
Nass of piston, claw, 
nut and half-rings 
1.4095 ~ 
0.8817 
0 .. 6719 
0 .. 5913 
0.5598 
0.5173 
APPEJ.lf.l)IX B 
CALIBRATION OF GAS COMPRESSOR LE\fEL 
The pressure in the gas compressor is different than that at the 
centerline of the measuring cylinder oil outlet du.e to differences in 
oil and mercury head. The apparatus shown in Fig .. B-1 was used to 
calibrate the gas compressor level indicator reading as a function of 
the mercury heights. The :manometer was hooked up so as to indicate the 
position of the mercury inside the gas compressor. Both the upper com-
partment of the compressor and one leg of the manometer were open to 
the atmosphere. The levels were measured with a ca.thetom.eter. Oil was 
pumped into the compressor to change the level. The data are given in 
Table J3...I. 
From. the diagram, Fig. B-1, the pressure at the ~urface of the 
mercury in the gas compressor is s~en to be 
P3 = Pl + (Hl - :a:2) paoil - (H3 - H2) puHg, 
or P 3 = P 1 - AP, 
where H = heigh.t of interface 
p 1 = specific weight of fluid 
(B-1) 
(B-2) 
A plot of the data showed a. linear relation between the mercury 
levels and the level indicator reading .. The data were fitted by least 
squares to obtain 
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(B-3) 
(B-4) 
where h = gas compressor level indicator reading. 
The density of the oil w.s found to be 0 .. 876 f!JJJ./cm.3... The mercury den-
sity is 13 .. 54 gm/em3 at 22.5 e. Then 
f . 3 p'oil = 0.,876 !!!..3 x 0.9991 ~ = 0.875 gf/cm 
. cm gm . 
p'Hg = 13.54 X 0.9991 = 13+53 gf/cm3 
. 2 
~e AF term. must be multiplied by 0.01422 to convert from gf/cm to 
AP== f [(3~.47 - Q.2536 h) - 82,.40] [ 0.875] .·· 
+ [(48.3,l + o.26ll 111.) - (32.47 - 0.2536 h)] [ 13.53~(0.01422) 
= 2.427 + 0.09587 h psia. (13-5) 
Equation 13-5 is used to calculate the pressure correction from the gas 
c~mpressor level. 
-H3 
-H: 2 
Mercury 
Manometer Gas 
Compressor 
Otl 
Pressure :Bench 
Figure B-1 
Gas Compressor Level Calibra.t::i..on A:p:pa.ra.tus 
Hl 
Measur::i..ng 
Cylinder 
~ 
co 
Gas Compressor 
Level Indicator 
Ree.ding 
17 .. 4 
25 .. 8 
33.1 
40.8 
49.4 
57.6 
66.2 
72.4 
79.0 
83.0 
89.8 
95.2 
100.2 
19.9 
18.2 
23.3 
37.7 
61.9 
TABIE :B-I 
OF GAS COMPRESSOR LEVEL 
0 Room ~em.p. 22.5 C 
Manometer Heights 
in cm 
Low Side High Side 
28.08 
25.92 
23.98 
21.95 
J.9.81 
17.79 
15 .. 60 
14.10 
12.39 
11.31 
9.67 
8.30 
7.08 
27.53 
28.07 
26.58 
22.90 
16.80 
52.73 
54.99 
57.02 
59.12 
61.37 
63.48 
65 .. 70 
67.30 
69.0l 
70.10 
71.78 
73.17 
74.38 
53.40 
52.87 
54,.38 
58 .. 19 
64.50 
Centerline of measuring cylinder oil outlet, 82.40 cm. 
APPENDIX C 
GALIBRATION OF THERMOCOUPLE 
The Chromel-Consta.ntan thermocouple used in this work -was cali-
brated by comparison with a Leeds and Northrup Model 8163 platinum 
resistance thermometer (Serial N0. 1576919) .. The platinum resistance 
therm.ometer -was calibrated by the National Bureau of .Standards at the 
oxygen, ice, steam, and sulfur points at a current of 2 .. 0 ma. The 
calibration de.ta f'Urnished by. N.. B. s.. are as follows~ 
R't - Ro ( t 
t (°C) = + o - -
a R 100 
0 
o: = 0 .. 003925305 
e = 1.49166 
) ( t ) ( t )( t ) 3 l-+(3--1-
100 100 100 
f3 = 0.11037 
f3 = 0 
(t belov o° C) 
(t above o0 e) 
where R = thermometer resistance at o° C 
0 
0 Rt= thermometer resistance at t C 
(C-1) 
The N.:B,,S .. also furnished a. tabulation oft as a :f'unction of R/R0 .. 
This tabulation 'Was used to determine the temperature .. The value of 
R was determined at the time of a. temperature measurement 'by inserting 
0 
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it into a »,ewar f~:k containing demin.eralized water and crushed ice 
:made from deminera.lized water. 
The resistance of the platinum. resistance thermometer was deter-
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mu.ed by use of a Leeds and Northrup Model 8069-:B Mueller bridge 
(Serial No. l55()o42). Calibration tables vere furnished 'With the 
Mueller bridge. The detector used 'WB.S a Leeds and Northrup Model 9834 
DC· Null Detector. 
The Mueller bridge was compared 'With a sta:nda.rd 10 obm resistor 
(Land N Cat. No. 4o25-:B, Serial No. 1582672) 'With the following 
results: 
Corre.cted. reading of 
Mueller bridge 
Certified resiStance of 
10 obm standard 
9.9995 ohm 
9.9999:!:"e.0005 obm 
~e measured resistance wa.s within the tolerance of the certified value 
of the 10 obm standard. The Mueller bridge calibration furnished by 
L and N 'WB.S, therefore, t1Sed in all subsequent work ... 
The pJ.atiDum. resistance thermometer was com.pared with the boiling 
;r;>oint of :water in a SJDalJ. hypsometer constructed for this purpose. The 
thermometer was in direct contact with saturated steam. boiling from 
demineralized water. Tb.e ba.rometrie pressure was measlU"ed by use of 
the U-tu'be manometer in the air bath. The res'Ul.ts a.re shOft below; 
Rt (corrected) 
;a (corrected) 0 . 
Barometric pressure 
T.b.ermometer temperature 
25.5150 ohms 
740.1 :mm Hg at 72. 5° F 
O?' 14.24() psia 
210.46° F 
Boiling temperature of 
wter at 14.240 psia 210.41 o F (43) 
'l'he difference in the above temperatures is 0.05° F. and may be 
due in pa.rt to error in the hypsometer temperature reading or the 
barom.etric pressure determination. 'l'he N.B.S. calibration is made 
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more carefully than ws the present com;pa.rison and is accepted as being 
correct. 
The thermocouple emf -was measured with a Leeds and Northrup Type 
K-3 potentiometer. IJ:.'he null-detecting device was a Leeds and Northrup 
Catalog No. 2430 galvanometer. i:t'he reference junction and copper lead 
wire-to-thermocouple junctions were inserted in an ice bath in a Dewar 
flask. Figure C-1 shows the thermocouple-potentiometer wiring~ IJ:.'he 
emf of the thermocouple could be measured with a precision of :t 040002 
mv. 
'l'he first calibration of the thermocouple was carried out by 
placing it side 'by side with the platinum thermometer in a recirculat-
ing oil bath. 0 'l'he bath could be used only to about 300 F because the 
hydrocarbon oil used bege.n to distill at higher temperatures .. Some di~ 
ficulty -was encountered in controlling the temperature in the oil bath~ 
The results of this calibration are given in Table C-I and are shown. in 
Fig. C-2. In Fig. C-2 the ordinate, A EMF, is the difference between 
the observed thermocouple emf and the value listed in the standard 
table for this thermocouple. 
Subsequent to the initial calibration, :f'urther calibration ws 
made with the plat:inum resistance thermometer and thermocouple side by 
side in the thermccouJyle well in the a.lum.inum block thermostat. The 
,; ._4, 
results of the later calibrations are sho-wn in Table C-II and Figo C-2o 
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The error in emf for a 0.1 deg. F temperature error is show for the 
later points. '!he later calibrations were considered more nearly 
accurate since the calibrations were ma.de in place and with stable 
temperature control.. For these reasons the later calibrations were 
taken to be correct. 
Based on the calibrations ma.de in place.., the tb.ermocouple read-
ings for operation at va.rious temperatures a.re shon below. 
'fher.m.ocouple emf z mv 
150.ote.1 
250.0:te.1 
320.a±c.1 
4 .. 0572!0.0036 
7.,7932:ro.0038 
10.5374:!o.0040 
Standard 
Cell 
:Battery 
Potentiometer Galvanometer Ice Bath 
Copper Wire 
Cons tan tan 
Ch:ramel 
Figure C-1 
Thermocouple 
Diagram of Potenti.o:m.eter-Thermocou:ple Circuit 
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~ l 0.02 
<3 
0 Oil Bat 
6 Alumin. Block 
9..._~.....,,...~~'--~~~-J.~~~~--'-~~~~~ 
50 150 250 350 450 
Temperature; OF 
Figure C-2 
'fhe:rmoeouple Calibration Results 
Resistance Thermometer 
'!'em:perature2 deg F 
100.58 _ 
140 .. 12 
rr5.64 
210.28 
248.@9 
281.89 
Resists.nee T.b.ermometer 
~empera.ture, deg F 
150.40 
248.73 
279.63 
279.84 
320.17 
398.86 
Observed· 
Ther.m.oeouple 
emf, mv 
2.3033 
3.6978 
4.9865 
6.2738 
7.7106 
9.,0216 
TABLE a-II 
Observed 
Thermocouple 
emf, mv 
4 .. 0715 
7 .. 7444 
8.9312 
9.6485 
J.0.5441 
13.7240 
'l'a.bulated 
Thermocouple 
em:r, mv 
2.3029 
3.6864 
4.9694 
6.2530 
7 .. 6881 
9.0038 
'l'a.bulated 
Tb.ermooou]>le 
emf. mv · 
4.0535 
7.7127 
809132 
9.6284 
10.5148 
13.7025 
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o.Oll4 
0.0171 
0.0208 
0.0225 
0 .. 0178 
O.<U80 
0.0317 
0.0180 
0.0201 
0 .. 0293 
0.0215 
AP!'ENDIX D 
CALI:BRAlfION OF VOLUMETRIC An'ARATUS 
The quantity of hydrogen collected in the·sam.pling apparatus was 
. " .. ·-···-
calculated from the pressure and volum.e of the hydrogen. •. The pres-
sure was read on the tJ .. tube m.n®meter by observing the height in each 
leg with a eathetom.eter.. The total volume was computed by summing the 
component volume o:f' each part of the volumetric side of the apparatus .. 
'!'he following discussion describes the volum.e calibrations. 
Amalytie lie.la.nee Calibrations 
Two anal:ytical "balances were used in the volumetric calibration 
work. Vol.and and Sons l3ala:nce No. 18559 ( capacity 125 g) w.s used for 
small weights. Vol.and a.nd Sons Eala.nee No. 13-125 ( capacity 6 Kg) was 
used for large weigh.ts. 
Small Ba.lance 
Two calibrations were made for the small be.la.nee. In the first 
calibration, the weights 'USed ~th the ba.J.ance were calibrated against 
a standard. 50 g we:tgb.t by the method o:f' ma.de ( 10) o At the same time, 
the rider and vernier on the 'balance were standardized. An "arm cor-
rection" was determined for the be.la.nee.. Weights from another set vere 
..,..; 
veigh~g. in both. pans and the mean value ws assumed to be the true 
weight. In this way corrections f'or weights made in the left pan were 
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obtained. Arm corrections were applied 1n the calibration of the 
balance weights. The calibrated weigh.ts were obtained as "apparent 
mass versus brass." For this reason all buoyancy corrections were 
made as if the weights were brass. The first calibration was used in 
the volumetric calibrations. 
A second calibration was :ma.de by comparison of the balance 
weights against a Mettler be.la.nee~ The Mettler balance weights were 
certified to be Class S. This calibration 'Was repeated later ... The 
results of the cal1bra.t1on.s and the arm correction determination are 
shO'WD. in Table D-II and Figures D-1 and B-2. The Mettler calibrations 
were used in the ealcw.ations for sample composition. 
Large l3a.lance 
Arm corrections were obtained, also, for the large balance. The 
balance weigh.ts we:r:"e ea.J.ibrated against the same 50 g standard, since 
no larger standard 'Wa.S available.. Weights up to 100 g in denomina-
tion were calibrated on the sma.11,bala.nce,. larger weights (nominal 
200, 500, 1000, 2000 g) were ca1ibra.ted on the large balance. Weight 
and arm corrections are shown in Table D-III and Figure D-3 .. 
Volumetric Calibrations 
The m.ethod of calculation will be show for the 25-ce bulb.. ThiS 
bulb 'WS.S calibrated by filling with 'Water, and again by fi1ling with 
mercury. 'fh.e larger_bulbs were ea.libra.ted only with. 'Water~ In ea.ch. 
case the procedure 'WSS. ·t1rst to weigh the bulb empty and open to the 
air; then to evacu.ate the bulb and fill it with water. Ca.re was exer-
cised that no bubbJ.es o:f' air were left in the bulb. The bulb was then 
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placed in the air bath. After a. few ho'Ul"S at constant temperature, the 
coek on the bulb was closed. Excess water in the neck of the bulb was 
removed and the filled weight ws determined. 
Water Calibration 
Empty weight = 47.876 g ( corrected for weights and arm) 
Density of glass = 2 .. 24 g/ee 
Density of air = o.@012 
.!! vacuo mass = 47.876 [ 1 + 0.0012 ( 21.24 - a1.4 ) ] 
= 47.895 g 
' 0 
'Weight filled with water a.t 77.0 F = 73.250 g 
Uncorrected weight of water = 73.25 - 47.90 = 25.35 g 
Uncorrected water volume = ~ = 25.4 cc 
0.997 g/cc 
47.90 g Volume of glass = 2.24 g/ee 
. . 
? 
= 21.4 cc 
Total volume = 21.4 + 25.4 = 46.8 cc 
Apparent density = lg:~50~ = 1.56 g/ce 
!!! vacuo mass = 73.250 [ 1 + 0 .. 0012 ( 1: 56 -~ )] 
= 73.236 g 
Mass of water = 73.296.., 47.895 = 25.401 g 
DensJty of water' at 77,.0 °F = 0.99707 g/ce 
Mercury Calibrations 
Empty weight = 47.87 (cori-ected for weights and arm) 
1! vacuo mass = 47.87 [ l + 0.0012 ( 2: 24 - a1.4)] = 47.89 
Weight. filled with. mercury = 392. 70 g 
Uncorrected weight of 111.erc'lilI7 = 392 .. 7 - 47.9 = 344 .. 8 g 
0 Density Qf mercury at 77.0 F 
UneQrrected mercury volume = 
= 13.5336 g/cc 
344.8 13~53 = 25.5 cc 
Total volume= 25.5 + 21.4 = 46.9 
3~4.8 g Apparent density = 4609 cc = 7.35 g/cc 
la vacuo mass = 392. 70 [ l + 0.0012 ( 7: 35 - s74o)] 
= 392.71 g 
Mass of mercury = 392.71 - 47.87 = 344.84 g 
. . 344.84 g 25 480 Volume of bulb = 13•5336 gf ec = · • · .·. cc 
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From '1:hese twe calibrations, the volume of the 25-cc bulb is taken 
to be 25.48 cc at 77.e °F, including the stopcock passage. The volumes 
of the 500 ... cc, l•lit.er and 2-liter bulbs were determined in a similar 
manner except that wter was used in both·calibrations. '!'Jae results 
are shown in ']!able D-I. 
T.b.e volume of the necks of the bulbs ws determined by filling 
them. 'With :mercury. The mercury 'Wl!I.S then removed carefully into a 
weighing bottle, weighed, a.ma. the volume calculated from its mass and 
density. The neck volumes are also included in !able D-1. 
A fifth volumetric bu.lb 'W&.S used. This bulb was constructed from 
a gallon jug, stopcoek, and ball-joint as show in the sketch below. 
11-- Rubber Sleeve 
The rubber-to-glass joints vere coated 'With Duco cem.ent to prevent 
leakage~ This bulb, referred to as the 4-liter bulb, 'Was calibrated 
by expanding air into it. Th.is calibration 'Will be described below. 
U-Tube Manometer 
The right leg of the tr-tube manometer had to be calibrated for 
volume, since it constituted a part of the volumetric side of the 
apparatus. This leg was provided 'With a baked-on reference mark .. The 
c~J.ibra.tion was carried out before the manometer 'Was fabricated. The 
right leg w.s then joined carefully vith the lef't J.eg and the U-joint 
formed. The fini$hed manometer was filled vith enough triple-distilled 
mercury that the level in the right sid.e was well above the U-joint. 
The calibration of the manometer leg was made by attaching a. .stop-
cock a.t the bottom. The manometer was filled 'With mercury, taking care 
to avoid en.trapped e.;Lr bubbles. A series of measurements were ma.de :i.n 
which the heights of the mercury and reference mark were measured 
before and atter draining a small amount of mercury into a weighing bot-
tle. The weight and density of the mercury gave the volume of the 
height increm~t m~ured. The data showed that the tube diameter w.s 
constant. The data were fitted by least squares to obtain 
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V = 0.2716 (h:r - h) 
V = 0.2718 (hr - h) 
(Run 1) 
(Run 2) (D-l) 
where V = volume belov the reference mark, cc 
hr = height o:f' reference mark, cm 
h = height of mercury-., cm 
The difference in the results for the two runsa.t (hr - h) = 40 cm 
is only 0.008 cc. 'fhe equation for Run 2 w.s used in calculations. 
'l'h.e remainder of the volumetric side of the sampling a.ppa.ra.tus con= 
sists of tubing, including that 1m the manometer leg above the reference 
mark. The 25-cc and 1-liter bulbs were attached to the side a.rm ball 
joints and the stopcock closed on the 1-liter bulb .. The air bath tem.-
o perature was equilibrated at 77.0 F .. The 'barometric pressure ws 
determin,ed on the TJ-tu'.be manometer, and the stopcock on the 25-cc bulb 
'WaS closed. The remainder of the volumetric side was then. eva.euated .. 
'l'h.e air in the 25 cc bulb was next allowed to expand into the evacu~ 
ated lines. The final pressure -was observed on the U-tu'be manometer .. 
Two runs were ma.de, and the calculated volumes agreed within 0.02 cc .. 
A sample calculation follows: 
~itia:L barometric pressure, P1 = 739.75 mm. Hg 
Initial volume of air, v1 = 25.48 cc 
Final pressure, P2 = 391.45 mm. Hg 
Assuming ideal behavior, 
:Mer~ level 1n right leg of' manometer 
Height o.f reference mark = 68 .. 885 em 
= 40 .. 35 em 
[) 
Volume in manometer leg 
below reference mark = 0.2718 (68.885 - 40.35) = 7.76 cc 
Volume of neck of 25 cc bulb = 0.25 cc 
Volume of neck of 1-liter bulb = o. 38 cc 
Volune of sampJ.ing ap:para.tus to side-
arms and reference mark = 48.15 - 25.48 - 7.76 - 0.25 - 0.38 = 
14.28 cc 
The average of the twe runs was 14.27 cc. 
~Liter~ 
The volune of the 4-liter bulb was determined by expansion of air 
in m-uch the same ma.nner as for the tubing. In this case, however., the 
2•liter bulb -was used as the air reservoir. Three calibrations were 
ma.de with the results sho'Wll in Table D-I. 
TABLED-I 
CALIBRATE]) VOLUMES OF VOLUMETRIC AP.PARATUS 
~ 
25 cc bulb 
neck 
500 ccbulb 
neck 
l-liter bulb 
neck 
2-liter bulb 
neck 
4-liter bulb 
neck 
tr-tube manometer, 
below reference 
:mark 
Remainder of tubing 
Volume., cc 
25 .. 48 
0.25 
445.23 
0.52 
946.63 
0.38 
2048.36 
0 .. 98 
3823.5 
7.25 
Maximum Estimated 
Error, cc(!) 
. !ID--
0 .. 06 
0.12 
0 .. 24 
6 .. o 
0.1 
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Nominal Vlei.pt 
:Rider 
5 mg 
10 
20 
30 
50 
100 
200 
300 
500 
1 g 
2 
3 
5 
10 
20 
30 
50 
Arm 0.1 g 
0.2 
0.3 
o.4 
0 .• 5 
o.6 
(). 7 
o.8 
0.9 
TABLED-II 
Calibrated Weight 
vs. 50 g Std. 
5.0 mg 
10.0 
20 .. 0 
30.0 
50.0 
100.1 
~00.1 
300 .. 2 
500.1 
L,0000 g 
2.0002 
3.0001 
4 .. 9999 
9.9998 
20.0002 
30.0004 
50 .. 0008 
.0998 
.1998 
.2995 
.4999 
.6994 
vs. Mettler 
Class S 
5.1 mg 
10.0 
20.0 
30oJ. 
50.0 
100.0 
200.0 
300.0 
500.1 
0.9999 g 
2.0000 
3.0000 
4 .. 9999, 
9.9998 
20.0000 
30.0004 
50.e004 
.1002 
.2001 
.30<:>1 
.. 4002 
.5002 
.6eo5 
"'IAA2 
. '"'"" 
.soo2 
.. 9002 
vs. Mettler 
Class S {repeat) 
5.0 mg 
10.0 
20.0 
30.0 
50.0 
100 .. 0 
20@~@ 
300.0 
500.1 
0.9999 g 
2.0000 
3.0001 
4.9999 
9.9999 
20.0001 
30.0004 
50.0005 
.. 1002 
.2001 
.. 3001 
.4002 
.5001 
.6oo2 
.. 7001 
.8001 
.9000 
:Nominal wt. 
1 g 
2A 
2:S 
5 
lo.A. 
10:B 
20 
50 
100.A 
10013 
2@0 
500 
1000 
2000 
TABrn D-III 
WEIGHT SET :NO. 4775 
CALIBRATIONS 
Cal~brated Weight 
Vs. 50 g., Std. 
1..00 g 
2.01 
2.01 
5.00 
l©.Ol 
10 .. 01 
20 .. 00 
50.00 
100.00 
99.,99 
200.07 
500 .. 14 
1000 .. 23 
eooo .. 54 
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Total Weight, g 
Figure D:"'l 
VoJ.a.nd :Ba.la.nee No. 18559 Arm Correction 
1.0-------------------
8 
100 
Vernier Reading, mg 
Vol.and Bale.nee No. 18559 Vernier Correction 
~ 
~ 75i---,----+-----+-----f,rrr-----1 
~ 
C\...i 
0 
i~ i j 50-----i-.----------lf------
.s ~ 
a~ 
~;I 
C, 
0 
E 25t-------+-i-.-----+-----f------
a 
Total Weight, g 
Figure D-3 
Vola:nd 13e.J.a.nee B-125 Ar.In Correction 
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APPENDIX E 
EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
TABLE E-IA 
HYDROGEN-BENZENE: EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
' 
Cell . Tota1 Wt. on Oil Gas Com.pr. Bal .. Sampling 
Run T~;p. Meas. Cyl. l3a.lance _, Kg Level Level Temp. Time, 
No. F l'ha.se Rang~, Atm Init .Final cm Init Final OF min 
3A 280.0 Liq 50-125 254.0801 254.0801 26.8 48.3 48.6 73.3 
3:B 280.0 Li-q 50-125 254.0801 254.0801 26.8 4.8.6 48.8 74 
3E 28o.o Liq ·- 50-125 254.0801 254.0801 23.9 31.3 31.6 72 
3F 280.0 Li q_ 50-125 254.0801 254.0801 23 .. 6 32.0 32.4 75 
3G 280.0 Liq 50-125 254.0801 . 254.0801 21.6 32.4 32.2 81 
3H 280.0 Liq 50-125 254.0801 254.0801 21.6 32.8 32.9 8o 
3I 280.0 Liq 50-125 2'.54.0801. 254.0801 21.2 34.7 34.9 73 
3J 280.0 Ga.s 50-215 254 .. 0801 254 .. 0801 29.9 36.9 38.8 72 96 
3K 280 .. 0 Gas 50-125 254.0801 254.0801 29.6 38.9 40.9 71 7 
3L 280.0 Gas 50-125 254.0-901 254.0801 29.6 40.9 42 .. 7 73 25.5 
3M 280.0 Gas 50-125 254.1351 254.1351 29.4 4J.4 45;4 71 41 
3N 280 .. 0 Ga.s 50-125 254 .. 1621. 254.1621 29.4 45.6 47.2 72 61 
4 320.0 Liq 50-125 58.9666 58.9666 28.9 31.6 31.9 71 
4 320.0 Ga.s 50-125 58.9666 58.9936 28.9 32.0 34;9 71 45 
5 320.0 Liq 50-125 83.9786 83.9786 29.0 62.1 62.1 73 
·5 320.0 Gas 50-125 83.9786 83.9906 29.0 62.4 64.o 71 50 
6 320.0 J" Liq 50-125 108.9937 108.9937 29.0 78.7 78.8 71 
6 320.0 Gas 50-125 109.0137 109.0137 29.0 78.9 80.4 75 50 
7 320.0 Gas 50-125 184.0380 184.0500 28.4 101.e 103.2 71 25 
7 320.0 Liq 50-125 184.0580 184.0580 28.4 103.4 103.8 71 
8 150.0 Liq 3-20 · 59. 7Q42. 59. 7o42 · 27.6 32.0 32.4 71 
8 150 .. 0 Gas 3-20 59.8042 59.9892 27.7 32.9 36.7 71 25 
8 150.0 Gas '3:..20 60.0042 61.3016 ~27.5 36.7 53.6 72 100 
9 150.0 Liq 3-20 169.7643 169.7643 27.5 -105.3 105.8 72 
9 150 .. 0 Gas 3-~o .·· .. - 169.8143 170.6643 27.2 105.8 116.8 72 42 
10 150.0 Liq 20-59 174.2370 174.2370 27.2 31.3 31.3 72 
10 150.0 Ge.s 20-50 174.2570 174 .. 4570 26.7 31.8 36,8 71 45 t-.t ~ 
TAmE E-IA (cont1 d) 
HYDROGEN-BENZENE ED'ERIMENTAL DATA 
Cell Tota1 wt .. On Oil Gas Com.pr. :Bal. Sampling 
Run ·T~. Meas. Cy1. :Ba.lance, Kg Level. Level. Temp. Time, 
No. OF Phase Range, Atm Init Fina1 cm Init Fina.1 OF min 
ll 150.0 J:.iq 50-J.25 104.4905 104.4905 ~.2 71 .. 4 71.5 71 
12 150.0 Liq 50-125 144.0588 114.0588 · 26.1 89.8 89.9 71 
12 150.0 Gas· 50-125 144.0728 144.1228 26.1 90.5 94.o 71 2~ 
12 150.0 Gas 50-125 J.44.1228 144.2328 26.1 94.3 101.3 72 48 
13 150.0 Liq 50-125 239.0687 239.0687 25.2 30.6 30.7 73 
13 150.0 Ge.s 50-125 239.0787 239.1387 25.1 30.7 35.7 74 lf.5 
13 150.0 Gas 50-125 239.1427 239.2027 25.0 35.7 40.7 74 94 
14 150.0 Gas 125-300 146.9382 146.9732 24.7 71.l 78.3 74 97 
14 150.0 L:l,q 125-300 146.9832 146.9832 24.6 78.7 79 .. 3 73 
14 150.0 Gas 125-300 146.9882 147.0232 24 .. 5 79.0 86.o 73 83 
15 250.0 Gas 3-20 80.7124 81..9750 24.4 63.6 79.2 74 44 
15 250.0 Gas 3-20 81.8570 82.2570 24.3 79.6 85 .. 5 73 22 
15 250.0 Liq 3-20 82.3170 82.3170 24.6 85.7 86.o 74 
16 250.0 Liq 3-20 135.0767 135.0767 24.4 35 .. 8 35.9 73 
16 250.0 Gas 3-20 135.1267 135.6267 23.5 36.0 42.1 74 30 
17 250.0 Gas 20-50 141.0746 141.2746 23.3 99.3106.8 75 50 
17 25Q.O Liq 20-50 141.3o46 141.3046 23.3 106.9 106.9 73 
18 250.0 Liq 50-125 140.0062 140.0062 22.7 33.8 33.9 75 
18 250.0 Gas 50-125 140.0262 140.0962 22.8 35.1 40.7 72 80 
19 250.0 Liq 50-125 - 239.0687 239.0687 22.7 79.0 79.2 74 
19 a50.o Gas 50-125 239.0787 239.1281 22.6 79.4 84.o 73 78 
2© a,o.o Liq 125-300 175.9511 175.9511 :22.5 .. 106.3 106.5 74 
20 250.0 Liq 125-300 175.9511 175.9511 22.0 106.7 106.7 17 
20 250.0 Gas 125-300 175.9511 175.9761 22.0 107.0 112.2 77 61 
21 150.0 Gas 50-125 238.9880 239.108o 20.0 26.0 35.8 74 96 
21 150.0 Ge.s 50-125 239.1187 239.2387 20.0 35.9 45.6 78 97 
aJ. 150.0 Liq 50-125 239.2637 239.2637 19.5 45.9 46.l. 75 -- ..... j:l 
TABLE E-lA ( cont·•d) 
Im>ROGEN-BE.NZENE ~IMEN'!'AL :DATA 
Cell Total wt. On Oil Gas Compr. J3al. Sampling Equil •n Run Temp. Meas. Cyl. Balance, Kg Level Level Temp. Time Time, 
No. OF Phase Bangez Atm. Init. Final _cm Init. Final OF min. hr 
22 150.0 Liq 125-300 146.9574 146.9574 30.4 73.0 73.0 77 
22 150.0 Ga.s l.25-300 146.9624 146.9974 30.5 73.2 80.J. 74 147 
a3 150.0 Liq 125-300 234.5056 234.5056 30.3 73.4 73.4 76 
23 150.0 Ga.s 125-300 234.5076 234.5276 30 .. 2 73.7 78.2 75 1.01 
24 150.0 Liq 300-6oo 206.5418 2®.5418 30.0 99-i'4 99 .. 5 76 
24 150.0 Ga.s 300-6oo 206.5418 2o6.5458 30.0 100.0 103.0 75 8o 
25 150.0 Ga.a 3-20 6o.4042 61.8552 28.9 40~4 58 •. 3 74 11.0 
26 150.0 Ga.s 3-20 166.8661 167.8203 28.8 72.0 83.3 74.5 80 
27 150.0 Gas 20-50 174.2430 174.5530 28.7 33.8 43.1 73 .. 5 80 
28 1.50 .. 0 Gas 50-125 144.0578 144.2128 28.6 90.3 102.5 73 122 
29 250.0 Gas 3-20 76.9799 77.4299 28.5 22 .. 4 27.9 73 35 
30 250.0 Gas 50-125 l.40.02o4 140.0954 28.5 34.o 39.5 75 90 
31 250.0 Gas 50-125 239.0520 239.1070 28 .. 4 76.4 80.6 77.5 72, 
32 250.0 Gas 125-500 175.9476 175.9626 28.6 101.3 lo4.4 79 8o. 
33 250.0 Liq 300-6oo 176.9203 176.9203 28.7 91.2 91.2 81 
33 250.0 Gas 300-6oo 176.9203 1.76.9203 28.7 91.1 92.8 80 100 
34 250.0 Liq 6oO-l.OOO r71.8773 171.8773 28.6 99.2 99.4 80 
34 250.0 Gas 6oo-1000 171.8773 171.8773 28.6 99.7 101.1 77 110 
35 150.0 Liq 6oo-1000 172.1273 172 .. 1273 28.4 103.8 103.9 60 
35 150.0 Gas 6oo-1000 172.1273 172.1293 28.3 105.2 107.9 78.5 170 
35 150.0 Liq 000-1000 172.1343 172.1343 28.2 109.7 109.8 78.5 -- 12 
35 150.0 Gas 600-1000 172.1343 172.1443 28.2 110.0 11.9.6 77.5 112 14 
I-' 
~ 
TABIE E-IB 
HYDROGEN:..BENZEN£.EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
Bar. Press., mm Hg Air Bath U-Tube Manometer Rd.gs. 
Run In.it Final First Collection Second Collection Air·:aa.5h Vol. Bulbs* 
No., 0 OF Lef't Right Ref.Mk Lef't Right Ref .Mk Attached mm F mm Temp., F 
-
3A 733.1 74.5 -- -- 651. 75 569.5 684.8 718.1 500.8 684.8 77.0 25,500x 
3B 739.45 76.2 -- -- 800.05 416.20 684.85 -- --· -- 77.0 25,500x 
3E -- -- 732.55 77.0 7QO.O 456.95 684.75 -- -- -- 77.0 25,500x 
3F -- -- . 7~3.85 70.0 809.15 406.3 684.7 -- -- -- 77.0 25,500x 3G 746.6 78.5 -- -- 777.4 439.3 684.35 -- -- -- 86.o 25,500x 
3H -- -- 741..7 86.o 779.2 437.45 684.4 -- -- -- 86.o 25.,500x 3I 
-- --
739.7 86.o 788.3 421.1 684.8 
-- -- --
86.o 25,500x 
3J 
-- --
742.5 86~0 759.9 449.8 684 .. 6 
-- -- --
86.o 1000.,2000 
3K 741. 75 71.. 7 742.9 86;0 763.1 446.7 684.65 -- -- -- 86.o 1000,2000 
3L 740.8 75.7 742.15 86.o 756.2 453.75 684.6 
-- -- --
86.o 1000,2000 
3M 738.45 72.1 740.1 86.o 758.55 451.2 684.5 
-- -- --
86.o 1000,2000 
3N 739.3 71.2 741.05 86.o 757.1 452.9 684 .. 6 -- -- -- 86.o 1000.,2000 
4 736.5 74.o 737.1 86.o 641.5 573.05 684.95 -- -- -- 86.o 25, 500x 
4 737.1 86.o 735.2 86 .. o 709.05 503.1 684.9 -- -- -- 86 .. o 500,1000 
5 733 .. 1 74.o 732.9 74.7 770.9 438.85 684.8 -- -- -- 86.o 25x,500x 5 732.9 1>+.1.· 733.1 86.o 689 .. 2 523.5 684 .. 8 -- -- -- 86.o 500,1000 6 737.2 76.9 738 .. ] 86~0 704 .. 85 507.0 684 .. 7 -- -- -- 86.o 25,500x 6 735.55 72.8 735.0 86 .. o 695.2 516.9 684 .. 6 
-- -- --
86 .. o 500x,2000 
7 73lo95 72.8 730.9 86.o 715.05 504.75 685.0 -- -- -- 86.o 2$x,2000 
7 -- -- 738.8 86.o 770.65 447.15 685.0 ..,_ -- -- 86.o 25,500x 8 735.3 71 .. 6 736.75 86.o 626 .. 3 597.2 685 .. 4 
-- -- --
86.o 25x,500x 
8 737.95 72.6 737.95 86.o 702.6 518.35 685.35 
-- -- --
86.o 25x,500 
8 737.90 72.6 737.15 86.o 697$35 523.8 685.3 
-- -- ·--
86.o 25x,2000 
9 737.4 74.3 737.4 86 .. o 666.8 555.35 685.3 -- -- -- 86.o 25x,2000x 
9 738.2 73.8 738.0 86.o 663.45 558.65 685.2 ··-- -- -- 86.o 1000,2000 
-* The letter x by the bulb volume indicates that the stopcock on the bulb -was closed .. .ti 
w 
TABIE E-!13 (cont'd} 
HYDROGEN-BENZENE EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
Bar~ Press., IDDJ. Hg · Air 13a.th U-Tu.be Manometer Rd.gs. 
Run Init Final First·· Collection Second Collection Air Be.th Vol. Bulbs* 
No. mm °F 0 Lef't ., Right Ref.Mk I:.e:f't Right Ref.Mk Temp., Op Attached mm F 
10 735.95 71.4 736.2 86.o 7o4.55 516.2 685.g 
-- -- --
86.o 1000x,2000x 
lO 735.9 74.9 735.7 86.o 768.25 450.1 685.2 -- -- -- 86.o 1000,2000 
11 738.7 71.1 739.75 86 .. o 697 .. 4 523.65 685.25 -- -- ·-- 86.o 1000x,2000x 
J.2 740.35 86.o 739.05 86.o 757.85 46o .. 8 685 .. 25 -- -- -- 86.o 1000x,2000x 
12 739.3 72.3 741.1 86.o 764.75 453.65 685.2 -- -- -- 86.o 1000,2000 
J.2 740~25 73.6 739.3 86.o 907.8 307.0 685.25 670.5 551!.5 685.3 86.o 1000,2ooo(x) 
13 737.8 72.3 739.4 86 .. o 773.5 443.95 684.8 
--
i --
--
86.o 25,lOOOx 
13 736 .. 7 72.6 736 .. 0 86.o 956.2 257.05 684.75 671.6 549.4 684.75 86.o 1000,2000 
13 736.1 73.0 736.05 86.o 958.1 255.25 684 .. 75 675.45 545.35 684.75 86.o 1000,2ooo(x) 
14 742.75 86.o 741.1 86.o 959.15 253.95 684.7 640.95 580 .. 7 684.65 86.o 2000,4000(:x:) 
14 741.9 86.o 741.65 86 .. o 815.15 400.5 684.6 -- -- -- 86.o 25,50ox 
14 737 .. 0 74.1 738.1 86.o 957.8 255.25 684.6 640 .. 65 581 .. 0 684.6 86.o 2000,4000(x) 
15 740.1 72.0 741..65 86.o 757.0 46o.6 684.65 -- -- -- 86.o 500,1000 
15 740.1 73.1 741.6 86.o 660.55 560.55 684.65 -- -- -- 86.o 500,1000 
15 741.95 71.5 741 .. 35 86 .. o 626.7 595.25 684.6 -- -- -- 86.o 25,lOOOx 
16 741.9 73.0 742.55 86.o 638.9 ·582 .. 75 684 .. 65 -- -- -- 86.o 25x,500x 
16 741.2 73.9 740.9 86.o 721.65 497.3 684.65 -- -- -- 86.o 500,1000 
17 740.5 73.0 739.6 86 .. o 763.5 453.75 684.65 -- -- -- 86.o 1000,2000 
17 740.15 73.9 740.3 86.o 663 .. 6 557.3 684.6 -- -- -- 86.o 25x,1000x 
18 738 .. 55 73.6 738.75 86 .. o 835.0 379.95 684 .. 6 -- -- -- 86.o 25x,1000x 
18 739.8 74.4 740.1 86.o 835.0 379.9 684 .. 6 649.45 571.8 684.6 86.o 1000,2ooo(x) 
19 739.5 73.8 739.8 86.o 703.1 516.45 684.65 -- -- -- 86 .. o 25,lOOOx 
19 737.35 74.7 737.5 86.o 905.3 308.2 684.6 663.8 556.95 684.6 86.o 1000,2ooo{x) 
20 736.7 73.8 735.85 86.o 865.9 348.15 684.55 -- -- -- 86.o 25,lOOOx 
20 736.9 86.o 738.55 86.o 768.15 448 .. 9 684.55 
-- -- --
86.o 25,l.OOOx 
20 739.9 86 .. o 738.65 86 .. o 811.2 391.7 684.5 -- -- -- 86.o 2000,4000 
I-' 
* The letter x in parentheses indicates stopcock -was closed on second co11~ction. --.J 
. ,I::-
TABLE E-IB (cont'd) 
HYDROGEN-BENZENE EXPERD1ENTAL DATA 
Bar. Fress • , Illlll Hg Air Ba.th U-Tube Manometer Rdgs. 
Run Init Final -First Collection Second Collection Air Bath Vol. Bulbs' 
No. OF 
0 . 
Left Right Ref.Mk Left ~i_ght Ref.Mk Temp. 3 °F Attached Illlll mm. F ~--·~ -~-··--
2J. 742.5 74 .. 4 743.,25 86 .. o 951.3 249.5 684.6 634.45 575.05 684e6 86.o 20001 4000(x) 
21 743.3 73 .. 2 742.4 86 .. o 948.4 252.25 684.7 633.,8 575.6 684.7 86.o 2000,4000(x) 
21. 743.,35 86.o 743e5 86 .. o 736.2 469.,65 684.7 -- -- -- 86.o 25,1000.x 
22 742.95 74.o 742.1 86.o 745.35 460.1 684.7 -- -- =- 86.o 25,1000:x 
22 741.65 77 .. 6 742.,85 86.o 952.05 248.4 684.6 634.1 575 .. 15 684.6 86 .. o 2000,4000(:z:) 
23 742.,3 74 .. 2 741..9 86_.o 821.6 381., 05 684. 7 -- -- -- 86.o 25J1000x 
23 743.7 86.o 744.o 86$0 952.15 248.3 684.6 634.6 574,.55 684.6 86.o 2oooj4ooo(x) 
24 ·742.2 74.,9 741 .. 4 86~0 769.9 434~5 684.6 -- -= -- 86.o 25,lOOOx 
24 741.25 74.o 740.6 86.,o 951.45 249.0 684.6 634.,l 575 .. 15 684.6 86~0 2000,4000(:x) 
25 742Ql 72.4 742 .. 15 86$0 693.,9 513.9 684.8 -= -= -- 86.o lOOOx.,2000 
26 743.7 86.o 744.o 86.o 704.15 503~1 684.75 _.., -- =- 86.o 1000J2000 
27 743.4 71.,8 743c3 86,,o 809 .. 6 393.75 684.75 -- == -- 86.o l000,2000 
28 743.6 74 .. 3 743.1 86 .. o 872 .. 95 328.6 684 .. 7 627 .. 7 581.8 684.7 86.o 2000~4ooo(x) 
29 740.15 73.3 740.95 86 .. o 653.,65 555905 684.6 -- -~ -- 86.o 500,1000 
30 737 .. 6 76.0 738.6 86 .. o 723.2 483 .. 05 684.6 -- -- -- 86.o 2000.$4000 
31 737,,0 74.8 73604 86.o 756,.8 448.1 684.6 -- -- =- 86.o 2000.4000 
32 735.95 77.0 737.25 86 .. o 776.4 427.85 684.6 -- -= -- 86.o 2000:4000 
33 737.15 77.5 737 .. 1 86 .. o 850.15 351.5 684.55 637.55 57L45 684.55 86.o 25(x) .. 4000x 
33 738~05 80.2 739.7 86.o 755.8 449.0 684.,5 -- -- =- 86.o 2000.;4000 
34 739.9 77.5 739.55 86.o 857.95 343.6 684.5 716.9 489.4 684.,5 86.o 25(x)J4000x 
34 740 .. 6 86.o 740.8 86.o 809.8 393.05 684,5 == -- -- 86.o 200014000 
35 739.45 79.1 740.0 86.o 798.75 404.55 684.5 -- -= =- 86.o 25j4ooox 
35 737.9 81.5 739~4 86~0 966.35 233 .. 65 684.5 634.7 574.3 684.5 86.o 20003 4000(x) 
35 738 .. 3 78 .. 3 738.85 86.o 817045 385.05 684.5 -- -- =- 86.o 25J4ooox 
35 738.85 86.o 739~4 86.o 950.2 249.9 684.5 631o6 572.9 684,.5 86.o 2000,4000(x) 
!-' 
~ 
\51 
n...-
.nWJ. 
No. 
3A 
3B 
3E 
3F 
3G 
3H 
3I 
3J 
3K 
3L 
3M 
3N 
4 
4 
5 
5 
6 
6 
7 
7 
8 
8 
8 
9 
9 
10 
10 
ll 
TABrn E-IC 
RYDROOEN-EENZENE.EXPERIMEN'fAL·DA'fA 
Trap No. 1 
'l'a.re Wt. 2 g G~oss Wt., g 
• 
113.9254 
113.8920 
113.876o 
113.8683 
113.9435 
113.9427 
113.9420 
113 .. 9076 
113.9135 
113 .. 9143 
113.9243 
113.9245 
u3.9258 
113.8710 
113 .. 8425 
u3.8381 
113.8645 
113.8396 
113.8890 
113.8879 
ll3.8879 
113.9243 
113.9246 
113.9247 
.u3.86o3 
ll3~86o4 
113.9002 
113.8992 
114.5324 
114.7897 
114.7859 
115.1390 
ll.4.9451 
114 .. 9245 
115.0080 
114.J.087 
114.1365 
114.1251 
114.1316 
114 .. 1339 
, u4.7681 
114 .. 3623 
115.1989 
114.0868 
115.0933 
114.1431 
114.1090 
u5.0605 
115.146o 
113.9653 
114.135'+ 
115.8885 
ll'.3.9257 
115.1829 
.119.9811 
114.7096 
Trap No, 2 
Ta.re Wt., g Gross Wt., g 
112.0126 
111.,9972 
111.9665 
lll.9657 
112.0188 
112.0202 
112.0180 
112.6171 
m.9790 
111 .. 9802 
111.9796 
111.9800 
lll.98J.6 
lll,9808 
lll.9811 
llJ.,9809 
111.9807 
· 111 .. 9178 
m.9730 
112.1003 
112.1006 
112.1232 
112.1234 
112.1230 
112.1238 
112.1236 
112.1247 
ll.2.1242 
112 .. 1590 
ll2.1450 
111.,9734 
111.9687 
112.0206 
112.0225 
u2.0206 
112.0170 
m .. 9795 
lll.9800 
lll,9809 
lll.9802 
111.9818 
111.9826 
111.9838 
m.9815 
111.9827 
lll.9184 
lll.9746 
112.1021 
112.1.041 
112.1232 
ll.2.1239 
ll.2 .. 1256 
112.1241 
112.1254 
112.1245 
ll.2.1252 ~ 
0--
Run 
No. 
12 
12 
l.2 
l3 
13 
13 
14 
14 
14 
15 
15 
15 
16 
16 
17 
17 
18 
18 
19 
19 
no e;.v 
20 
20 
2l 
21 
81 
22 
22 
~ E-IC (cont'd) 
HIDROGEN-BENZENE EXPERnmNTAL DA11'A 
Trap No. l 
Tare Wt., g Gross Wt., g 
ll3.8985 
113.9055 
n3.9005 
ll.3.8981 
112.7996 
112.eoo6 
11.2.7986 
u3.8976 
112.7988 
J.12.7983 
n2 .. 7914 
113.9060 
11.3.9()48 
112.7913 
112.7918 
112.7908 
112.79()8 
112 .. 7905 
112.7909 
112.7908 
112.7910 
11.2.7916 
112.7902 
11.2~7902 
112.7900 
U2.7904 
1.12.7897 
112.7901 
11.4.9893 
ll3.9424 
. 113.9885 
115.4661 
.l.12.8472 
11.2.8648 
112.9079 
ll5.1987 
112.9045 
114.4222 
113.3542 
116.2073 
114.4078 
113.2181 
113.2353 
11.3.3080 
ll.4.1018 
113.1413 
113.3950 
113.0992 
113.4419 
113.3844 
11.3.0684 
112.9402 
112.9371 
114.0388 
113.7535 
112.9105 
'frap No. 2 
Tare Wt., g Gross Wt., g 
112.1236 
112.1137 
11.2 .. 1130 
112.1124 
112.6298 
112.6294 
112.6280 
112.6279 
112.7202 
112.7192 
112.7192 
na.7186 
ll.2.7185 
112.7634 
n2.7632 
112 .. 7621 
112.7629 
na.7624 
n2.7638 
112.7627 
na.7627 
n2.7629 
112.7624 
112.7615 
n:;r.7614 
n2.76e8 
112.7611. 
112.7613 
na.1251 
112.11.46 
n2.1136 
112.1146 
112.6296 
112.6301 
112.6282 
112.7786 
na •. 7198 
112.7195 
112.7192 
11.3.3850 
112.9821 
112.7639 
112,7643 
112.7623 
11.2.7649 
11.2.7623 
112.7637 
112.7628 
11.2.7700 
112.7642 
112.7636 
11.2.7617 
n2.7620 
112.7627 
112.7637 
112.7615 I-' 
::i 
Run 
~ 
23 
23 
24 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
33 
34 
34 
35 
35 
35 
35 
Trap No. l 
Ta.re Wt., g Gross wt., g 
112.7894 
lJ.2.7891 
112.7890 
112.7887 
11.2.8136 
112.8131 
112.8141 
112.8492 
112.8511 
112.8508 
112.8509 
112.8515 
112.8513 
112.8510 
112.5513 
112.8517 
112.8723 
112.8739 
112.9063 
113 .. 9356 
113 .. 7819 
112.8903 
113.21.52 
JJ.2. 8.7'58 
113.0372 
112.9434 
112.9177 
113 .. 0043 
113.4063 
113.2034 
113.1482 
113.0802 
113.4546 
113.0090 
113 .. 2975 
u3.0370 
113.2826 
112.9653 
113.3498 
ll4.<U20 
TA:BJ:B E~Ie ( cont'd) 
IiIDROGEN-EIID.'fLEmE EXPERIMENTAL JlATA 
Trap No. 2 
Ta.re Wt., g Gross wt., g 
112.76o8 
112.7599 
112.7593 
112.7593 
112.7589· 
112..7?89 
112.7583 
ua.7672 
112.7695 
112 .. 7683 
112.7683 
n2.-7685 
112.7685 
J.12.7684 
112.7680 
112.7681 
112.7680 
112.7692 
112.7678 
J.J.2.0944 
JJ.2.7636 
112.7594 
112-.7627 
112.7598 
112.7590 
112.7593 
112.7588 
112.7675 
112.7690 
112.7683 
112.7688 
ll2.7691 
112.7725 
u2.7687 
112.7724 
112.7678 
ll2 .. 77J.2 
lJ.2.7674 
112.7715 
112.0952 
Blank 
Ta.re wt., g ·· Gross wt., g 
112.1495 
112 .. 1503 
ll2.0949 
112.7715 
112.1492 
u2.1487 
112.0944 
112.7710 
~ 
03 
TABLE. -E-IIA 
HYDROGEN-CYCLOHEXANE EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
Cell Total Wt • .on Oil Gas Compr :Bal .. Sampling Equil•n 
Run Te:m;p. Meas. Cyl. :Ba.lance, Kg Level Level Temp. Time, Time, 
12:. OF Phase Bange1 Atm Init Final cm Init Final OF min hr 
36 150 .. 0 Liq ~-20 80.4431 so.4431 28.0 33.7 33.7 73 -- 7 
36 150.0 Gas 3-20 80 .. 7135 82 .. 6171 27.9 36.4 60 .. 2 75 153 6 
37 150.0 Liq 3-20 168.2247 168.2247 27.8 30.4 30.4 72 .. 5 -- 1.5 
37 150.0 Liq 3-20 168.2447 168.2447 ~?.7.8 30.1 30 .. 1 74.3 -- 5 
37 150.0 Liq 3-20 168.2447 168.2447 27.7 30.2 30.2 73 -- 12 
37 150.0 Gas ·· 3-20 168.3447 169.6693 27.7 31.0 47 .. 7 71 155 14 
37 150.0 Liq 3-20 169.8037 169.8037 27.7 48 .. 2 48.,3 70.5 -- 17.5 
38 250.0 Liq 3-20 170.0643 170.0643 2706 51.3 51..3 "76 -- 2 
38 250.0 Liq 3-20 170.0643 170.0643 27.6 51.2 51.2 75.5 -·- 5 
38 250.0 Liq 3-20 170.0643 170.0643 27.6 51.3 51.3 75 -- -8 
38 250.,0 Liq 3-20 170.0643 170.0643 27.6 5lo5 51.5 77.5 
--
5 
38 250 .. 0 Ga.s 3-20 ·170.0643 170.6143 27.6 51.4 57.9 ?6.5 30 11.5 
39 250.0 Liq 3-20 80.7135 80.7135 27.4 21.0 21.0 76.3 -- 10 
39 250.0 Gas 3-20 81 .. 1835 81.6335 27.3 26.3 32.2 76.5 65 11 
40 250.0 Ga.~ 20-50 173.4963 173.6713 27 .. 1 42 .. 0 47.0 77 200 11 
40 250.0 Liq 20-50 173.6713 173.6713 27.1 47.0 47.2 76.5 
--
14 
41 250 .. 0 Liq 50-125 1.39.6080 139.6o80 26.9 35.0- 35.0 73.5 -- 13 
41 250.0 Ga.s 50-125 139.6150 139.6700 26.9 35.4 39.1 71 100 15 
42 250.0 Gas 50-125 238.0780 238.1230 26.5 25.0 28.2 70.5 105 9 .. 5 
42 250.0 Liq 50-125 238.1230 238.1230 26.5 28.4 28.6 70 -- 13.5 
43 250.0 Liq 125-300 175.8140 175.8140 26.-5 72.6 72.8 72 -- 9 
43 250 .. 0 Ga.s 125-300 175.8140 175.8265 26 .. 5 72.9 75.7 71 110 12 
44 250.0 Ga.s 300-6oo 176.9203 176.9243 26.5 92.8 94.4 74-.3 150. 12 
44 250.0 Liq 300-6oo 176.9243 176.9243 26 .. 5 94.7 94.7 73 .. 5 
--
16 
45 250.0 Ga.s 600-1000 172.1373 172.1393 26.2 101.9 103.2 74 150 10 
45 250 .. 0 Liq 600-1000 172.1393 172.1393 26.2 103.5 103.6 72.5 -- 15 
46 150.0 Liq 20-50 174 .. 2370 174 .. 2370 25.7 46.3 46.3 70.5 -- 16 ~ 
46 150.0 Gas 20-50 174.2870 174 .. 8120 25 .. 7 47 .. 7 64.2 70.5 90 17 -..'.I \0 
Cell 
Run Temp., Measo Cyl. 
!2.:. -~ Phase Range 2 Atm 
47 150.0 Gas 50-125 
47 15000 Liq 50-125 
48 150 .. 0 Liq 50-125 
48 150.0 Gas 50-125 
49 150 .. 0 Gas 125-300 
49 1,50.,0 Liq 125-300 
50 150.0 Liq 300-600 
50 150.0 Gas 300-600 
51 150.0 Gas 600-1000 
51 150.,0 Liq 600-1000 
53 150.0 Gas 20-50 
54 150 .. 0 Gas 600-1000 
TABIE E-IIA (cont'd) 
HYDROGEN-CYCI.OEEXANE EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
Total Wt. on Oil Gas Compr 
Ba.lance, Kg Level Level 
Init Final cm Init Final 
149.0133 149.2003 25.2 31.6 45"8 
149.2053 149 .. 2053 25.2 46.2 46-3 
237.2654 237.2654 24.9 32.0 32.2 
237.2734 237.3934 24.9 32.1 41.3 
175.9476 175.9796 24.8 71.0 77.1 
175.9826 175.9826 24.9 77.1 77~2 
176.9203 176.9203 24~6 96.0 96.1 
176.9203 176.9283 24.6 96.0 99~5 
172 .. 3773 172.3793 24.5 102.l 104.6 
172.3813 17293813 24.5 104.7 104.8 
175.0520 175~4844 22.8 72.8 89.3 
172.3773 172.3823 22"'6 104 .. 6 107.0 
Bal .. Sampling 
Temp,. Time, 
OF min 
72 150 
71.5 --
72 
--
75 110 
75 125 
76 --
72 --
72.5 105 
72 145 
73 =-
78 --
74 159 
Equil'n 
Time, 
hr 
12 
16.5 
12 
14.5 
8 
12.5 
12 
14.5 
10.J 
13.5 
32 
12 
I-' 
co 
0 
TABLE E-IIB 
HYDROOEN-GYCLOBEXANE EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
Bar. Press • , mm Hg Air Ba.th U-Tu'be Manometer Rdgs. 
Run Init Final First Collection Second Collection Air ~th Vol. Bulbs 
No. OF OF Left Right Ref .Mk Left 0 Attached nnn mm Right Ref.Mk Temp., F 
36 742.75 72 .. 8 744.3 86.o 615.95 593.55 684.45 -- -- -- 86.o 25x,500x 
36 740.35 70.4 741.4 86.,o 712.0 494 .. 3 684.45 -- -- -- 86.o lQ00,2000 
37 744.35 70.9 745.05 86.o 622.5 586.75 684.45 -- -- -- 86.o 1000x,2000x 
37 743.85 77~7 743.65 86.o 636.5 572.3 684.45 -- -- -- 86.o 1000x,2000x 
37 742.8 74.7 744.35 86.o 630.2 578.75 684 .. 4 -- -- -- 86.o 1000x,2000x 
37 744.35 86.o 744.2 86.o 752.0 452.55 684.4 -- -- -- 86.o 1000,2000 
37 744.4 86.o 744.4 86,.o 628.3 580.65 684.4 -- -- -= 86.o lOOO.x,2000x 
38 738.5 73.2 739.85 8600 630.5 578 .. 3 684 .. 35 -- -- -- 86.o lOOOx,2000x 
38 740.45 86.o 741.35 86.o 626~6 582d 684.35 
-- -- --
86.o 1000x,2000x 
38 741.6 86.o 741.75 86 .. o 646.05 562.2 684.35 -- -- -- 86 .. o 1000x,2000x 
38 74o.5 75.7 740.5 86.o 632.95 575. 75 684.35 -- -- -- 86.o 1000x,2000x 
38 741.8 86.o 742 .. 55 86.o 658.0 549.85 684.3 -- -- -- 86.o 1000,2000 
39 738.55 75.5 739.55 86.o 614.55 594.55 684 .. 3 -- -- -- 86.o 1000x,2000x 
39 737.45 75.6 738.7 86.o 681.95 525 .. 05 684.3 -- -- -- 86.o 1000,2000x 
40 737.15 76.7 738.75 86.o 709.0 497.1 684.3 -- -- -- 86.o 1000,2000 
40 738.75 86.o 738.75 86 .. o 748 .. 7 455.8 684.3 -- -- -- 86.o 1000x,2000x 
41 743.6 73.2 744.9 86.o 6.78.1 529.2 684.3 -- -- -- 86~0 25,lOOOx 
41 744.9 86.o 745.7 86 .. o 758.45 445.75 684.3 -- -- -- 86.o 1000,2000 
42 742.1 71..2 742.5 86.o 813.4 388.95 684.3 
-- -- --
86.o 1000,2000 
42 742.5 86.o 742.65 86.o 757.65 446.6 684.3 -- -- -- 86.o 25,lOOOx 
43 738.95 73 .. 5 738.8 86.o 825.0 376 .. 8 684.3 -- -- -- 86.o 25,lOOOx 
43 738.8 86.o 739.,55 86.,o 901..95 298.4 684.3 662.9 544.9 684.3 86.o 1000,2ooo(x) 
44 737.,55 76.4 738 .. 55 86.o 943.7 256.25 684.3 669.4 538.2 684.3 86.o 1000.,2ooo(x) 
44 738.55 86.o 738.7 86 .. o 868.25 332.6 684.3 770.35 433.55 684.3 86.o 25,lOOOx 
45 740.7 75.6 741 .. 55 86 .. o 955 .. 6 244.25 684.4 671.95 535,.7 684.4 86.o 1000,2ooo(x) 
45 741.55 86 .. o 742.45 86.o 838.05 363.6 684.35 670.25 537.5 684.,35 86.o 25,lOOOx J--J Col J--J 
Bar. Press., mm. Hg 
Run Init Final 
Jio. OF 0 mm mm F 
-
46 745.85 86.o 746.3 86.o 
46 746.3 86.o 746.5 86.o 
47 742.25 73.8 742.65 86.o 
47 742.65 e6.o 742.95 86.o 
48 742.5 71.3 743.3 86.o 
48 743.3 86.o 743.65 86.o 
49 743.5 73.8 743.05 86.o 
49 743.05 86.e 743.35 86.o 
50 738.2 71.8 738.0 86.o 
50 738.0 86 .. o 737.85 86.o 
51 74l.O 86-.o 741.85 86.o 
51 741.85 86.o 741.3 86.o 
53 744.2 78.1 746.5 86.o 
54 744.4 74.o 740.15 86.o 
TABLE E-IIB ( cont t d) 
HYDROGEN-CICLOHEXANE EXPERIMl!lNTAL DATA 
Air Ila.th U-Tube Manometer Rd.gs. 
First Collection Seconf Collection Air 13ath 
Let't Right Ref.Mk: left . . 0 Right Ref.Mk: Temp., F 
650.9 557.5 684.5 
-- -- --
86.o 
784 .. 1 419.6 684.5 
-- -- --
86.o 
897.9 302.95 684.5 631.75 577.4 684.5 86.o 
686.5 520.8 684.5 
-- -- --
86.o 
735.85 469.55 684.5 
-- -- --
86.o 
936.75 263.55 684.5 635.15 573.15 684.5 86.o 
950.4 249.7 684.45 636.3 572.5 684.45 86.o 
736.7 468.6 684.45 
-- -- --
86.o 
747.25 457.6 684 .. 5 
-- -- --
86.o 
961.05 238.9 684.45 637.3 I 571.45 684.45 86~0 
962.7 236.65 684.45 637.4 571.4 684.45 86.o 
857.35 343.95 '684.45 702.75 503.9 684.45 86.o 
789.8 416.8 684.5 
-- -- --
86.o 
956.0 220.0 683.8 623.1 562 .. 0 683.8 86.o 
Vol. Bulbs 
Attached 
25x,500x 
2000,4o00 
2000,4000(x) 
25,500x 
25,500x 
2000,400o(x) 
2000,4ooo(x) 
25,4ooox 
25,4000x 
2000,4000(x) 
2000;,4000(x) 
25,4000.x 
2000,4000 
2000,4000(x) 
I-' 
Ol 
I\) 
TABLE E-IIC 
Ii!DROOEN-CYCWHEXANE EXPERIMENlfAL DA'.M. 
Run Trap No. l Trap 1'fo. .2 B1ank 
!2!. Tare wt., g · Gross wt., g Tare Wt., -g Gross wt .. , g Ta.re Wt ._,_g Gross Wt., g 
36 ll2.8o02 113.2710 112.7663 112.7721 112.1452 112.1458 
36 112.8343 113.1464 112.7963 lJ.2.7975 112.1453 112.1457 
37 112.8140 lJ.3.2416 112.7957 112.7970 112.1443 112.1447 
37 112.8147 113.5645 112.7955 112.7958 112.t449 112.1453' 
37 112.8144 113 .. 4028 J.J..2.79.52 na.7953 ll3.568l 113.8679 
37 J.13.8679 u4.o684 11.2.1191 u2.·l2ll u2.7953 .112.7964 
37 112.8140 113.3562 112.7948 112.7953 112.1208 112 ... 1205 
38 112.8133 u3.3421 112.7962 112.7987 112 ... 1222 112.1223 
38 :112.8424 113.2694 112.7960 112.8056 112.1222 112.1222 
38 ll2.8472 113.6268 112.7961. 112.8926 112.12~0 112.1218 
38 112.8553 113.4371 112.7989 ll2.7992 ll2.la28 112.1230 
38 112.8579 n3 •. 3064 112.19z1 112.7978 ll2.l204 112.1203 
39 112.8558 u3.3484 ua.79 7 112.8075 112.1204 112.1205 
39 112.8237 113.3729 ll2 .. 20S0 112.2077 113.8138 113.8133 
40 113.814o 114.0784 ll2.2079 112.2006( ll2.7779 112.7776 
40 112.8265 114 .. 0391 112.7776 112.7945 114.0784 114.0781 
41 112.886o 113.5002 112.7724 112.7729 113.8692 113.8693 
41 113.8693 114.114-9 112.2578 112.2621 112.7729 112.7730 
42 113.9524 114.J.689 112.25.38 112.2595 112 .. 9491 lJ.2.9491 
42 112.9491 u3.7145 ll2.T712 u2.7743 112.2595 112.2596 
43 112.6700 ll3.5151 112.7724 u2.7754 113.8205 113.8204 
43 113.8204 114.0566 · ll2.2557 112.2563. 113.5151 113.5148 
44 113.8575 lJ.4.0671 112.2561 u2.2577 112.8798 112.5793 
44 112.8793 113.4802 112.7728 i.12.7823 11.4.0671 114.0668 
45 113.8950 114.0851 112.2559 112.2585 ll2.7755 112.77.53 
45 112.8740 ll3.lo49 112.7753 112.7840 112.2585 112.2583 
46 112.9115 113.3233 112.8188 ll2.819l 112.1877 112.1875 
46 113.mno 114.1048 112.1875· 112.1921 112 .. 8191 112.8195 &', 
w 
Run 
No. 
47 
47 
48 
48 
49 
49 
50 
50 
51 
51 
53 
54 
Trap Noo 1 
Tare Wt. 2 g Gross Wt., g 
n3.8673 
112.8952 
ua.9051 
n3.8725 
ll3.9029 
112.9645 
112.8643 
113.8651 
113.8640 
112.8828 
112.8503 
112.9368 
114.o6o6 
113.8166 
n3 .. 8183 
114.0303 
114.0292 
113.5181 
ll3.1804 
ll3.9830 
113.9881 
113.3672 
113.0562 
113.0726 . 
TABLE E-IIC (cont'd) 
HYDROGEN-CYC:u>HEXANE EXPERIMENTAL. DATA 
Trap No. 2 BJ.ank 
Ta.re Wt.,, g Gross wt. 1 g Tare Wt. 2 g Gross Wt • ., g 
112.1890 
112.8206 
112.7514 
112.1775 
112.1767 
112.7511 
112.7921 
112.2299 
112.2294 
112.8629 
112 .. 8078 
112 .. 8028 
112.1915 
112.8204 
112.7538 
ll2.1794 
ll2.1791 
112 .. 7530 
112.7936 
112.2321 
112.2312 
112 .. 8702 
ll2.8o81 
112.8047 
112.8949 
112.1915 
112.1767 
113.8183 
1-12.7512 
112.179] 
112 .. 229l 
112.7936 
112 .. 8831 
112.2312 
u2.2680 
112 .. 2662 
112.8952 
112 .. 1917 
112.1775 
113.8186 
112.7511 
112.1787 
112.2299 
112.7939 
112.8828 
112.2311 
u2.2680 
112.2668 
~ 
APPENDIX F 
SAMPLE. CALCUIATION OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
The calculation of p-'f-x-y data from the experimental data is 
shown below. Final caleuJ.atio:ns were performed on an I:eM 1620 digital 
computer.. A list:t:ng of the .Fortran program used in the calculations 
u given in Appendix G., Tb,e date. tlSed in the sample calculation below 
are those for Run 40. All constants and c~version. factors were taken 
f:;rom the API 44 Tables (72). 
Temperature 
i:ttb.e teinperature was determined :from the readings on the potenti-
ometer for the chromel-consta.ntan thermocouples. The emf readings for 
the thermocouple were 7 .. 7932±0 ~ 0038 mv. From· tb,e thermocouple cali bra-
t ion (Appendix C), this emf corresponds to a te,tnpe:rature of 150¢0±0.1°:F. 
Pressure 
'rhe pressure in the equilibrium. cell was determined from the pres• 
sure balance pressure, corrected for differences in hydrostatic head o:f' 
oil, merc"lil"y", and l'zy'drocarbono Correction for difference in head for 
the hydrogen ge.s was negligible. (The pressure for vapor-sample runs 
was corrected for pressure drop through the capillary lines. The 
latter correction 'W8S never esti:mated to be greater tb.ELn. 0 .. 08 psi, and 
was negligible at pressure greater than 500 ps:ta..) T.b.e pressure at 
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the pressure "balance was corrected for buoyancy, thermal e~nsio:n of 
the measuring cylinder, and hydrostatic head due ta the oil reservoir 
acting against the guide pin .. The barometric pressure was added to 
obtain absolute pressure. 
Note: The pressure calculated in the 1620 program is P , the pres-
• gc 
sure in the gas compressor .. other corrections were made by hand cal-
cuJ.a.tions. 
'Where Pba.l = pressure ~t pressure 'bala.nc~' outlet 
g = local.acceleration due to gravity 2 
gc = conversion fa:ctor, 980 .. 665 (k~)(c.m)/(Kgf)(sec) 
M = :mass of all rota.ting parts, corrected for 
buoyancy 
A = effective area. of piston, corrected for thermal 
expansion 
Pbar = barometric pressure 
Poil = pr;:_ure correction due to head of oil on guide 
Local Acceleration~].£ Gravity 
The local acceleration due to gravity -was calculated frQ.01 the 
following f'orm:u.la. (11~): 
g = 97800524 [ 1 + 0 .. 005297 sin2 f - 0 .. ©000059 sin2 2 "f 
+ 0 .. 0000276 cos t cos (A+ 25 ) - o.o@oo6oh 2 2 o J 
'Where V= .J..a.titude 
A= longitude (positive east of Greenwich) 
h = feet above sea level .. 
At Stilhre.ter, ir = 36° 7• N .. , A= 97° 4* W.,, h = 930 ft. 
g = 979,, 777 cm/sec2 
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Buoyancy Correction 
a The 20-50 kg / am piston was used along with weights })l'o. 1, 2, 3, 
4, 5, 9, 12., 13, 14, 15, plus 250 gin the weight pan. From the data 
of Appendix A, the total weight, uncorrected for buoyancy is: 
:Base Weight 
Piston, etc. 
Weight No. 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
9 
12 
13 
14 
15 
Extra Weights 
Total 
33.3816 ~ 
0.8817 
25.0131 
25.0120 
25.0151 
25.0138 
25.0139 
10.0053 
0.9974 
1.0036 
1.oo42 
1.oolt-6 
11;:~~ ~ 
Let V = the volume et a steel weight of :m2 vacuo mass M0 • 
d = the density of steel = 7 .. 8 gm / am · 
p1 = density of air at temperature 21 and pressure P1 
p = density of air at 20 0 and l atm i = effective mass of M in air at T and F1 
. M'= effective mass of~ in air at 20 "C and l a.tm 
'fhen 
M = V (d -p1) = M0 ( l - (p1 / d)) 
M' = v \d - p2) = M0 (1 - (p2 / d)) 
' ( l ~l) ( d ) ( ) -- ""P p -p 
or H = M• . . P: = M' d _ P~ = M' l + 2 a. l 
1--d 
The term. in parenthesis is the buoyancy correction to M', and the 
latter is the weight lis·::,ed in Appendix A. If the ideal ga.s law is 
'1:1.Sed to calculate air density, then 
M = M' [ l + 0.000155 (l - (293 1?1 I 'f1})] 
M = 173.4963 (1,.0000079) = 173.4977 Kg 
Thermal Expansion Correetion 
The linear expansion eoe:f'fieient of the steel in the measuring 
-6 0 -1 
cylinder is 11 x 10 C • The area ex.pu1Sion coefficient Will be 
twice the linear ooef':f'ieient. Tb.en 
where A 1 is the effective piston area at 20 °0 
A'ie the ef'fective piston area at 'f1 
, 2 A= 5.0058 (l.OOOll) = 5.0G64 cm 
l3arometrie Pressure 
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The U'-tube m&l\l.ometer in the air bath was used to obtain barometric 
pressure, with one side evacuated to a negligible pressure amd the 
othe.r side open to the atmosphere. In RtUl 40 the barometric pressure 
readings were 737 .15 :mm Hg at 76. 7 F before the run, and 738.65 rmn Hg 
at 86.o F after the run. 
where h = observed barometric pressure, mm Hg 
p = density of mercury3at temperature of 
reading, gm/ cm 
'fb.e deuity of' mereury is a linear :£"unction of temperature 'between 68 
and 86°.F. ~e data in Perry (56) were correlated to .give 
Where t = temperature, deg J. 
J3efore the run: 
. . 3 P = 13.531+ gm I cm 
pbar m 737•15 mm. X lO~ X 13.534 ~ X 
cm 
5n X 0. 99909 ~.·f 1000 gm -~ 
:,bar= 0.996a Kgr / cm2 
Similarly, after the run: 
The average barometric pressure ws 
Also 
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Oil Level Correction 
---------
'I'he heigbt of the oil above the bottom of the guide pin on the 
pressure balance is equal to the height of' oil in the reservoir plus 
1 .. 6 cm (Appendix A). The f'oree transmitted to the rotating Shafi is 
'Where h0 = oil level reading+ 1.6 
p = density of the balance oil, 0.876 91/em.3 0 . 
6 2 A = cross sectional area of the guidepin, 1.7 Cll!-gp 
!t'hepressure correction due to the oil level is, then, 
A 
~.L p il = F ·1 I A = h p A o 01 o o gc 
X 
. Kgf 
0.99909 -
~. 
Corrected Ba.la.nee Fressure 
(173 .. 4977 ~ ..= 2 X 0.99909 
5..,0064 cm 
Kg f 
... 0.0088 2 
cm: 
2 L76 cm 
2 5.0064 cm 
Kg 
= 0.0088 ~ 
cm. 
Kg 
+ 0.9974 · ~ 
em 
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= 34.6236 + 0.9974 - 0 .. 0088 
2 
= 35 .. 6122 K'g:f / cm a.t the centerline of the cylinder 
outlet 
a lb I in2 
Pbal = 35.6122 Kgf / cm x 14.2234 f 2 = 506.53 psia 
kgf I cm 
Correction !2!: Oil. and Mercury Heads 
'fhe correction for oil and mercury heads in the gas compressor 
ws show in Appendix B. 'fh.e equation for the correction is 
AF = 0.09587 h + 2.427 psia. gc gc 
In Bun 40 the gas compressor level h • was 42.0. gc' 
AP = 0.09587 (42.0) + 2.427 gc 
= 6.45 psia. 
'fhen P = F - AP gc bal gc 
= 506.53 - 6.45 
= 500~08 psia in the gas compressor over the 
mercury surface 
Correction !2!: H;ydrocarbon ~ 
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In Run 40 the system ws hydrogen-cycloheD.ne. The density of 
pure eyclohemne can be used for the J.iq"tlid phase density 'With little 
error, particularly in view of the smallness of this correction.. A 
further simplification is the use of an average value for the density .. 
The value of the density at the boiling point o:f' the pure hydroea.roon 
was used. The reJ..ative error increases 'With pressure, but represents a 
smaller absolute error at the higher pressures. The height of the 
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liquid in the cell. is know.n only approximately anyway, and is ta.ken to 
be 3 in. in all cases, which should be correct Within i" 0~5 in. 
lb 
= 3 in. :x: 12 . in. X (0.68 :X: 62.4) ~ :X: ft 
= 0 .. 07 psia 
Then P=P P gc - ·h 
P = 500.01 psia 
Correction f'er '.Pressure Drop B'! Capillary 
For liquid phase runs, no further corrections a.re necessary. For 
the gas-phase runs, corrections were estimated f'or the pressure drop 
due to the hydrogen flowing through the ca.pi11a.ry lines and ga.s-distri-
butor cone. Calculations shoved that expansion and contraction losses 
were ~egligible. The Poiseulle equation 'WaS used to calculate the pres-
sure drop, since the f'law ns la.m.inar 1n all cases. 
32 Lv1,1. 
l!:,.'P•c = 2-
g D 
C 
'Where L = length, cm 
2 gt/ cm 
v = average velocity, cm/ sec 
µ=viscosity, poise(~/ cm - sec) 
g0 = 980.7 s.m_ - cm/ sec - gf 
D = diameter, cm 
ConvertiXlg to English units: 
Therefore, 
2 1b / 1n f . 
Comparison of the gas compressor ievel-ehange with the vol'UIIJ.e o:f' 
hydregen collected in several runs shoved that each. divisie on tb.e 
level indicator corresponded to 5 ... 2 cm.3 .. Thus, 
~ Q = 5.2 AB 
Where AGCL = change in level indicator res.ding in t:ime 
Ae (sec). · 
Therefore, 
= Q .. 00307 ( AGLC ) ~ 
A(J ~ 
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The heated length o:f' capillary was about 92 cm; the cold length, 230 
cm. The capillary diameter was e.@6 cm. The gas ... distri'butor cone had 
two sets o:f' grooves: one set consisted of 6 groeves 0 .. 56 cm in length; 
the other set contained 12 grooves 0.95 cm in length. The grooves were 
approximately O.Ol cm. in diameter. In Run 40, the temperature in the 
0 heated line e.nd cone w.s 250 F. The cold length w.s taken to be 
0 80 F. Viscosities for hydrogen are :from G:ra.:net ( 29 ) • 
AGLC 5 divisions min 
..-,;e = 68 min x 60 sec = 0.00123 !!: 
p. = 0.000107 poise at 250 °F .• 
p. = 0.000089 poise at 80 °F. 
AP = (0.00307) (0.00123) \ ( §~:) (0,,000107) [ 92 4 + 
e l (0.06) 
0.56 0.95 ] + (0.000089) £23@)] 
(6) (0 .. 01)4 + (12) ( .01)4 (0 .. 06) 
= .02 psi 
F = 500.0l - o .. 02 = 499.99 or 500.0 :psia in cell 
Composition 
The liquid- and gas-phase composition calculations are :made in 
the same manner. Only the gas-phase ealeulat:i .. ons will be shown,, 
Hydrogen 
The hydrogen w.s collected in the volumetric part of the appara-
tus. The following volumes were filled 'With hydrogen in Run 4o (gas~ 
phase). (Volume calibrations are listed in Appendix ]).,) 
1-1. bulb 
neck 
2 ... 1 .. bulb 
neck 
Sampling lines 
to reference :mark 
946.63 cc 
0 .. 38 
2048.36 
0 .. 98 
14.27 
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L ( velumes in lines and bulbs) = L V = 3010.62 cc 
To this must be added the amomit above the right-hand mercury level, 
up to the reference ll38.rk. From AppeBdix D, this voltlll'J.e is 
A = 0.02718 (Ref. mark ht, mm - Right side :manometer level, mm) 
respectively. 
A= 0.02718 (684.3 - 497.1) = 5.09 ce 
V == A + LV = 5.09 + 3010.62 == 3015. 71 cc 
'fhe pressure is given "by the difference in levels of the :manometer 
legs, 'Wbia'b. were 709.0 and. 497.1 mm. Hg. The air, bath temp~rature was 
85.9 °F. 
-.... ~ p 
'Where h = 709.0 - 497~1 = 211..9 mm Hg = 21.19 am Hg 
p == 
P= (. 0 ) 210.5 mm Hg at o Cl • 
The compressibility factor tor hydrogen (:81 ) is givem by 
z = 1.0 + 0.000582 (1t;) 
o:r z = ·. . . . ( 210.5) 1.e + 0.000582 6 . = 1.0002 
· 70 
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R 82.0567 cc-atm 760 :mm Hg = X 
·o atm. g mole - K 
3 
= 62,363 cm -mm. Hai g mole -otc 
T 85.2 + 4~9-7 Q = 1.8 . = 303.l K. 
= 0.03358 
~carbon 
'!'he hydrocarbon was frozel). out into two traps. The traps vere 
emptied of' hydrogen by means of' the Toepler pump.. The amount o:f' hydro-
carbon was determined by the difference in the weights of' the traps, 
be:f'ore and after Satlq)lillg. 
1'h.e trap weights were measured by weig'b.ing on the Vola.nd ·aJ:ld Sons 
:Balance No. 18559. Calculations showed that buoyancy and arm. correc-
tions need not be made because o:f' the relatively small change in 
weight of the traps. Corrections were made for the weights, in case 
different weigh.ts were used in the gross a.Di tare weight determina--
tions. c:.banges in buoyanc, were corrected for in Runs 35 through 54 
by weighing a "blank" trap at the same time that the gross and ta.re 
weights were observed: 
'?rap No. 1 
Trap Ne. 2 
Blank 
113.8140 g. 
112.2079 
112 .. 7779 
Gross 
114.0784- g. 
112.26o6 
112.7776 
These weights were corrected to obtain.the aaout of hydroearli>on. 
Trap No .. l 
Trap lfo. 2 
'fare 
113~8146 g 
112.2083 
Gross 
114.07§4 g. 
112.2617 
'!'he moleeu.la.r weight of eyclohexane is 84.i62. 
'?otal g-:m.oles = 0.03358 + 0.00378 = 0.03736 
Net 
o.a648 g 
o.0534 
0.3182 g Total 
0.00~781 Mole-fra.etio:ra eyelohe;xane in vapor = 0 •03736 = e.1012 
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APPENDIX G 
FORTRAN LISTING OF 
THESIS DATA CALCULATIONS 
DIMENSION WT(16),PWT(6) 9 A(6),V(13) 9 TAB{2),CF(2),WTMOL(2) 
WT(1)=25.0131 
WT(2)=25.0120 
WT(3)=25.0151 
WT(4)=25,.0138 
WT(5)=25o0139 
WT(6)=25.0166 
WT(7)=25.0141 
WT( 8)=25 00161 
WT(9)=10o0053 
WT(10)=5.0005 
WT( 11 )=5.0061 
WT(12)=0o9974 
WT(13)=1.0036 
WT(14)=1.0042 
WT(15)=1.0046 
WT(l6)=1 .0044 
PWT(.1 )=1 .4095 
PWT( 2) =0 .. 881 7 
PWT(3}=0.6719 
PWT(4)=0o5913 
PWT(5)=0o5598 
PWT(6)=0o5173 
A(1)=12.512 
A(2)=5.0058 
A(3)=2.0004 
A(4)=0o83393 
A(S)=0.41938 
A( 6)=0.24461 
BWT=33.2816 
V(1)=l4.27 
V( 2)=0. 11 
V(3)=25 .. 48 
V(4)=0.25 
V(5)=445.23 
V(6)=0o52 
V( 7)=946.63 
V(8)=0.38 
V(9)=2048.36 
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V(10)=0.98 
V{ 11 )=3823 .5 
V(12)=7.25 
V(13)=0.0 
TAB( 1 )=303. 1 
TAB( 2)=298. 1 
R=62363.1 
CF( 1 )=~ 9936 
CF( 2)=. 9946 
WTMOL(1)=78.114 
WT MOL( 2)=84. 1 62 
PRINT 103 
ACCEPT T~~E 100, ID,NCYL,O!L 1 GCL,BALT,ROOMT 9 CELLT,PBAR1, 
TBAR1 
ACCEPT TAPE 101, PBAR2,TBAR2 9 NWTS,EXWTS,NS0LV 
Wl=BWT+PWT(NCYL)+EXWTS 
DO 5 1=1 9 NWTS 
ACCEPT TAPE 102,J 
5 Wl=Wl+WT(J) 
RH01=13o6383-.001361*TBAR1 
RH02=13.6383-.001361*TBAR2 
PBAR1=.99909E-4*PBAR1*RH01 
PBAR2=.99909E-4*PBAR2*RH02 
PBAV={PBAR1+PBAR2)/2. 
PAT=.9675*PBAV 
TRM=(( ROOMT-32. )/1 .8)+273 .16 
W=W1*(1 .+(1.545E-4*(1 .-(PAT*293.16/TRM)))) 
T BAL=( BAL T-32.) I 1 • 8 
AB=A(NCYL)*(1.+(2.20E-5*(TBAL-20.))) 
PPRIM=.99909*W/AB 
POIL={1 .54*01L+2.464)/(1000.*AB) 
PENG=14.2234*(PPRIM+PBAV-POIL) 
DELP=( .09587*GCL)+2.427 
PENG=PENG-DELP 
ACCEPT TAPE 105,KW1,KW2,KW3,KW4 9 KW5 
HMOL=O.O 
DO 10 1=1,KW2 
ACCEPT TAPE 106,HTL,HTR 9 REFMK 
PMANO=CF(KW1)*(HTL-HTR) 
VOL=O.O 
DO 9 J=1,KW5 
ACCEPT TAPE 107,NVOL 
9 VOL=VOL+V(NVOL) 
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VOL=VOL+V(1)+(.02718*(REFMK-HTR)) 
HMOLN={PMANO*VOL)/(R*TAB(KW1)*(l.+5.82E-4*(PMAN0/760.))) 
10 HMOL=HMOL+HMOLN , 
ACCEPT TAPE 108,W1G,W1T,W2G,W2T 
HCMOL=( .( Wl G-Wl T)+( W2G-W2T)) I WTMOL( KW3) 
I F ( KW4) 1 5 , 1 5 , 1 4 
14 Y=HCHOL/(HCMOL+HMOL) 
X=O.O 
GO TO 16 
15 X~HMOL/(HMOL+HCMOL) 
Y•0.-0 
1 6 I F( NSOL V) 1 7, 1 7, 1 8 
17 PRINT 104,ID,CElLT,PENG,X,Y 
GO TO 20 
18 PRINT 109, ID,CELLT,PENG,X,Y 
20 GO TO 1 
100 FORMAT( 12, ll ,F4.0.,F5.0,F5.0,F5.0,F5.0,F6.0,F4.0) 
101 FORMAT(F6.0,F4.0, 12,F6.0, 11) 
102 FORMAT(l2) . 
103 F0RMAT(3HRUN,6X7HS0LVENT,3X7HT DEG F,6X4HPS1A,8X4HX H~ 
8X4HY HC/) · 
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104 FORMAT( 13,3X12H CYCLOHEXANE,1XF6.1,4XF9.2,3XF9.],3XF9.7).. 
105 FORMAT( 11 , 11 , 11 , 11 , 11 ) 
106 FORMAT( F6. 0, F6. 0, F6. 0) 
107 FORMAT(l2) 
108 FORMAT(F8.0,F8.0,F8.0,F8.0) 
109 FORMAT(13,3X12H BENZENE ,1XF6.t,4XF9.2,3XF9.7,3XF9.7) 
END 
THERMODYNAMl:C CONSISTENCY TEST 
USINGVIRIAL EQUATION OF STATE 
The·derivation of equations used in the thermodynamic consistency 
test proposed by !'rau.snitz and Keeler (65) can be made by use of f'ugac-
ities or chemical potentials. The former 'Will be used for illustra-
tion. 
Consider the vapor-liquid equilibrium between a mixture of a gas 
(component 1) and a liquid (component~) at temperature T and pressure 
P. The fugacity of component 2 in the vapor mixture at T and !' is, 
by Equation III-16, 
·. l JP(~ RT ) ln°?=-. V -- dP+ln._r 2 RT 2 P ... .,2 
0 
(H-l) 
Assume the applicability of the virial equation of state (Equation 
III-28), truncated after 3 term.so 
P'v B C 
Z=-Rm=l+V-+-
J.. V2 (H-2) 
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Substituti.on of the virial equation into .Equation H=l giveiBl (79) 
(I!-3) 
or, 
The fugacity of pure component 2 at its vapor press'tl.I'e, p2, is 
obtained by use of Equation III-.16 for the special case of the pure 
component. 
The virial equation :may be ufJ.ed for pure component 2 to obt;ain 
or 
3 c222 
<1;)2 
(H-5) 
(H-5A) 
(H-6) 
At the vapor pressure, p2, the pu.re liquid and. vapor are in equi-
librimn., and 
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(H-7) 
Equation III=l7, applied to pure componen:t; 2 in the liquid. phase., gives 
(H-8) 
or, 
Tb.e definition of the activity coefficient gives 
(H-10) 
Tb.e standard state is pure component 2 at T and!',. Substitution 
of Equations ll-7 and H-9 into Equation H-10 yields 
(H-11) 
At equilibrium., ~ = ~, a.n.d the right~hand sides of Equations 
H-4 and H-11 are equal. 
The consistency test of Prausnitz and Keeler :makes use of Equa-
tioms K-2., H-4., H-6, and R-11 .. Assume for the moment that all neces-
sary virial coefficients except~ are available. Assume also that 
data for evaluation of Equation H-11 is available ( th.is assumption is 
discussed below). !ae only unk:m.own remaining in Equations 11-2., JI-4, 
H-6, and H-11 is, th.en, ~ 2• The consistency test .consists of solving 
2o4 
these equations for B12.for several different experimental points at 
the same temperature .. If the values of ~ 2 so derived are reasonably 
constant, then the volumetric and p-T-x-y data are deemed consistent. 
(All virial coefficients are fm:l.eticns of temperature .2!dz.) 
The Pra.us:m.itz-ICeeler test is based, first of all, on the appliea-
bility of the virial equation truncated after two terms. Three terms 
were carried in the derivations, but terms i:m.volving the third virial 
coefficient a.re shO\lll to have small effect below. In general., th.e vir-
ia.l equation truncated after two terms represents volUllletric data well 
only at low pressures. In the ;particular case of gases and. mxtures 
ec:mtaining mostly gases, the virial equation truncated after two or 
three tems represents volumetric data quite well up ta moderately high 
pres$ures. The J.e.tter ease was illustrated by :Pra:usnitz and. Keeler 
( 65) 1 and is confirmed for n-hem:ne-lcy"drogen mix:tures ill Chapter VI. 
Thus, the Praus:nitz-Keeler test is useful for gas-liquid systems, the 
ease of interest in this thesis .. 
Another circumstance effectively 1:imi:ts the use of the .'Praunitz-
L Keeler to gas-liq;u.id mixtures.. In Equatien R-ll, r 2 mut be evaluated .. 
In general, r; is not available, although it may be est:i.ma.ted by the 
Seatchanl-Hildebrand eq•ticm (Equation III ... 31) .. In the case of gas-
liquid systems a;b moderate temperatures, x2 is nearly 1.0 and r~ is 
approx:unately loO also. !'he Scateh.ard.-Hildebrand equation was used to 
estimate r ~ in th.is wrk, and its use is sb.o,m below to produce small 
effect in the calcuJ.ated '.1\2 values.. It shGUJ.d be stressed that the 
lrausnitz-Keeler test checks ma.inzy the P-~-y data, s:tm.ce ~ is close 
to 1.0 in most eases .. 
The availability of the data used in Equations li-2;-- H-4, :a:-6, and 
lI-ll ws ta.ken :f'or granted above. The sources of the data used i:n 
this work are given below. 
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Virial eoe:f':f'icients JT.18,Y be est~ted from genera.lized correla-
tions., but good. experimental date. are preferable .. Second viria.l coef-
ficients for benzene and cyclohexane were ~ken from David .!:!2. .!:J:... ( 19)., 
who macie a thorough. investigation. of the published data. The second 
virial coefficient of n-he:xe.ue was calculated :t'rom the Kihara poten-
tial (34) .. Connolly (18) shoved that th:is potential fitted the experi-
mental data for n-he:xane very well, and listed the :parameters neces-
sary to calculate B22 for n-he:xane. Values calm:Q.ated from the Kill.are. 
potential cheeked wll With other literature values. The second and 
third viria.l coefficients for hydrogen were taken from Bird et !!• ( 9) .. 
Evaluation of third virial.coefficients for the hydrocarbons.pres-
ented a problem. Experimental values at the temperatures of interest 
were not available. Values of c222 vere calculated for several hydro-
carbons from API 44 volumetric data (72), and for several other sub-
stances from literature data. These calculated c222 values compared 
fairly well vith the generalized correlation of Praus:nitz ( 6o) at 
reduced temperatures of o.88 and above. For this reason c222 values 
vere taken from l!'raus:nitz• correlation. lfb.ese values were taken from 
an extrapolated portion Qf the.correlation and must be regarded as 
-approximate. 
Third virial cross-coefficients were ea.J.eulated by the :f'ollow:i.ng 
empirical rule. 
1/3 
01Jk = (ciii ejjj ckkk) (R-12) 
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.Connolly (15) showed th.at the above rule worked fairly well for hydro-
gen-hydrocarbon systems. 
Vapor :pressure data for the hydrocarbon,s vere obtained from the 
A.PI 44 tables (72). Liquid density data for the hydrocarbons (28, 67, 
77) were ex.pressed in the follo'Wing form. for ease of' calculation. 
(H-13) 
Th.us, the integral. of F.quation H-11 becomes 
(H-14) 
The parameters 81, 82, and!~ in the Scatchard-Hildebrand equation 
were taken from Prausni tz et !±• ( 64) • Values of all parameters used 
are given in Table H-1. 
A sa.xnple calculation for Run 17 is gi~~ belov to illustrate the 
method. 
Experimental Data: Rydrogenobenzene system 
T = 250 F = 394.3 °K 
P = 499.4 psia = 33.98 atm 
~ = 0~0153 
y2 = 0.104 
For pure benzene at its vapor pressure, using B22 onlzy', 
RT= (82 .. 06) (394.3) = 32,350 ee-atm/g mole 
p2 = 44.67 psia = 3.o4 atm 
Eq. H-2 
r; = 9828 cc/g mole 
Eq. H-6 
Y ( ) 32,350 [2( .. 753)] 8 4 f2 P2 , = 9828 exp 9828 = 2. 2 atm 
Eq. H-14 
1:P Y.~ dP = 1.01.3 { (33.98 - 3.o4) - ( 1•52 ~ 10- 5) (14.7)[(33.98)2 
P2 
- (3.04 )2 ]} = 3 .21 cc-atm/g 111Gle 
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Eq. H-13 
!.~ = 101.3 [ 1.0 - (1.52 x 10-5) (499.4)] = 100.5 ce/g mole 
.Eq. III-33 1 
8 ~~~~.;,;...t;~~---~~..µ..l...;;;.;~~8.;,;•0:;.,L' ) = 7 .9586 qal2 
mix= cc.' 
Eq. llI-32 
Eq. H-11 -:.v -:t. . . . . . .. . ( 3121 ) f 2 = f 2 = (1.0002)(0.9847)(2.824) exp 32, 350 = 3.063 atm 
The third. virial coefficients of 'fable H-1 are combined by the rule o:f' 
Equation ll-12 to obtain 
e112 = 1492 ( cc/g m:ole)2, 
0122 = 5984 ( ec/g mole)~ •. 
Tb.el!l C is calculated by its definition. 
2 C = 842 (ec/g mole) 
Bis also calculated, by definition, as 
2 . 2 B = (0.896) (15.37) + 2(0~896)(0.1o4) B12 + (0.104) (-753), 
B = 4.213 + 0.1864 B12,, 
The viria.J. equation beccmes 
33.,98 'If 
32,350 
842 
+-2 V 
Eq. H-4 3 0··63 _ (0.104)(32,;350.), 2 ( B 6) ( Ah)( ) • . - exp O. 9 ., B12 + G.J.U1+ ... 753 . 
.Y I. 
+ ~ (0,896)2 (1492) + 2(0,a96)(0.l.ll4)(5984l 
+ (o.104)2(24,ooo) 
The last two equations are solved by trial-and-error to obtain 
B12 = 12. 7 cc/ g mole 
0 The results of a few caleulations for benzene at 250 Fare given 
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below to show the effect of neglecting the third virial coefficient and 
liqui4 activity coefficient. 
Pressure, psia 
97.0-
499.,4 
~99 
Ce.le 'd with 
B,C, and:i 
-15.2 
12.7 
9.4 
B and e, 1 ~ = 1.0 
-15 .. 3 
12.6 
~.5 
L B only,12' =l.O 
-1g.l 
14 .. 6 
15 .. 3 
The effect of 7; is shown to be very small at low pressures, and not 
,:: 
very :i.n1porta.nt even at 2999 psia,. The effect of C ism.ore marked, but 
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probably couJ.d be negJ.eeted :f'or practical purposes because its use 
does not improve the constancy of :e12 (which is the important fa.et to 
be checked) .. 
TABLE H-I 
P.AB.AMETERS USED IN PRAUSNI'!Z-KEELER 
I CONSISTENCY TEST 
R6drogen0 Benzene Cyelob.e:xane n-Hemne 
Para.meter 150 F 250 F l50°F 250°F l5Q°F 25<:l'F 150°F 250°F 
:P2, psia 9.179 44.67 9.069 4a .. e6 13 .. 28 59.2 
0 !1, cc/g mole 37.8 43.0 ·94.07 101.3 ll4.5 124.e 139 .. 4 154.5 
105 f3, :psi.a -l 0 .. 97 l..52 0.,905 1 .. 66 1.43 2 .. 95 
Bii' 
cc/g mole 14.80 15.37 .. 1080 -753 -1194 -814 -136o -887 
01ti' 2 394 372 10000 24000 7000 9700 60000 72000 ce/g mole) 
. 1 
e1, (cal/cc)2 2.5 1.8 8.6 8,,0 7.8 7~2 7.0 6 .. 6 
Al'PENDI_X J 
CJIA.O-SEADER K ... VALQ 
CORRELATION 
The Chao~Seader eorrela.tion method (12) is ~~ed on the thermo-
~c relation 
(III-26) 
The ·vapor fuga.aity coefficient i~ calculated by the Redlich-Kwong equa-
tion of-state (6~). 
N 
B. L y. ;ai· 
i=l l. 
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( BP) in i +z (J ... 1) 
(J-2) 
(J-3) 
(J-4) 
(J ... 5) 
{J-7) 
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Use of the R-K equation requires only component T and F values. 
C C 
The liquid activity coefficient is evalua.ted·by use of the 
Scatcha.rd.;.Iiildebrand equation. 
(III-31) 
where 
·8 = 
m1x ,(III-31) 
For components below their critical temperatures, molal volumes are 
o~en avail~ble, as well as the information required to evaluate a1 • 
Chao and Seader found that sufficient accuracy ws obtained in their 
L 
correlation method by use of a single value of' 81 and ~ for each com-
ponent ( :independent of temperature).,· They tabulated values of these 
parameters for many hydrocarbons. Components above their critical 
temperature required special treatment, as described below. 
Chao and Seader used selected experimental equilibrium. data. to back 
· aa.lculate ))~ values for components below their critical temperatures. 
t The 11 1 values were then fitted to the relation. 
· L (o) log V • = log V + 
1 
10g v<1 ) 
' 
(J-8) 
where 
2 
+ (A5 + A6 ~r + A7 Tr) !'r 
2 . 
+ (A8 + Ag T ) P - log 1 , (J-9) r r r 
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3 
-3 .. 15224 T - 0,,025 {:P - 0.6). 
r r {J-10) 
A single set of A values was used for hydrocarbons heavier than methane. 
'fhe para.meters VLi and 8. could not be evaluated directly for gases 
- J. 
L (e.g., hydrogen). Values of y1 were assigned arbitrarily for gases from 
literature values of their :partial molar volumes in various solvents. 
Values of 6. and V ~ were selected such tha~ the error between calcula-
1 1 
ted and experimental K values -was minimized for selected experimental 
data. In this minimization procedure, use ws made of the theoretical 
L fact that)) i is a function of temperature and pressure only and show.d 
be the same for a. :particular gas in solution in a.ey solvent,, The 
derived))~ values for methane and hydrogen gases were fitted to Equa.-
1 ,. 
tions J-8 through J-10, and a set of A values obtained for each of these 
gases. 
Values of A, <J, !.~ and o1 a.re tabUla.ted below for the substances of 
interest in ~his· thesis. The original Fitzer~_!! .. corresponding states 
correlations did not include hydrogen. Chao and Sea.der arbitrarily used 
a value of CJ= O for hydrogen,, 
.. ;, 
Hydrocarbons 
5.75748 
-3.01761 
-4.98500 
2.02299 
0 
0.08427 
0.26667 
-0 .. 31138 
-0 .. 02655 
0.02883 
Hydrogen 
1.,96718 
1..02972 
-0.054009 
0.0005288 
0 
0.008585 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Substance 
Hydrogen 
n-Hexane 
Cyclohe:mne 
Benzene 
0 
0 .. 2927 
0.2032 
0.2130 
8(~)/2 
3.25 
7.27 
8.20 
9.16 
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L !. , cc/g mole 
31 
131..6 
108 .. 7 
89.4 
The use of the Cb.a.o-Sea.der correlation necessitates a trial-a.nd-
error calculation, since the expressions for •land r~ are composition 
dependent. For a. binary mixture at temperature 'rand P, trial values 
(J-13) 
(J-14) 
(J-15) 
(J-16) 
Equations J-1, etco, may nov be used to calculate K values, 'Which a.re 
compared to the trial values. The procedure is repeated until the cal-
cul.ated and trial K values are arbitrarily close. 
The critical propert.ies used i:n. the Chao-Sea.der calculations are 
listed below .. 
Substance 
Hydrogen 
n-He.xane 
Cyclohe:xa.me 
Benzene 
P, atm 
C Reference 
13 
23 
·:23 
23 
APPENDIX K 
CALCULATION OF GENERALIZED INTERACTION 
SECOND VIRIAL COEFFICIENTS 
The m.ethod of Prausnitz and :Ben:son ( 63) for predicting inter-
action second virial coefficients for binary mixtures, in 'Which one 
component has a low molecular weight and the other a high molecular 
weight, is an a.ppli.eati.on of a previous pure component second virial 
coefficient correlation presented by Prausnitz (60)o, The second 
virial coefficient correlation is of the form. 
(K-1) 
Simple mixture rules were used for J. 12 and W1"'. C . C, 
(K-2) 
w12 = (K-3) 
The characterisrt,ic temperature ('Which is not a critical tempera-
ture in the' usual senseJ for binary m:l..xtures) to be used :i.n Equation 
K-1 cannot be calculated from. any simple formula. Praus,nitz and Benson 
used the London theory of dispersion forces and experimental values of 
B12 to arrive at a correlation method for this characteristic tempera-
ture. The correlating equation is 
21~-
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(K-4) 
'Where T 12 = characteristic temperature of 
c l-2 interaction, °K. 
a: = pola.rizability, cc/molecule 
I = first ionization potential, e.v./molecuJ.e 
k = :Boltzmann constant, 0 
8.61 e.v./(molecule- K) 
(J'12 = collision diameter, or characteristic 
~teractio:n distance, for 1-2 interaction, em 
~ = dimensionless constant, 0.744 
Values of a: and I may be found for :many substances from the literature. 
Values of o-'12 for various systems were evaluated by .Pra.usnitz and Benson 
and correlated as a function of y0 for the heavy component for the light 
components methane, propane, hydrogen, nitrogen, hydrogen sulfide, and 
carbon dioxide. 
The values of the parameters used in th.is study for calculating 
interaction second virial coefficients by the above method are listed 
in !able K-I. The use of the method involves straightforward substitu-
tion of these parameters in"to Equations K-2, K-3, and K-4, the evalua-
tion o:f T/T~12, and the interpolation of B/!012 from the tabulation of 
Pra.usnitz. 
The evaluation of the parameters in !able IC-I is not so straight-
forward and is discussed here for the sake of clarity. Critical volumes 
must come from experimental data, and were taken from. the A.PI 44 tables 
(72) for benzene and n-hexa.ne, and the E'GSMA-data "book (53) for cyclo-
hexane. The a.centric factors were obtained frOJn Edmister•s tabulation 
(23') for the 1,,,.,.-Arocarbons. Pseudo values of V and W were listed for 
~.... -c 
hydrogen by Praus:nitz and Bensono 
Ionization potentials for benzene and cyclohe:xane were liste~ by 
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Watanabe (So), and for n-hexane and hydrogen by Prausnitz and Benson. 
Polarizabili·ties for the hydrocarbons were evaluated from listed values 
(21) of the dielectric constant as follows. First, the molar p'olariz-
ability w.s calculated from the dielectric constant by the Clausius-
Mosotti relation (31)~ 
where E = molar polarizabi;l.ity, cc/g mole 
M = molecular weight, g/g mol~ 
/:!> = density, g/cc . 
e = ·static dielectric constant 
(K-5) 
The molecular diele-ctric constant is, related to th~ molar dielectric 
constant by the following equation (31) 
(K-6) 
where N = Avogadro's number, 
0 6.02 x 1023 molecules/g mole 
Prausnitz and Benson listed a and I for hydrogen. 
The collision diameters, cr-12, were taken, as stated earlier, from 
the correlation presented by Prausnitz and Benson. 
TABLE K-I 
PARAME'I'ER$ USED IN CALCUIATION OF 
V 
c' 
Component cc/g m.ole 
Hydrogen 47.0 
n-Hexane 368 
Cyclohexane 311 
Benzene 260 
GENERALIZED INTERACTION SECOND 
VIRIAL COEFFICIENTS 
3 
<Y12' . :c., 
w cc X 1024 ev/molecule 
0 15.4 
0.290 96 10.4 
0.186 87 9 .. 88 
0,.215 79 9.24 
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a, 1025x 
e cc/molecule 
7.9 
1o887 
2.010 
2 .. 263 
a.1,~2 = constants ;i.n van Iaa:tt eq'UEl-tion (Eq. II:i: .. 37) 
B ;= second virial coeffic.ient 
C = third vir~l coefficient 
D = fourt~ virial coefficient 
= p:u:mber of ~el,ependent :l.1:r~ensive tb.e!'!l'l,occyna.nii<l! va.ria.bles (Eq. ;1:II-8} 
E = energy 
F :; U-TS+FV ·= Gibbs free energy 
f = f'ugaci ty 
K = y/x ~ vapor~liquia equilibrium ratio 
N ;::: :o:umb~r o;f' components in a mixture 
l' = pressure 
p = vapor pressure 
R = tb.e gas J.a.v const!;tl:lt 
s = entropy 
T = absolute temperature 
U = internal ene~gy 
V = volume 
x = mole fraction :in liquid phase 
y = mole fraction in vapor phase 
z = P!}RT = compressibility factor 
z' = quantity define4 by Eq, Vl-7 
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Greek Letters 
A 
8 
p 
V 
w 
= liquid eQmp:ressibility pare.meter (Eq. Vl-10) 
= f/x t 0 = activity coefficient 
= c~e in any q,ua.ntity 
= (IV.A:E~)1/ 2= solu~ility pal'a1Ileter 
= ehemieal potential 
= f/P = pure CQll'.lponent tugacity coefficie~t 
= num.ber of :pAaees in a closed ~ystE;mt 
= t/Py = mu;ture :t'ugacity coefficient 
~ - [(loglO Pr)~ ~ 0•7 + l) = a.centric factor 
r 
~ub.s cri12ts 
l£ = quantity a.ssoc~ted 'With benzene 
C = quantity evaluated at the critical point 
CH ~ quantity associated with cyelohe:xane 
11 j, k · = (l.U&ntity a.asoQiated With COOIJ?Onent .!, .J., o,r:- ! 
MIX = q-ua.ntity aesociated witn. a. ~ixture 
~19 
r = qua;ntity reduced by dividing by the col'l:'esponding critical 
quantity 
l = qua;ntity associated with component l (lighter eompon~nt) 
= quantity evaluated at condition 1 
2 = quantity associated 'With component 2 (h.~vier compon~t) 
= quantity eve.J.1JB.ted at condition 2 
_(bar) = quantity par mole 
E = quantity in excess of value for ideal Jllixing 
= quantity associated with m;txture in 'Whicb t~ere ~re no 
nQnidealitiea due to m.i:xing 
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L = quantity associated with liquid phase 
v = q1:;\8.Iltity associated with gas pmise 
VAP = quantity assC?ciated witll va:por;i.zation to the ideal gas state 
o = quantity eval:uateci. in a re:ference state 
(o) = quantity associated w:t't$ a ~imple fluid 
(1) = quantity associated w;i.th deviations fro~ simple fluid pehavior 
" * = quantity evaluated at infinit~ dilution 
-(bar) = partial mol.al quantity 
= quantity associated with a component of' a mut~e 
•, '','''=quantities associated with different phases in a closed 
system 
Abbreviations 
RK = Redlich-Kwong 
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